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Above – our town's Mayor, Bill Martin. I guess he decided to go for the relaxed look for his portrait. I'll admit that
that would be my preference too – but I say that with the knowledge that Nan wouldn't allow that at all. Neat how a
series of portraits like what Pam Wilde is doing in town can bring out so much. The final exhibit should be very
interesting indeed. With this iPhone series of the process, with the B&W accenting what is often missed in color,
I'm focusing on the whole thing from the perspective of the man in the street.
Below Sue Nappi. I assume that that was her husband getting his portrait painted in the last posting. She definitely
looks a little more comfortable with the whole process. While there's almost no gallery visible in this shot, she's still
not overposered by the car right outside in the street. It's amazing how much difference there can be in reflections,
depending on changes in lighting. And, as always, added to the Album on the Havre de Grace Street page, larger,
on black background and downloadable.
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Reindeer Run 2018
Starting to get a drawer full of 5K run T-shirts again. At one time it was mostly 10K runs, but those days are over.
Taking the selfie is Rachael, our niece who also runs these things – and beats me every time. It really helps, in the
middle of 500 or more runners, to know you at least know one or two of them – even if you have to watch their
backs slowly disappear into the distance. Only by a minute and a half this time – I'll get another crack at this in
April with the Bunny Run. Gotta keep in shape to carry all that camera gear around…
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Fuji X-T20 for sale…
$450. I thought I'd deduct what I'd lose on eBay through commission and shipping to offer this locally in case
anyone is looking for one of these.
• Really sweet condition Fuji X-T20 – Body only – sort of (the really nice 18-55 normal lens for this is available on
eBay for under $350).
• Metal Hand-Grip – makes the camera feel just right
• AC Adapter – it has enough cord for most uses. Really handy for some video shooting
• Battery
• 32 Gig Sandisk Extreme Pro 95Mbs SD Card
• 50mm f-1.8 vintage Canon lens on Fuji adapter – for manual focus 75mm equivalent portrait work (the camera's
zoom focus peaking makes this a snap). Otherwise most auto functions will work including Aperture Preferred Auto
exposure.
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An Unscheduled Year Ender
Jan 5, 2019

This Window Portrait was not on the schedule, still isn’t listed. But we happened to be in town Sunday December
30 and walked by the window. Raining much? Duh, it seems like it hasn’t stopped raining this year. Check out the
dingy sky and water on the cars in the reflection. I whipped out my iPhone – that’’s what I’m using for this series
anyway, and snapped off about forty shots – making sure at least one good one was sharp. It was cold, low light
and I didn’t have my trusty monopod with me. The subject turned out to be, after some searching on line, Major
General Randy S. Taylor. Looks like Pam had just begun to sketch him in. Later we saw the portrait on Facebook –
it looked really good.
Well, that pretty much finishes up 2018 subject matter, even if it does run into 2019 postings. This series should go
for another month or so. I missed one this past Friday, but will get as many as I can. Again, images are posted on
the Havre de Grace Street page – which is becoming quite full by the way – where they are larger, on black
background and downloadable.
Happy New Year and heres to a good lot of B&W Havre de Grace Street subject matter…
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A Contagious Smile + Notes and a Rogue Swan Appeal
Jan 10, 2019

The series that Pam Wilde is painting in the window of Artists Emporium draws to an end this month. I began my
iPhone series, catching these sessions, almost as an accident about half way through by taking out my iPhone and
snapping off a shot as I walked by. It has been fun. I quickly filled up one Album of 25 (that’s all one will hold) on
my Havre de Grace Street page – where they come up larger, on black background and are downloadable. The
second Album is approaching that limit – giving me closer to 50. I missed a few here and there, avoiding pointing
my camera at children posing. If I count correctly, I have room for the remaining sessions, plus a couple of slots for
something of a B&W wrap-up of the portraits themselves. What with my being banned from the Gallery, this could
be something of a problem. But I can always set someone up with one of my cameras (the iPhone wouldn’t be best
for this part) to go in and see what they can get for me. Fun times in old river city – Nan thinks that I am relishing
my small bit of notariety just a tad too much.
The picture above is Ann Slater getting her portrait painted. She kept alternating between a very serious pose and
this very contagious smile. I had such a difficult time choosing between the poses that I had to work both of them
almost to completion before I could decide. The whole time Nan pressed me to use this one anyway. I think my
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favorite part in all this has been watching the various responses to having to sit still and pose for an artist.
Interesting.

Rogue Swan – Rogue Swan is a Havre de Grace treasure, a local theater troupe now looking for a place to
rehearse – with a big performance coming up in May. Anyone who attended Mama Mia at the last year knows
how much they contribute to who and what this town is. And we all know the state of the economy – this isn’t
something they need to be paying for. Besides, providing them with space – probably about the size of the stage at
the Opera House – would benefit the town, the community and the arts. And I’m sure they would be very, very nice
to anyone who could solve their delemma. If anyone is interested, and doesn’t know how to contact them, ask me.
Otherwise – just get hold of Katy Gordon here in town. I do what I can to help, but I’m just a guy with a camera.

2019 – The Ice Festival is coming up soon, an early first opportunity (barring a good snow) to get the cameras
out and spend some time in town. Looking forward to it. A new year, a new section atop my Havre de Grace Street
page – trying to decide whether to relegate 2017 to a second page immediately or wait until sheer volume of
Albums mandates it.

Fui X-T20 – It looks like I’m selling it locally, That’s a good thing – I’ll begin looking around to see if there is
anything else I can throw in with the package for the guy to make it a little more fun. I was asked about my reason
for selling – in the past I have always tried to keep a system-compatible camera on hand for Nan to use, but after I
acquired the X-T20 body she decided that she would simply rather use her iPhone camera, leaving me with two
backup cameras. One had to go. Unlike a lot of photographers, I do not hang on to equipment I don’t use,
preferring to sell it or, if I can at the time, give it away. I purchased this X-T20 mint-used. I used it only once –
probably not much less than the previous owner. It needs a good home, and someone who will actually use it.
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Yes, definitely a little clear sky “do" make a difference. I’ve been playing with this iPhone series since early August,
and in that time it seems that it has always been raining, just got through raining or was building up to rain again.
Looking back on my exposures for these – working to keep ISO down because of the size of the sensor – they are
all 1/15 to 1/30 or a second. For this shot – clear sky with sun, 35 degrees and very windy – it came up a steady
1/125 of second. At the same time I found I had better control over focusing and exposure – I use the Camera+ 2
app / shifting position to auto expose and then lock followed by the same procedure with focus. Sort of brings
home how wet and dingy a year we have just left behind. Here’s hoping for a little, a lot, less real.
The shot above is Kelley Dilworth. I liked this exposure because the expression comes close to matching that in the
painting. Pam’s hands are slightly blurred as she appears to wipe off a brush, as she contemplates her canvas. I caught
this one a little further along than most – looking, in B&W, like something of an almost finished charcoal sketch. It could be
interesting photograph the final products, the finished paintings, and work them into B&W fine prints – could make for a
fascinating series of same-size interpretations. Just a thought.
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I RECOMMEND ANOTHER GREAT, GREAT BOOK
The Tangled Tree, A Radical New History of Life by David Quammen
I got this book for Christmas – another in a recent series of science tomes that stands out and a great way to start
off the year. A Tangled Tree traces the history of our understanding of evolution from it's beginnings more than a
half a century before Darwin to the present, in an uncommonly readable style especially for the subject matter. I've
done a lot of reading on the subject in the past, but this one, along with introducing some of the latest findings, fills
in some gaps. One emerges with a much better understanding of both where we came from, but how we are
figuring it all out. "Radical"? Pretty much. "New"? Only to some who have not been following recent developments.
But definitely a phenomenal summary and a fascinating update. Natural Selection is just part of a much more
complex picture – fascinating stuff. Another on my list of books that every High School and College student should
be encouraged to read, regardless of their academic interests. And it helps that the author is able to avoid putting
one to sleep in the telling – I love his little trick of keeping chapters short enough, a full eighty four of them, to
assist the reader in absorbing the information. Read a chapter, let it perk, etc. In the end, possibly mind blowing to
some, one is forced to wonder just who and what we are – good science always creates more questions than
answers. My first must-read book for 2019.
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Really busy this weekend, but I managed to do up my favorite Ice Sculpure from the Ice Festival. It was set up
“walking by” La Banque de Fleuve – our local wedding chappel located in a historic old bank building.This thing
was life size, quite impressive. OK, I admit that she was carrying dark red flowers – and that I tweaked the color
filtration a little in B&W conversion to bring them out as white. Just a little artistic license used there. Anyway, I
wound up with a pretty nice color exposure, but hey, B&W is where it’s at. Everyone knows that, don’t they?
I did begin the Ice Festival album on the Havre de Grace Street Page – the rest will be added there as I go.
Next posting will be a couple more from my iPhone series of portraits being painted in the window downtown. And
then I’ll get to a couple of more shots from the Ice Festival.
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The Usual Suspects – an Ice Festival Lineup
Jan 23, 2019

Changed my plans and decided to post a fun shot from the Ice Festival next. I was already thinking of this group as
looking like some sort of police street line-up when Nan, seeing what I was working on, remarked: "The Usual
Suspects". Now I can’t get the image out of my head (you know, the classic movie). One could even probably
come up with intimidating nicknames for these characters, more than a little removed from the movie personas.
This is B&W photography, so I’m shooting for images that say something, tell a story, make room for speculation,
etc. Do a quick conversion of a color image to B&W and see that the result is just the outline of a story – lots of
“rewrites” before the final product. And then only a small percentage make the cut. B&W is a frustrating and
demending, but rewarding, mistress. My postings for the Ice Festival will be few. I’ll probably post a couple more,
adding them to the album on the Havre de Grace Street page. I didn’t cheat on this one – much. I applied a little
motion-blur to the background to accentuate the already sinister look of the three foreground suspects.
This Thursday and Friday are the final two scheduled sittings in the window of the Artists Emporium downtown. I’ll
try to get one or both of them. At the same time I’ve got two backed up to post later – looks like Monday for starting
to get those out. Friday will be for any more images I get out of the Ice Festival.
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Not a lot more – just a couple of moments I managed to catch. The image at the top is the second one in a row
where I used a trick that I grab on rare occasions for street shots. I create a copy layer over the image and apply a
selected degree of motion-blur to that layer. Of course it lookl pretty much like crap at that point – but then I very
carefully erase the effect over everything but the background. I sat down one day a while back and ran trough tests
on all the different ways to unfocus, fuzz, fog, noise up and otherwise make a background less distracting and
remain real. In this shot the girl’s face was simply in the wrong place – and far too close to in focus. I can’t wait to
print this one.
A not-so-bad beginning to the year. I figured out very early on that with B&W, if you work all day and manage to come up
with one shot that you consider a “ eeper" – albeit after hours and maybe even days of work – it was a success. Street
shooting provides something of a bonus in that there are always others shots that, while not really works of art, can be
printed up and given to the subjects.

Below are a pair of shots of kids posing for their pictures peering through the face hole of an ice sculpture. Cool
idea – It’s amazing how much is done to provide something for the kids to do in Havre de Grace street events.

Again, all these are put into albums on the Havre de Grace Street page, where they are larger, on black
bacground and downloadable free.
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Last of the iPhone Window Series Portraits
Jan 28, 2019

Artist Pam Wilde's series of portraits painted in the window of Artists Emporium has come to an end. Sometime in
the Spring there will be an exhibit of the more than 100 paintings done done. The last two of the more than forty
that I managed to capture in my iPhone series of the set-up in the window - using the street reflections – are
posted here today. They have also been added to the two albums for the series on my Havre de Grace Street page
(where they appear larger, on black background and are downloadable). I'll have to find some way to offer my
freebie little 8x11s matted 11x14 for any of the subjects that want them.
The shot above shows Michele Sweet, sporting another of those contageous smiles I occasionally saw. The image
below is of "Ralph". I give only the first name because that is all that was posted on Pam's scheduling site. Thats
OK, he knows who he is. Or does he – evidently he had to be chained into his seat. I would have asked – but as
far as I know I'm still banned from the Gallery, for something supposedly disrespectful I said here on this blog.
Which is actually kinda fun – it's difficult not to enjoy the incongruity of a store owner banning someone who has not only
been a customer but who has done the Galery multiple favors. Of course all this saves me both money and effort. I
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suggested to Nan that I should get a T-shirt made with "Banned from Artists Emporium" printed on it, but she wouldn't let
me. If this lasts into Spring, I just might go there.

Now that this iPhone series is finished, I'll have to start thinking about another project where I could use the phone
camera.

Gallery Sitting at RiverView
Looks like March is going to be my/our big gallery-sitting month at RiverView. March has five Saturdays in it – I
have the first two and Nan has the last two (which means I'll be there all four). I’ve filled in for other artists a few
times during the year, but unfortunately that doesn’t fulfill my own obligations. Some Saturdays aren't bad, with
enough people coming in to make time pass at a reasonable pace. But – let the weather be a little iffy – and it feels
more like a week. Then again, I'll just have to remember to put a couple of good books on my iPad Mini.

RiverView Web Site
I'm in the process of updating some of the Artists pages on the RiverView site – any artist who doesn't have a
web site, Facebook page, etc. to link to, Tam tries to have me put up a page for. The site's new intro slide-show will
have to wait until everything is re-arranged later this month. The site gives the Saturday gallery-sitting schedule
and provides, on the Artists page, links so that they can be checked out.
I've also begun, after a break, photographing some of the art myself for these pages. Some of the artists aren't
really up to that. Easy enough with the two-dimensional pieces, but a real bear with the three-D, especially since I
try not to have to take them home to shoot them. For that I used to use a portable light tent that I designed and
made myself a few years back– but that has been loaned out for so long that it would be somewhat unjust to try to
pull out from under, so I looked on line and Voila – it looks like they now make something very similar, for no more
than it would cost me to make another. So, too late for the latest batch, I ordered the darn thing. Now Tam won't
have to put up with me throwing hissy-fits while I battle awkward attempts to do the next to impossible – get good,
clean, classy images of pottery in a crowded Gallery with reflections bouncing everywhere. Yay. And this one is
both larger and collapsable. Heck, I'm even going to update my lights to something a little more convenient.
Will I be willing to loan this one out? Sure, why not. With me it's only an issue once or twice a year.
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January Hafla I – April
Jan 30, 2019

This is the second Hafla I’ve shot at the Opera House – it’s getting to the point where there’s not enough room in
the Black Box. Here’s hoping they can move upstairs in the future. I've gotten shots of April Monique (her dance
name) in the past that I’ve liked. And nothing new along the standard lines emerged from this Hafla shoot. So I
zoomed and zeroed in on a couple of closeups that I really like. The first, above, is a horizontal cut from a full
vertical (with audience heads blocking the bottom half). A little study in form and contrast. The second shot is,
again, a crop from the original exposure. As soon as I realized that I’d caught April’s great asset, her eyes, like
that, I knew I had to reduce it to a portrait, one of my favorites – I can’t wait to print this one up. Hard to believe this
was shot while she was dancing. I should have at least one more image from the Hafla by Friday.
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These are posted in the January Hafla album on the Havre de Grace Street page, where they appear larger and
are downloadable.
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Jessica Lee Fenwick – aka “Luvlee” – does her solo dance in the January Moonshine Hafla at the Opera House.
Even from my vantage point in the back corner, standing on a stool, it was almost impossible to get a full-body shot
with all the heads in the way – unless I lucked out like here where the subject was standing in exactly the right
spot. Luvlee, a regular at these things, can always be counted on to do something original and different – although
I’ll confess to being pretty lame at translating interpretive dance. I just like to watch – and look for moments I can
capture with the camera if I’m fortunate enough to be invited to shoot.
Fortunately there were a couple of other photographers there – giving me free rein to shoot with my B&W in
mind, not worrying so much aboiut getting color images the Opera House or dancers might be able to use. I took
a lot of exposures, a couple of hundred actually. But any outing where I get three that I like as much as this one
and the two from the previous posting, I consider a success when working in B&W. While the lighting was a huge
improvement over the last Hafla, the size of the audience is getting to be too much for the little Black Box.
This was taken at a low point in the oft-changing lighting with my X-T3 – ISO 6400 at F-4 and 1/160 with the 55200 zoom at 55mm (85mm equivalent). Lights that change like that keep my finger on the front dial fine tuning the
shutter speed in order to keep the ISO down as much as possible. With the lens I was using – and its stabilization
– I could have shot this a tad slower and gotten ISO 3200 and been a little safer – but as long as I avoid going too
large on a print, the much feared and maligned ISO 6400 did fine (and no, I did not do any noise reduction).
The Havre de Grace Street page, where these are larger and downloadable, is now two pages. There is a link on
the bottom of the main page to a page 2, where I moved the 2017 images. The volume of work for this project is
building faster than I originally expected.
I’ve also streamlined things a little here by cutting the Blog posting archive off at January 2018 – adding a PDF of
2017/2018 to the back-postings files at the top of the Archives page (link at the bottom of the home page).

Freebie-Miniatures…
I’m getting close to having to set a printing day so I can catch up on my freebie-miniatures – 8x11 on 11x14 for the
subject or family of the subject – from the Havre de Grace Street series. Sometime early February. Requests for
copies are piling up so it will be a busy couple of days. I do appreciate it when someone specifies that they are for
an album of some kind and don’t have to be mounted/matted, it saves me a lot of work. On the same subject, there
are a lot of street images in the box at RiverView that have yet to be picked up – if anyone going through them
recognizes someone, please tell the Gallery Director for me. It’s often very difficult to let people know they can pick
up their pictures.
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"Still Waiting" – A New Annegarn Piece
Feb 5, 2019

One of our favorite collections of other people's art is our grouping of area artist Maria Annegarn's seated
ceramic figures. They often come with their own bench or chair. One lady even has a purse. We display them in a
neat wicker shelf rack – guests often remark on our acquisition of a new piece. This past October (yes, somehow I
missed posting it at the time) we acquired a new one – this one is called "Still Waiting” and sits seven inches tall.
Sometimes if we think we recognize someone in a figure, we call it something else.
Thus far we have passed on standing figures, having no way to add them to the display. Maria is a member
of RiverView Gallery in town, where there are always a number of her very unique pieces. Tamara knows to call
us and let us know when new work comes in.
I've posted pictures of the collection before, each time we add a figure. Just can't resist showing it off. Below, our
display as of now, the little vase top right is another Annegarn creation:
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Maria’s web site is here: https://www.mannegarn.com, check it out.
I thought I'd take this opportunity to break in my new light-tent for photographing 3-D items. My first effort, leaving
the white background completely white, seemed like too much so I reduced the effect some toward the center. At
one point I had a light tent that I made myself, but today they sell the set-up below as cheap as I could could make
another one (I sort of loaned out that one indefinitely) and it takes up far less space in storage. Even the lights are
smaller, cheaper and brighter. So, OK Tam, when it comes to getting shots of those 3-D pieces, bring it on!
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Kind of lonely looking in there, isn’t she. I left the third light off for this shot – it came from high in the front. I shot
everything here with the iPhone. Easier, quicker and perfectly fine for images destined for the internet. And of
course I shoot RAW in case there are any major corrections.
I keep up an Other People's Art Index here on the site. In fact it has acquired so many entries that I have recently
had to make a big change – only listing those over the present and past year with direct links, and simply
designating the appropriate PDF archive for the rest.
Why do I include Other People's Art? It's a lot of fun thinking and talking about my own work, even a lot, but not all
the time. Looking at, appreciating, collecting and sharing one's excitement over the work of other artists is not only
rewarding but tends to put one's own work in perspective.
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What I Got Nan for Valentines Day – an Other People's Art Posting
Feb 14, 2019

When Carolyn Blazeck brought her unique work into Riverview Gallery last Fall, Tamara immediately put them in
the front window. They are kind of magnificent. Not only are the "pots" exquisitely executed, the woven pine-needle
work that tops them is striking. And to add a little icing to the cake, the prices are more than reasonable. While I
was in the Gallery photographing them for the Gallery web site, I put the one at the top here on lay-away. This not
only gave me a couple of months to pay, it put off my having to pick it up until Valentines Day – in our house it isn't
that Nan would find things, it's that I have a difficult time holding myself back from giving things away.
This piece is large, a full 11 inches tall and 15 inches wide. I knew at the time that it would be a close call between
this one and the one directly below it on Blazeck's Galery page here: http://www.riverviewgallerymd.net/carolynblazeck.html
But Nan's happy with this one, placing it, for now, atop the corner buffet that I made for her – avec a little dry
arrangement, of course. If and when I meet the artist, I'm gonna have to ask when she might come forth with a
series of these about a third or half the size – they would make wonderful high-end gifts.
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NEW WORK IN THE FREEBIES BOX
I just finished printing up images from the last couple of First Fridays in 2018 and early 2019. This does include the
recent Moonshine Hafla. All of these can be found on the Havre de Grace Street page. Sometime next week I will
be able to add them to the Freebies Box located in RiverView Gallery in town for subjects (or family of subjects) to
pick up. It just seems to me that the least a photographer can do, especially with unsolicited street pictures, is
provide the subject with a nice, matted image.
A side note: there are still a lot of great images, especially of kids on First Fridays, that haven't been picked
up. So if you see anyone you know in there, please tell them.
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An Appeal for People to Pick Up Their Havre de Grace Street Freebies
– and I'm UN-BANNED from Artists Emporium
Feb 20, 2019

My Havre de Grace Street freebies-box, very graciously displayed by RiverView Gallery in town, is getting full,
beyond full. Last time I looked there were four dozen waiting to be claimed. In the past year maybe a dozen people
have come in, seen themselves or their family member, and walked out with a mounted/matted original (ready to
frame).
When I started on this "street photography" project, I decided that the least I could do is offer a small (8.25x11)
original print to my subjects/targets/victims. After all, they might very well wind up in a book at some point. I
decided to hinge mount them and cut little rag mats for them.
The problem from the beginning has been identifying individuals and/or getting the prints to them. RiverView,
where I exhibit my work, offered to let me put them there for pick-up. They do attract some attention, being leafed
through a great deal. But so far, far too few have been picked up. And I've just added about a dozen and a half
more – images from up through this January.
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An Appeal for People to Pick Up Their Havre de Grace Street Freebies – and I'm UN-BANNED from Artists Emporium

I'm posting a series of group-spread shots here, taken on the Gallery floor, along with my appeal. So if you see
anyone here you recognize here, please let them know. Thanks. Hopefully word will get out and there will be a run
on the freebies-box.
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Havre de Grace Street images that don't fall into the "If you see yourself…" category are offered the same size,
economy framed, to keep the price down a little.

I'm UN–BANNED from Artists Emporium
I'm pretty sure that wasn't my pretty face, magnetic personality or even my inherent likability, duh. So I was a little
confused when I was suddenly UN-BANNED from The Artists Emporium Gallery in town – not that I wasn't getting
some enjoyment out of things as they were. Turns out my camera work is needed for something. Anyway – it looks
like I can cover events again. Here are links to the posting that so ridiculously got me into trouble and my
subsequent BANNED announcement – in case anyone needs a chuckle:
A Pair of Wilde-ings – as exile to the storage room looms…
OOPS – BANNED
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The Latest on Ordering My Fine Art Books – Availability, Price Changes
and Some Tips Thrown In
Mar 1, 2019

I have some experience with this in that I've now had eight different books printed by six different companies, using
at least nine different preparation systems. I'm posting this because I have just ordered the next two copies of my
The Moon has been Eaten – More Images from Easter Island. This is the second volume of my Easter Island
Images. And of course everything has changed – again.
Granted, hardbound books printed one at a time are expensive, but they can be treasures. And, despite all of the
seemingly discouraging points I am going to make below, it is really not very difficult. Exacting, yes. But pretty
much anyone can do it. And artists have a special need for this.

How the latest changes are effecting my books:
The Moon has been Eateen, More Images from Easter Island
This book is already being printed by BayPhoto press. I am out of printed copies so I went to order numbers 6 and
7 (#6 is sold!). But since it has been a little over a year since the last order, the book file shows up on their software
as no longer existing on their server. To complicate this, BayPhoto now has a whole new way to order – better but
not at all convenient for me since all of my files are designed for the old software and would require a couple of
days of work to convert – Isn't that precious. I called and asked – only to be assured that after a year the files are
automatically removed.
Then I did a Hail Mary – writing the help desk to double check – they have a very savvy tech-help desk. I tend to
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figure that, with long-shots, things that stand maybe one chance in a hundred – after a hundred or so, one will work
out. I got the email reply this morning, the guy actually checked, found file still there, and asked if I wanted a reorder. Heck yeah!
In a few days I will have #7 on hand. The cost to me was a $170 each – the book is kind of exquisite,
shown HERE. I'm charging only $275 for this one. When it sells I will order the final three copies – for which the
price will have to go up. Probably 350 for #8 and I'm totally not sure about #9 and 10 (I throw in one of the first
volume for an additional $25 – I’m working on the last 200 of the 550 of those printed – along with a small 7x9
original print of "Tongariki from the Sea" tucked in the front of the first book).
Looking Back, The Negative Years
The last one of these from the old printer is now gone. This will raise the price considerably – to $250 for the
remaining copies in the edition of 10. I am now in the torturous process of converting the file over for BayPhoto
printing. The quality of the book will go from great to exquisite. This book pretty much covers my work with B&W
negative film – minus the Acadia project. A lot of local work in there. See HERE.

Acadia – A Portrait
The result of my 1982 month in Acadia National Park. Again, all B&W. There are two copies of this book still
available that came from my now-closed printer. These are really nice, quality books. The price remains $175 each
on both of these. After that, the last volumes will be printed by BayPhoto and will have to bear the same $250 price
as the Looking Back book – with quality going from very nice to exquisite. See HERE.

* Both Looking Back and Acadia book files have yet to be re-worked for BayPhoto. I'm looking at a solid week's
work there, each.

I'll be gallery-sitting Saturdays March 2, 9, 23 and 30th. Nan will accompany me for as many as she can.
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SOME NOTES/TIPS ON GETTING FINE ART BOOKS PRINTED
OFFSET (CMYK or TRITONE)
I'll get this one out of the way up front. This is how my The Moon has been Eaten, Images from a Year on Easter
island was printed (cheaper duotone sucks). I'm talking B&W here – color using CMYK is somewhat cheaper and
the old standard. And this is, per volume, the cheapest way to get quality. BUT there are minimums – anywhere
from 25 to 250 depending on the printer. It's a big investment (yes, image books are by far more expensive to have
printed than any other kind).
I won't really go into this one because the expense can be so great, the pitfalls so daunting and the lack of control
so frustrating. To solve the last part I had my book printed locally by Stockson in Bel Air – hiring one of his presses
and his best press man for a whole week. Otherwise, you do NOT want to go there if you want to have any control
whatsoever over the results.
Today there are a couple of outfits on line who will give you a little more control, as well as let you order as few as
25 copies. I've seen some of the results and am not impressed.
DIGITAL PRINTING
This is how the rest of my books have been printed – and it allows for one book to be printed at a time. But it's an
obstacle course wrapped in a swamp that requires something of a guide. Get off the trail and disaster is inevitable.
There are three reasons for this:
1– Everyone seems to want to go as cheap as they can go and the printers work for this. Most are far too willing to
compromise on quality control.
2– By far most of the books ordered are family photo books, in color. This is what the printers are set up for,
promote and see all day.
3– Among artists, who have a need for real quality printing, there is resistance to diving in and getting to "know the
territory" (Music Man). The number of decisions that have to be made can be daunting and yet none of the on-line
guides are really much help. There's a good reason for that: every one of dozens of decisions that has to be made
along the way changes the next set of choices. By the time someone manages to sort all of this out in outline form,
the result would fill far too many pages and require a system of choice-governed links.
There is a real need, in each individual case, for someone with experience with all this, to take a close look at what
the needs are and outline a course of action, explain the various choices and even help a little with some of the
many, many steps that have to be taken. And, yes it is worth it and not really all that difficult – more like putting one
foot in front of teh other and taking it one step at a time. Oh, did I mention that it all changes so regularly that a
year or two after getting a volume printed, you just may have to start all over for a second printing. Fun……… but
very discouraging if one were to tackle it on their own.

Some of the more reasonable-priced printers, in my experience, do a great job on certain kinds
of books:
• Artists Record Book – remember when artists kept slides of their art work, along with a book of written
notes. Well, now Nan simply keeps the record until we fill up the next digital-book file and make an order. It
includes a nice 7X9 inch or so image of the painting along with all of the information (any sale records are kept in a
little database on her iPad called Tap Forms. These are 8.5x11 hard bound books that she keeps laying around her
studio (with a side benefit that book files can be exported as a PDF and put on the iPad, etc. as a carry-version of
the book. I've been years trying to convince artists to go there on this. And the "regular", competitive book printers
are great for this. With the added benefit that if you watch for a sale you wind up close to half price. All artists,
expecially painters and potters should consider this. Really.
• Family History Book – this is much more than just a book of color beach snapshots. And can be an
important and time consuming volume to put together. I've done it and posted a how-to once – that is now obsolete
(I would be happy though tooffer up some pointers).
The company I used for Nan's painting books and our family history book was one of these. Great results.
Unfortunately that printer has now been absorbed into one of the worst of the lot – with sucky quality control. So
much for that.
Of the rest, MixBook seems to have a pretty good reputation right now – in spite of my very bad experience with
them. They, along with most, SUCK at fine-art B&W. Simply do not have the quality control necessary to get it right
or consistent. The problem is – and they assured me that they could handle it – that printing B&W using CMYK is
quite exacting. I had them try twice and they failed miserably. Looking at the books I put it down to no way near
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enough quality control in enough stages of the process. These presses are busy rolling off color books and here I
shove a fine-art B&W at them – I shouldn't have. Otherwise the books were great – I burned them.

But if you want something that lives up to the full potential of Digital Printing – especially B&W
I'm sure there ar others, but I sure haven't fount them. I use BayPhoto in California. None of the top quality
printers are mentioned in on-line reviews of "best book printers" – they are simply so much more expensive. But
you do get what you pay for. BayPhoto definitely takes the high road – and quality control is excellent. Whan there
is a problem, they fix it: I ordered two very expensive books at one point ($170 each) – beautiful things – and when
I got them, and took off the jackets, I found that the binder had left a word off the end of the title embossed into the
black linen. They promptly replaced both books – letting me keep the faulty copies. Throw them away? – Heck no,
they are gorgeous. In fact, Nan wanted her #1 to be one of the copies that says on the cover under the jacket:
"The Moon has been…… ". Then I was surprised by another person opting for the same.
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Just a Couple Mardi Gras Shots – and the Passing of Jim Duvall
Mar 10, 2019

Not that I'm getting tired of working on my Havre de Grace Street and related images project, but it's been a while
and I'm looking forward to some more "scenic" work as soon as the weather improves a little. Perhaps even
something of a mini-project. But back to my town shots and our Mardi Gras parade. This is the third one that we
have been able to attend. The first provided some great shots – in spite of or more likely because of the torrential
rains and spectators numbering in the dozens. The second, last year produced no images – and lasted not much
more than ten minutes. It left me pretty much not looking forward to a repeat.
But this year was a great improvement. Streets were crowded and the parade lasted almost a half hour –
exponentially better. There are still far too many "floats" with no lights, making for eye-strain trying to see what it is
supposed to be, but the percentage of these is falling every year. Crowds were magnificent. In fact, with the radio
team on hand, the density of the throng moving into the street behind the parade gave me an idea:
Both the numbers and atmosphere are there – why not a sudden flooding of one block of Washington street with
minimal light along with offering up the David Bowie/Mick Jagger version of Dancing in the Street – it would be a
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great and fitting finale.
As far as my B&W images, I tried, I really did. The intro image above "Waiting for the Parade" shows what is fast
becoming the center of action – and the radio station is set up right off to the left. Man, shooting at ISO 6400 can
be kinda rough. Anyway, there are three more images below – provided only for interest or to show some
atmosphere. Not every event gives me images that get me excited. Maybe I'm just a little off because there were
so few opportunities to zoom in on great faces.
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Naturally these have their own little album on the Havre de Grace Street page where they are larger, on black
background and are downloadable.
A fellow came into RiverView the other day as I was gallery-sitting and commented that at one point he tried
shifting focus into serious B&W photography but soon gave it up as just too tricky and involved. Actually I would
probably speculate that the reason most people give it up too soon is more along the lines that it can be so long
between images that bring any kind of satisfaction. Nothing better than the low percentage of good B&W to teach
one a little humility, the hard way.

to Jim Duvall – a Thank You

Jim Duvall back around 2000, taking a break to relax during the ArtQuest show in Bel Air. I have a more recent
picture, and this one is a very-cropped portion of an old B&W, but this is how I choose to remember him…
Jim Duvall passed this week. He was something of an unheralded member of the County's art community. Sure he
dabbled as an artist, mostly computer graphics – but his contribution was in the area of help and enablement. Jim
simply loved to be in there contributing, eventually even taking a turn as President of Harorrd Artists Association.
Jim was an active member of the ArtQuest committee that ran the ArtQuest event in Bel Air from the early nineties
until 2005 (at one point he was one of six Jims on the committee – we had a lot of fun with that one). He's
responsible, among other things, with getting the children's exhibit and art tent launched, complete with display
racks. He was one of the handful of volunteers that keep the show running, especially during my seven years at
the helm.
On a personal note, as I moved into ArtQuest and then digital photography, Jim managed to do the impossible –
take someone who had never used a computer and teach him Adobe Photoshop – talk about starting at the top. I
can still remember the torment of having that stuff beat into my head. He never lost his temper once – but at the
same time never hesitated to let me know what I was doing wrong – just the way I like it. I can still hear his
frustrtation at my habit of using too many different fonts in early flyers – having had no experience in the graphics
world. Now, when it comes to the computer stuff, Nan says Jim created a monster.
More importantly, because of Jim, as photography evolved away from film and darkroom to digital and computer, I
was more than ready for it. Thank you!
Recently Jim's health has been going downhill – Nan and I were beginning to worry. But this still came as a shock,
an aneurysm. This is why i missed my Gallery Sitting at RiverView this Saturday – the funeral was 1 to 3 at Evans
Funeral Parlor in Forest Hill. I wanted to get this posting up ahead of time, but simply was not up to it.
Recently Jim gave me an old Olympus 50mm f-1.4 film camera lens that fits on my Fuji via an adapter and makes
for a nice 75mm portrait lens – I'm looking forward to giving it a tryout.
Jim, along with his very devoted wife Linda, was good people – we'll miss him. When a good friend passes, it
leaves an empty space that leaves you for a while feeling that everything is somehow a little out of kilter, even
when expected. I tried retreating into a huge bowl of ice cream, but that did little to restore a sense of balance.
Anyway, again, Jim, thank you!
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Rogue Swan Prepping for Vaudeville at the Opera House in May
Mar 14, 2019

OK, it's only this one shot at this point. After all, this was the first rehearsal of the year. This is the Director, Katy
Gordon (on the right) and one of the many cast members showing their exhaustion and the bottoms of their feet
after over two hours of dance rehearsal. This year's event is titled "The Last Call".
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I'm very fortunate to be allowed to photograph rehearsal sessions this time around. I'm sure I'll be able to talk them
into letting me post a few more shots as we go along – this way they get a record (in color of course) of the entire
process, and I get my handful of B&W images. That works for me.
There are a couple of hundred images in the collection from this rehearsal alone. And there are loads more
rehearsals to be held in a number of locations around town – it's great to see so many local businesses doing their
bit to help this phenomenal asset to our community. Definite chops to Concord Point Coffee for hosting this
rehearsal after hours.
The best part is that I will, like last year, be photographing opening night from the back – using my go-to 55 to 200
(85-305 equivalent) lens. That's where the really good stuff is. Nan and I have already purchased our tickets –
grabbing the two end seats in the back.
Tickets are available for the May 24 and 25 performances on the Opera House web site – and as successful as
was last year's Vaudeville performance, I expect both evenings will sell out long before then. This thing will be
rollicking, funny, uplifting and entertaining – one fun evening that will leave everyone smiling. Their Poster below –
with links below that:
I’ll set up the Havre de Grace Street album for my B&Ws after the second rehearsal.

Opera House site for tickets: https://hdgoperahouse.org/event/rogue-swan/
Rogue Swan on FaceBook: https://www.facebook.com/rogueswantheatre
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At the Opera House's "Phenomenal Women" Event – We renew our
acquaintance with a phenomenal woman…
Mar 17, 2019

The two images above – on the left is a picture I took of a very serious (reflected in her eyes) young student at
Lincoln University in 1989 or 1990. On the right is the same "phenomenal woman" this past Saturday (a quick
iPhone grab-shot) when she was the Keynote speaker at the Phenomenal Women event at our local Opera
House. Afterwards there was a book-signing at the Havre de Grace Colored School where I was able to give her
a copy of my very limited edition book sporting her portrait.
I was 45 at the time, a local who enrolled at Lincoln to get the final three semesters of credits I needed for my
degree in History – I was fortunate enough to be a year without work at half pay (all of this being a long story).
Lincoln worked with me to achieve my goal of finishing this up in one year. I was often on campus with my camera
– always the B&W photographer – because the school found a way to let me out of the "gym requirement" by
having me photograph the theater-arts class for them that semester.
Nan spent a lot of time on campus with me because Dr. Jane Bond-Howard, with whom I took a number of classes
that were so small that she held them in her office, would let Nan sit in and take part. Dr. Bond-Howard, by the
way, was/is definitely a "phenomenal woman".
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Nan and I wound up spending a good deal of time in the common room (not sure what they actually called it) and
met a number of students, who all made us feel welcome and not out of place at all. Karsonya – then calling
herself Akilah Fatima, and her constanf friend Lisa were very kind and considerate to what must have seemed to
such young ladies, the same age as our youngest daughter, as just a couple of boring old white people.
Thirty years later we find that Dr. Karsonya Wise Whitehead would be giving the keynote speach a the
Phenomenal Women event just down the street at the Opera House. Wow. I couldn't begin to list here all that this
woman has done. She has three books, her own radio show and is recognized as a force for good and
empowerment in our capitol. And she is an inspiring speaker. Karsonya is nothing less than what I call a force of
nature – and a "phenomenal woman". She has become one of those people who tempt you to brag about knowing.
That very serious young lady has become, in spite of the gravity and importance of her mission in life, a charming,
obviously fulfilled and happy, phenomenal and beautiful woman. Her smile is contagious and lights up a room. We
came away with two of her books and can't wait to read them. Here are a couple of links:
Web Site: https://kayewisewhitehead.com
Twitter: https://twitter.com/kayewhitehead
FaceBook: https://www.facebook.com/kaye.w.whitehead
Radio: WEAA 88.9 FM Monday thru Friday 3 to 5
As loaded as all of the web sites are, I'm looking forward to checking out the radio show…
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Hi There Bob – On the Wilde Portrait Series Exhibit
Mar 20, 2019

As most people in town know, artist Pam Wilde spent a year painting a hundred or so portraits in the window of
Artists Emporium on Washington Street. Beginning about half way through I bacame aware of this and began my –
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somewhat experimental – series of iPhone images of the artist and her victims. In B&W of course. I loved the
interplay of the scene itself, the varing expressions and poses of the subjects and the different reflections of the
town in the glass. I had a lot of fun (in more ways than one).
And like all projects like this, it was a learning experience. The iPhone camera, today's incarnation of the old film
Brownie, can be a powerful tool (just make sure you get one of the good third party camera apps and shoot RAW).
This past Saturday was the opening reception for the exhibit of all of the paintings. We would have made an
appearance except for our personal connection to what was going on at the Opera House and afterwards at the
Colored School Museum – see my last posting HERE for this story. We had originally intended to try and drop by
the Wilde reception afterwards, but never had the opportunity.
So, I dropped in for a look Sunday. After all, I got a lot of side-car mileage out of Pam's project. First of all, props
and kudos to Pam for tackling this. That is a lot of portraits in one year, and a lot of putting oneself on the line. The
unique thing about Pam's series of portraits, other than the scope and venue, is that they are three-hour portraits –
evidently that's a thing in the portrait world. The results depict what the artist saw in one three-hour sitting. That's
interesting in itself.
Art is always subjective and an invitation to critique. But it's not a photography exhibit, so it's certainly not for me to
offer up anything of the sort. The portraits are hung beautifully, in a long rectangular grid that wraps around two
corners. It's impressive. I recognized a number of people I know, some well. Others I recognize from my iPhone
series. I do have a favorite – I love the one of Bob Greene shown above. I think it really captures him.
Subjects all received a print of their portrait, having the option to purchase the actual painting. Originally I planned
to set myself up to be last in the series – at the end of my own efforts outside the window, somethng of a pressure
from Nan – but at that point I was still banned from the Gallery, something that Nan took much more seriously than
I – who actually pretty much enjoyed the whole thing. Still a bummer. I wonder what it would have looked like.
Anyway, the exhibit is definitely worth seeing. It’s a great exercise in looking for and at familiar faces. While one
portrait is pretty much, whether true or not, a study of the subject, 100 side-by-side protratis become a reflection on
the eye of the artist and what she puts into the seeing of her subjects. Just an idea for one way to view th exhibit.
This was quite an accomplishment.
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IF YOU APEAR IN ANY OF MY WINDOW SHOTS…
If anyone wants a mounted/matted 8x11 original print of themselves posing from my from-the-street iPhone series,
just contact me here and I'll do it up and leave it for pick-up at RiverView Gallery next door to the Emporium (it
might take a few days). The images are in two of the "albums" on my Havre de Grace Street page. I get a lot of
joy giving these images out to my subjects (a couple of people, including Rebecca Jessop here, have already
gotten theirs).
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Hard Bound Painting Record Book – Now Easier than Ever, Fun and
Rewarding – An Updated How-To
Mar 27, 2019

Nan paints, sometimes a lot. And over the years she has accumulated quite a record of her works. I realized that
there was no longer any need for the awkward collection of prints, color slides, digital images and paperwork. I
knew it would be simple to put together a hard-bound volume that would give her a handy, classy, beautiful,
functional, visual record of her work – something akin to a coffee table book.

WHO NEEDS A HARD BOUND PAINTING RECORD BOOK
This is the the third time I've made this Painting Record Book How-To, this time using the third volume I'm putting
together of Nan's painting records. Why? Because things keep getting simpler. The first volume was pcreated in
Aperture and ordered through Aperture Books. That one was a major effort – taking Nan's paintings back to the
beginning. When it came time for volume two, Aperture was gone – so I used a nice little outfit called MyPublisher.
Well, they were bought out by another book printer who's software I pretty much dispise. So, here we go again.
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Nan loves having these books laying around her studio. In the past the process has been a bit more
complicated, making it lucky that I could do it for her. But at this point pretty much any artist can do it – and actually
have fun along the way. Here are the first two on her little studio table:

CREATING A COFFEE TABLE PAINTING RECORD BOOK – for the geek-impaired
1– Choosing a printer (possibly the trickiest part of this process). They have vastly different size options,
processes, prices, etc. It's almost a game. I don't use the same outfit(s) for Nan's painting record books as for my
fine-art B&W photography books. They all do color pretty well and there is no reason to spend that much money.
And all of the reasonably priced printers have regular half-off sales – watch for them and save a bundle. This
is not going to cost a fortune (and who needs more than one volume anyway).
For this book I tested out the software and process for four of the top rated mid-price range printers. All of these
lean a bit too heavily on tacky templates – none of which are very functional for our purposes. This time around, by
far the simplest, fastest and cleanest process was MixBook. It's hardly perfect, but there are easy work-arounds
for issues.
2– Set-up and work flow (pretty straightforward).
– Right off the bat I put a folder on my desktop to contain a link to the on-line work space for the book (MixBook
uses an on-line set-up) and final image files that will have to be uploaded. Everything in one place. When you want
to resume work on your book, open folder, click on link, go to work…

Top left icon is the link – if not sure how, just select the URL at the top of the web page and drag it off onto the Desktop. Voila, a
handy working link.

– Then go to MixBook to set up a book in progress account. Then start HERE and click on “Start a Blank Book”.
Their 8.5x11 inch horizontal matches the first two volumes of Nan's work, making for a neat set of volumes. This
was one of the reasons to go MixBook – a lot of the others do not offer that particular size. I also selected Matte
Hardcover with Dustjacket. This will fit right in. And I opted for blank pages because templates are simply not
needed for this.
The image below is what the book looks like on the Mixbook site, with a background selected for the jacket and an
image uploaded and dragged into the center and resized. Text placement is easy. This is a one-off painting record
book process, designed such that anybody, even a painter or cave man can put together quickly and easily. It has
begun…
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3– Placing Images
– Click on "Edit" your book, then cliick on "Add Images" and then the "Upload" link. Images will appear in the
column on the left.
– Simply drag the image onto a book page, where it can be resized (drag on the corners for this).
– Systems like this do not have precision sizeing options (I use InDesign for my books but don't bother for
books like this – the workaround is easy.
a) SIZING TRICK: open to the first page / click on Preview above / Expand the window until the page is 8.5
inches (use a ruler held up to the screen). Then click on Edit and measure the page – 7.25 inches. Just keeping it
in your head that every 7.25 inches will wind up measuring 8.5 is a good quick reference.
b) Even so, it is a good idea to click on Preview once in a while to check. Size you images and arrange
them on the page – there are auto-centering guidelines along with alighment guidelines.
c) There are a number of adjustments for images – none of which I use. The trick I use the most is dragging
one image atop another in order to resize it to exactly the same. Another tricks is duplicating a page, placing and
resizing a new image, removing the old image, etc.
– No painting should be entered into the book as large or larger than the original. So a 5x7 shouldn't be in the
book any larger than say 6 inches at the most. I like to, generally, scale the 8c10s a little larger than the 5x7s and
so forth. This is not always possible, just a guideline.
– On Nan's first book, the one that went back decades to the beginning, I worked backwards from the front by
year. As we got towards the back, we placed images in smaller and more per page. Hey, there is a limit as to how
many pages these books hold and Nan has a lot of work out there. On update books, we pretty much give larger
paintings a full page with an adjoining title page, with smaller paintings arranged two per spread – and any little
5x7s four per spread.
This is both a display and record book. While you want it to look great, the arrangement or order of images can be
functional, almost automatic – we found that, by year, the latest to the fore to be best.
4– Text
– I don't bother with page numbering for this kind of book. If wanted – it would be the first thing I would do so all
I would have to do is duplicate page sets and change the numbers, rentering placement a snap.
– Text controls are pretty standard and good. Just be sure and check the Preview view to check your sizing. For
duplicating placement of text boxes – simply copy/paste. It will put the box in the same position as copied from.
The amount of information included is up to the Artist. Nan keeps it pretty simple as she also keeps a complete
record in a little App called Tap Forms on her iPad, complete with images and syncing to the computer. More on
that here at the end.
5– Moving pages
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– There is also an easily missed little icon at the bottom/left of the Edit section. It takes you to a view of all of
your page spreads. Here you can drag/drop to change the order of your pages.

Really, there’s not much to it. Any artist, sculptor, etc. can put together a hard-bound, displayable, enjoyable,
thorough, record book easily and quickly. Sure, a first volume just might be something of a major effort, with so
many pages (like Nan’s first where we even included her earliest efforts, albeit represented somewhat smaller and
a lot more per page) but that is simply a matter of adding more pages. After that, subsequent volumes can be a
work in progress, adding to it when needed, and ordering when ready. Some might want to separate out a special
project for a book, why not. It’s your art, your one-off studio book.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Preparing your images – A few Tips…
– They will want JPEGs that are at least 300 dpi at the desired size. Over is fine, just not ridiculously far over,
– Do not include fames in the images. This is a record of the paintings.
– Images do not have to be perfect, but why not make them the best that they can be, as much like a real book
as possible.
– Images should be sharp enough and have good contrast.
– Old photos or not-so-great exposures:
… can be scanned or photo-scanned with a smart phone. Smart phone scanning apps allow you to grab the
corners and drag to correct for any angling in the picture. This can not only fix an off-angle photograph of the art
work, but will do the same to an old print that is a little off. Slides of course will have to be pre-scanned. Another
odd trick for an existing off-angle picture of a work (if you don't have the computer application or knowledge to fix
perspective) is to send the image to the phone or iPad / open it in a scanning app / and use the perspective fix
there by dragging the corners with your fingers. We all prefer a work of art to look like it is not sitting at an angle.
– It is surprising how often a photograph of a painting somehow winds up with one of its dimensions off, the
proportion off – an 11x14 painting winding up with an 11x13.5 scale image that needs stretching in one direction.
This issue can be exagerated even more after correcting perspective. A number of apps can fix this – I use
Photoshop. But since this can be a major issue, and can be daunting for some people, and if there is no other way,
there is an extremely cheap application called iResizer that does this quickly and easily.
OR – there is a free on-line service: https://resizeimage.net that is quick and easy to use for aanyone not number
challenged. Load your image, go all the way down to "Resize" image / click "no fill" and correct pixel to proper ratio
(some might just have to use a calculator here to determine your target pixels in the off-dimension.
OR – you can always just stack up all of your images and give them to someone who has a handle on all of this –
it's not really asking much because it is all quick and easy for some of us.

Final Thoughts:
• It might seem like a lot of steps here, but it is all straight forward, fun and you end up eliminating a lot of awkward
record keeping in favor of an evolving set of hardbound, cool looking record books that can be left lying around the
studio.
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•• For the book I am working on here – MixBook will hold the almost completed file on line while I add images and
info for paintings Nan does during the year. That is unless she decides to correct the jacket text to reflect a more
specific point in the year for the end.
••• As far as putting together an art book for sale – I would have to compose a completely different How-To, much
longer and involved – not for the timid.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

•••• As a companion to her book records, I set Nan up with a little art database for her iPad where she can record
everything that is in the book along with sale, exhibit, award, etc. information – Tap Forms (from which records
can also be printed at will). Reams of awkward records, slides, pictures, etc. could be thrown out and everything is
right there at her fingertips. In fact, Tap Forms syncs between both of our iPads, both phones and both computers.
Plus the images are fully expandable. And, Drum roll, it's a piece of cake, following initial set-up which isn’t all
that bad (ok, to be honest, the syncing set-up, which many wouldn’t bother with anyway, can be a pain in the ass).
Nan loves it and, while she does use an iPad, she does NOT use a computer at all. If anyone is wanting/needing
a little assistance initially setting up Tap Forms for keeping art records, I would be happy to do a How-To
on that – or even help set it up for them. Let me know.
For this shot of an entry in Tap Forms, I shrank the info view a little in from the right and clicked on the image to
show how nice it brings it up. Great art database for the iPad / Computer / phone (I did black out the name of the
person it sold to). Nan organizes the index on the left by year and alphabetical. It also allows for multiple images
for sculptors, etc. This App rocks and is quite cheap. While I prefer the computer version for my B&W work, Nan,
who makes all of the entries herself, uses the much more intuitive iPad version. In the end, it all looks the same.
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Rogue Swan's all-new Vaudeville in Rehearsal 2
Mar 30, 2019

If any of you were at Rogue Swan’s sold-out one-night Vaudeville last year at the Opera House, you are sure to be
looking forward to this. It’s two nights and all-new, Friday and Saturday May 24 and 25th. We’ll be there, already
having our tickets. I’m lucky enough to be taking some pictures for them during rehearsals – a lot of fun. Just find
an out-of-the-way corner to avoid getting trampled and fire away. I spend most of my time trying to anticipate what
is coming and firing off four to eight shots over the next full second. Makes for a lot of throw-aways when nothing
happens.
Early rehearsals are a hoot – especially watching Katy Gordon, the Director, working out her new choreography.
Not much in the way of interraction shots at this point, those images will come later. But I did come away this time
with a couple of shots I like.
The shot above is Katy Gordon “directing”. I have a lot of these, and will consider a spread on them at the end – if
she agrees to not kill me for doing that. She was actually smiling and laughing at this point, you just can’t tell from
the closeup. A group of the girls were lined up in front learning new steps.
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Below, two of th edancers practice one of the more complicated dance sequences – over and over again, making
sure to get it right.

Next, mid practice, I quite accidentally caught her hair in a position she probably couldn’t duplicate if she tried. Lets
you know how much energy was being expended.
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And finally for today, my favorite first run-through of the evening. One of the girls is to be sort-of changing on stage,
so two groups of “friends” dance around her in a circle holding beach blankets. Boy is this one going to take some
practice. Here they are at the end of the sequence.

Lots more rehearsal to come – and I think they are getting used to me being there now and simply not noticing.
That should help.
By the way, Rogue Swan gets all of the color images – I’m sure there is a lot there they can use. There is
one thing I’m looking to do in color – just for fun – is take one of my burst sequences and create a
repeating animated GIF. I want to wait though, in case something better comes up. I’m sure to have one by May,
well before the show. I have a couple of candidates already – no rush. I’d like it to be something they could use on
their site.
As always, images can be found in the appropriate album on the Havre de Grace Street page – larger, on black
background and downloadable.
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Sometimes You Just Gotta Have Fun – Dave DeRan and Jack Radcliffe
at Liriodendron
Apr 2, 2019

A very animated Dave DeRan is having fun here playing the base whth a little Bluegrass group at the reception
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Sunday. I had a little fun trying out a little fisheye camera app on the iPhone. Dave was moving a bit, so there is
some blur, but that makes me like the shot all the more. It's pretty much a toy app, not able to do RAW, but it's fun
– "fishi".
My image fits right in with their exhibit. The two old area stalwarts were joined by Jack's daughter Alison in
showing portraits. It makes for a good exhibit, even if in the main, because of the subject matter, it makes it more
for fun and interest than potential sales. Then again, Dave does include some of his three dimensional pieces that
sport "faces" if not actual portraits. Some fascinating stuff.
Here's another quick iPhone shot – this time of Jack relaxing in a corner just watching all the goings on. Notice
both of them fonund ways to stand back from the fray. I've found myself that the more of these I do, the more I try
to fine ways to escape to the fringes.

Below the posting are a couple of color views that will hopefully tempt you to check out the show – Liriodendron in
Bel Air is only open on Sundays but the exhibit will be hanging through the end of April.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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<< Rogue Swan's all-new Vaudeville in Rehearsal 2 | IHome Blog

Terri Slack Hardwicke
What a wonderful piece on this art show. But, the Liriodendron Art Gallery & Mansion are also open Wednesdays, 17PM, as well as Sundays 1-4! More time to see these fabulous works!
Like · Reply · 23h
Facebook Comments Plugin
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Rogue Swan Vaudeville Rehearsals Update
Apr 10, 2019

Just a couple more images from Rogue Swan's rehearsal sessions for their upcoming Vaudeville performances at
the Opera House. I've been sworn to secrecy on penalty of bodily harm, so some things are off limits. I'll have
more in a couple of days, but these are all I managed to make time for today. The shot above is the final shot of
five hours of rehearsal. I couldn't tell whether the stance was part of the performance or shear exhaustion. Heck, I
was worn out from watching and shooting.
Below is a pair of "portraits". I put that in quotes because my favorite way to do portraits is from the sidelines. An
explanation of that is below the images. For the first, Jessy Gordon, I switched to a telephoto and took a few
shots as she was dancing with the others. I loved combination of flowing hair, great eyes and serious expression. I
hope she's ok with it. I wish I had the zoom on for the second portrait, Jess Langely. I spotted the expression later
and had to crop the living daylights out of the file. It son't print larger than maybe 6x8 (hence the smaller size here,,
but I like the combination of sultry eyes, dark hair and expression. The number they were practicing calls for the
look.
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My goal is to get a good portrait of everyone… Again, images are in their album on the Havre de Grace Street
page, o black background, larger (some) and downloadable.
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Note on portraits…
I always hated doing portraits in any kind of formal, or even semiformal, sitting. Capturing people, in spite of
issues with background and lighting, is primarily about those moments of expression that happen naturally and
fleetingly. Eschewing the angst and torture on both sides when trying to achieve this artificially, I prefer working
from the sidelines, not putting myself into the image by posing, choosing a setting, etc. It can be challenging and
frustrating, but when it works – it works.
Beyond concentration, persistence and patience, this demands a spot-on sense of timing and often a great deal of
luck. In the old film days a power-winder came in handy. Today, with digital cameras, the ability to hold the shutter
down and fire off three to eleven shots a second goes that one notch better. That elusive moment, expression you
are looking for can often be picked out of a series of almosts.
Of course this leads to a huge number of throw-away exposures. When I'm shooting people, I'll trash maybe 50%
in an initial go-thru even before putting them into my image catalog. Obviously this is required in order to not take
up a lot of excess space.
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Rogue Swan Vaudeville Rehearsal 3 – Part Two
Apr 13, 2019

A couple of shots from one of the scenes being rehearsed. The shot above is, of course, the final image in this
sequence –heck, why be orderly here. Anyway, the young lady below is helped out of a box – I imagine that the
cardboard box is a fill-in for practice and be replaced for the show – to be soon swept up overhead by another
dancer. Performance images are a lot of fun fun to do up in B&W. They makes for interesting additions to my
Havre de Grace Street images. I give the color exposures to Rogue Swan to use as they please. As to what will
become of all this – I have no more idea at this point than I did early on with the Easter Island series. And that
worked out, so I'll just keep on keeping on.
In shooting this sequence, when it got to the pick-up point, I held down the shutter for five frames a second
throughout. This gives Rogue Swan a good step-by-step series. The shot I used here, from near the end, shows
the celebratory reaction from the director Katy Gordon as it came off more or less as expected. The guy doing the
lifting made it look easy – some real muscles there.
My favorite part about taking pictures during rehearsals is that when it comes to photographing the event, I'll have
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a good idea what's coming and be so much better prepared for important shots. That combined with my fast
reacting mirrorless cameras, face detecting auto-focus and a stabilized 55 to 200 (85 to 305 equivalent) zoom lens
should make for a fun, productive shoot (not to mention a battery grip that can be plugged into the wall behind me,
avoiding any problems there). As a bonus, Nan won't be stuck sitting alone in front of me this time, we will have a
visitor from Easter Island accompanying us.
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Get your tickets folks, this is going to be a very fun evening – and two shows this year to choose from.
•••
A quick note on iPhone camera app Camera+2: it just had a great update. This is my go-to camera app for
shooting RAW plus JPG and it just got quicker and slicker to use. Can't wait to do some more iPhone cam work. At
the same time they made the app's built-in image editing functions an extension of Photos, really expanding what
can be done without using another app.
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A Smile from the Steps
Apr 16, 2019

I was climbing into the drivers seat of the car, saw this, and stepped up to peer over the roof with the iPhone. Darn,
it should have been a full camera shot. Anyway, the iPhone did a passable job, even with all the cropping. It won't
print much larger than posted here though. The perspective give a slightly unreal feel to the scene, akin to looking
at a model of the street scene instead of the real thing. I'll wait for someone to give me a name.
I did some tests and will be going out with a new work-flow on the iPhone camera. Camera+2 now shoots burst
mode in RAW. This should prove a real help when shooting without flash (which I always do) in questionable light. I
ran some tests hand holding for four to six shots in burst mode with show shutter speeds and a couple were
always sharper than the rest – interesting. If I know I'll be shooting the phone, I prefer to venture out with it on a
monopod – but I wanted to come up with something I could trust when the quick-shot comes up. Burst shooting
also give you more choices as to expression, etc.
Again Havre de Grace Street images are posted on their own page, in Albums, where they are downloadable.
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Some Rehearsal Faces – Rogue Swan Continued
Apr 19, 2019
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I’m noticing that further along in rehearsals there is a lot of concentration on making facial expressions match the
action on stage. And since real action shots, other than those of assistance to the cast, are pretty slim until at least
the dress rehearsal, I am continuing to pretty much concentrate on my search for portraits here on the blog. The
shot above shows Jess Gordon practing his pout, sitting front stage while there is a lot of activity behind,
A little later Tara, “the voice”, grabbed the hat for a while while she belted one out. This shot is paired with another
of her, in a more serious moment – the camera really likes this girl. She won me over during a Rogue Swan
performance with her version, performed with Jess, of one of my favorite songs: Suddenly Seymore. She recently
starred in Sister Act at the Opera House.

The final shot is cropped from a shot of one of the cast sitting along the sidelines awaiting his cue. I noticed the
totally lost in thought look on his face and grabbed the shot. If I did this to one of the women in the cast she would
probabaly want to hurt me, but fortunately guys take a lighter view of being caught out.
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I can’t wait to see how all this familiarity with the sequence of things helps oout when photographing the actual
performance. Again, see the Havre de Grace Street page for larger, downloadable versions. Get your tickets for
the performance at the Opera House May 24 & 25, the show will be great – and watch for a short preview
performance in the street this coming First Friday!!
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Another Peek into Rehearsals for Rogue Swan's Upcoming Vaudeville
at the Opera House
May 2, 2019

Preview performance in the street First Friday at 7 in front of Josephs and the Art Room… It’s all coming
together at the rehearsals. The shot above was taken after hours at Concord Point Coffee where this rehearsal
was held. Almost a month to go before the performance and already the energy being put into the numbers and
skits is exhausting to watch. We have been to a goodly number of events at the Opera House, including the
popular musicals. We've seen everything from polite applause though sporatic standing applause, sometimes
leading to standing ovations. But rarely do you see what Rogue Swan received at last year's performance – many
were on their feet before the rousing end of the final number. And from what I've been allowed to see from this
year's show, and the way it will build, I can assure you that this will be the case once again.
Performances are May 24 and 25. Tickets are available at the Opera House or on line HERE. We usually like to sit
in back, but would probably prefer further forward for this – but I'll be stuck behind the last row shooting for the cast
– very glad to have some foreknowledge of what is coming up next. Nan and a friend will be right in front of me.
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Get your tickets early, pick you seats by using the map on line. While there will assuredly be great performances at
the Opera House this year (we already have tickets for some), Rogue Swan's Vaudeville – Last Call will be some
of the most fun you can have with your clothes on all year.
Oh, I almost forgot – First Friday at 7, across from Josephs and the Art Room, someof the Rogue Swan cast will
join The Hush Down to give a little taste of what is coming (probably some music – there's a tight lid on some of
the skits).
Update: in case of rain, this First Friday event will be held in Joseph’s Department Store…

More Portraits from the Rehearsal Shoot – They get the color JPGs while I get to mine the RAW files for
B&Ws like this:

What good is a blog without honest reflection. After all, in the end, this will be more of a PDF diary for my own use
than anything else. At the end of this shoot I was exhausted – it had been a long day that included mowing grass
and a quick shower before the real work began at about seven. So as I stood there in front of the troop rehearsing
a big number, all lined up, I got lazy and plunked myself down on a very convenient chair. Did I mention I was tired.
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This left me photographing individuals in the lineup facing up with a wide angle lens. Well, that didn't work out well
at all – for the most part. In fact, the results were mostly so bad that they hit the trash very quickly so as to not hurt
anyone's feelings – or bring me bodily harm.
BUT it seems that this angle and lens combination doesn't make quite everyone look like they are in a horror
movie. Look at Jessie Gordon here above, mid song. The last shot of the evening that I kept. I haven't heard back
from her about the other image I posted of her from a previous rehearsal HERE – I've been afraid to ask. Of all my
portraits, it's one of my favorites – it's just that most people want to be photographed to make themselves look
gorgeous rather than so vulnerable. Maybe this one will make her feel more comfortable with that one.

Finally, I've been trying to sneak a shot of Lilli Burril, the force that manages the group, letting them concentrate on
their performances. Problem there is that she's always observing and thinking. You can see the wheels turning in
her head at all times. The image above pretty much says it all – her signature look, concentration. Nan says Lilli's
expression reminds her of the Mona Lisa, not giving anything away. Her hair is red, red. thus the striking highlights
in B&W – the big reason the vast majority of Hollywood female stars before color movies were redheads.
Again, check out the Havre de Grace Street page for larger, downloadable versions…

P.S. iPhone Burst Shooting in RAW – Now that's interesting…
It's to become my new default way to shoot on the iPhone. I don't use flash, so low light shooting can sometimes
be a matter of taking a half dozen shots, holding as still as possible – or bracing the phone, in order to assure a
stable exposure. Fortunately Camera+ 2 – my go-to camera app – has programmed their burst shooting setting to
expose for RAW. Instead of firing off a number of separate shots – with the resultant risk of movement, I can simply
leave my finger on the buton for three or four exposures – in RAW + JPG. My trials show this helps reduce the
incidence of shake, especially in those times in low light with nothing to brace the darn thing on. Plus, it's kind of
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Rembrandt, Lloyd Kline, Myself and Nan – Other Peoples Art
May 5, 2019
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We recently watched a three part BBC documentary entitled Looking for Rembrandt. One of the points they
made that we've never seen noted before is the extent of his collection of art, especially seascapes, by other
artists, irregardless of whether they could or could not be considered successful artists. He loved art and his home
was filled with it. This from one of the greatest masters of all time.
As anyone who visits this blog knows, I occasionally add to my Other Peoples Art section. Not every good artist
becomes known and not every known artist is worth collecting (unless art worthiness can be measured in dollars).
Beyond that, most of us inconsistent artists occasionally produce something worthy and collectable – our own
collection is full of such pieces from local artists.
This posting's focus is on a slightly different kind of artist. Thirty years ago now, getting started with my B&W
photography and doing the Brandywine Arts Festival in Wilmington, Delaware, we came across a local poet who
marketed his work as printed, matted and sometimes framed pieces. He offered a trade, so we wound up taking
home a collection of two dozen of these – all fairly short but wonderful pieces in 8X10 matts, ready to frame.
We just learned that Lloyd W. Kline died in 2016. Sadly, a search on line has found no reference whatsoever to
his poetry (we know he was an English teacher at the time). A seemingly unrecognized, let alone un-noted artist.
I'm not really sure about any right to post the "text" of any of the poems here, but since he sold them as mounted,
matted and framed works of "art", I'm pretty sure there shouldn't be an issue with celebrating our collection by
photographing a couple of those and posting them.

I let Nan select the examples here – although "The Crow" was an automatic choice for me . One thought that
keeps coming to mind is of finding someone to illustrate the set in charcoal and putting them into some sort of
book… I'm just not sure how to even begin to go about that, unless it would be just for us and the contributing
artist. Something to ponder.
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I'm certainly not a Rembrandt, but I can relate to his appreciation for and need to be surrounded by art that he
enjoys, completely disregarding the signature. Lloyd Kline's work is part of our world.
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First Friday in May – Rogue Swan, – wow, no rain!
May 7, 2019

Finally, in spite of the dire predictions, it didn'r rain on a First Friday. I'll have to split my street shots between two
postings – first a couple of shots from Rogue Swan, in the street promoting their Vaudeville show coming up May
24 and 25. In a couple of days I'll post more shots from the, in most ways, impressive evening.
But why not start off with a whine: Oh come on La Cucina, you can do better than that!
We stood in line to get slices of your always, always great white pizza, with spinach. So far so good. Then, of
course you offered to warm it in an oven – to no effect whatsoever after the wait. It wasn't just us, everyone else
was having the same problem. As good as it is, it does not stand up to being served stone cold. Bring out the darn
hot lights.

Rogue Swan
Now that I got that off my chest – the image above is a shot of Rogue Swan posing for a publicity photo as the First
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Friday crown swirls arouns. I saw it happening, raised my camera above the photographer's head, and fired off a
shot. I actually like it as a street action shot, catching the interaction. This is just the on-stage cast, there are manm
others involved as musicians, in costuming, managing, etc. It's a fascinating process to observe.
Below are three more images showing members of Rogue Swan promoting their show – at one point I was
standing on a chair, keeping my fingers crossed that no-one bumped into me.
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First Friday in May – Rogue Swan, – wow, no rain!

As always, see my Havre de Grace Street page for large downloadable versions. And if you're not chomping at
the bit for tickets to their Vaudeville performance, well… hmm, maybe I won't go there…. Just click on the link and
go to the Opera House site and get your tickets – https://hdgoperahouse.org/event/rogue-swan/
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First Friday in May Part II

More images from First Friday in May – that had everyone having a great time while wondering where the heck all
that predicted rain was and if it would ever hit. It never did – in fact, the sky remained clear. Hmmmmm. The image
above is by far my favorite from this First Friday. I call it: Eating Kona Ice is Serious Business.
I'm including below a warning, and solution, concerning new Firewire-3 (USB-C) ports frying older external USB
hard drives when connected via a converter. Please read, I've included links to more info. And yes, the solution is a
pain in the butt. Beats losing everything on the drive though.
The girl below, being carried around by an incredibly strong chicken, was promoting the local Chicken House. She
posed graciously for a shot.

In the same vein, there was a giant duck waking around promoting the Decoy and Wildlife Festival, going on
over the weekend. I did check it out – the rain had come, but it was indoors so no real problem there. The issue –
and I'm probably going to step in it here again, it's a habit – is that it was $10 at the door, per person, to attend an
event, however interesting, where carvers and artist have paid a considerable fee to display. A combination that is
never fair to the exhibitors. At the same time, none of the advertising and promotion mentioned this fee – leaving
the kind of bad taste in one's mouth that will definitely linger to next year. I realize that this is a major fundraiser for
the Decoy Museum, but really guys… Oh, cool duck though:
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Next is a nice shot of April Burril, unconsciously - maybe, one can never be sure about these things - striking an
appropriate pose with the beauty salon window framed in the background, leaning against the giant speaker while
she waits – she would be singing with The Hushdown later.
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Wow, it looks like I'll be able to mine a couple of more shots out of this First Friday. Just give me a couple of days –
B&Ws can be a little slow going. Meanwhile:

USB-C, aka Thunderbolt 3 – connecting USB via Converter WARNING
I'm running into far too many people who have FRIED their old USB external hard drives by plugging them into a
USB-C / AKA Thunderbolt-3 port via a converter (that we have been given no reason not to assume that it will not
work as designed). Of curse the real loss is in what's on the drives – the damage is complete, akin to lightening
running in on the darn thing. Unfortunately, there is very little information to be found on this out there right now. I'm
just very glad that I've had some advance warning – and an opportunity to spread the word.
The problem isn't an incompatibility between USB-C and old USB – the culprit is the old connector cable
that came with the drive. The issue is discussed here under:

The Wrong Cable Could Fry Your Devices
–https://www.howtogeek.com/353410/3-problems-with-usb-c-you-need-to-know/
And here is a further explanation along with some advice on purchasing that USB-C compatible cable you will
need to acquire if moving to a machine with naught but a Thunderbolt port.

How to Buy a USB Type-C Cable That Won’t Damage Your Devices
https://www.howtogeek.com/240777/watch-out-how-to-buy-a-usb-type-c-cable-that-wont-damage-your-devices/

Botom Line: before you risk losing everything, especially if you move to a new laptop that has only
Thunderbolt 3 ports and a converter to older USB, throw those old cables away and replace them with USB-C
compatible cables – or, using a regular USB port somewhere, move the files to a newer, USB-C (thunderbolt-3)
drive. Are we having fun yet?
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More First Friday in May Moments
May 11, 2019

I have a new favorite Havre de Grace Street image – above. Maybe it's the compositional lines, maybe because it
tells a story – the singer turning to look at her drummer husband. Then there's the arrangement of "round things" in
the center. All I know is that, for me, this one rocks. Printed a little larger than here, the background is showing just
the right amount of motion, while April is very, very slightly our of focus. And of course the foreground is razor
sharp. Cool, a First Friday moment.
Below, a straight shot (still in B&W however) of The Hushdown performing in front of Josephs Department store
this First Friday. Below that, the image on the left is lead guitar from the group. To the right of that I included the
night shot I took of them April last year on First Friday. I just really like that one.
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And, as always, check out the Album for First Friday in May on the Havre de Grace Street page for large view,
and they are downloadable.

iPhone Apps for Photographers and Artists Update
Recently an artist-photographer was querying me about my use of the iPhone and iPad in connection with our art.
So I thought I'd do an updated list of what's available that I take full advantage of and why:

Scanning apps –
These apps use the phone camera to take a shot. You have a choice, in the controls, as to whether the result
will be a JPG (for images) or PDF for text (that's a real PDF with real text). Slightly tilted exposure? No problem.
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The app corrects and renders a perfectly rectangular image as if you had it framed perfectly. If it fails, there are
corners you can drag to correct the problem. I have Scanner Pro and Jotnot Pro, both very good, although there
are even free ones. Scanner Pro is my go-to. For what they do, the price is dirt cheap – I rely heavily on mine.

Camera Remote –
Not all that often, but occasionally I use the Fuji Remote app for my X-T3 or X-T2. Most cameras have these, all
you have to do is check.
Tap Forms –
Tap Forms is available for iPhone, iPad and computer – and it auto-syncs between them so that you have your
art records, complete with images, with you at all times. It is a wonderful, easy to use, flexible database. We use it
for art records – I set up our own template designed specifically for keeping art records. Beginning with someone
else's template is the easiest way to go here.

PhotoSync –
Even though there are as many ways to get your images from the iPhone or iPad to your computer (or other
device) as can fill a page listing them, I use an app called PhotoSync, for it's straightforward simplicity. Press a
button and the images auto-flow to your computer, opening up in a new window (not to mention sendingit to
another phone, iPad, etc.). The controls are easy and choices extensive, accessing your Photos app and giving
you myriad choices as to where to send them – including facebook, dropbox, etc.

Third Party Cameras –
OK, maybe I overdo it a bit here. I have almost two dozen of these, if you include third party video camera apps.
Many are very specific, including one that does nothing but shoot lightening. I use (play) with a number of these,
but my go-to camera apps are:

Camera+ 2: awesome camera app that gives me all the control I want, along with RAW plus JPG files of every
exposure. Any one of these does something the others don't, this one shoots RAW in burst mode. I really love that.
For copying art work, the 12 megapixel camera with Camera+ 2 shooting RAW takes better than good enough
images of Nan's paintings for making her hard-bound record books.

Video –
MoviePro: it's handy to have a video app that lets you zoom while shooting, pause and restart without moving to a
separate file, use a remote trigger on a separate device to prevent movement and have complete control over
video formats.
How about the video camera that mimics old 1920s style flickering movies, an app that simply reverses movies or
clips, a camera app that mimics a fisheye lens, cameras that do just panoramas (nicely), HDR without having to
set up your regular camera app for it, multishot cameras for low light that combine 10 to 99 exposures to make
one? Lots out there.
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Nan's Latest – Other Peoples Art
May 14, 2019

I don't usually post in my Other Peoples Art for a new painting by Nan, but this is something of a special occasion.
Over the years she occasionally skips a year of more – other than a miniature here and there – doing her larger
paintings. Only to emerge on the other side making a style leap. The painting above – Surf and Rocks – is her first
in well over a year and will be delivered to RiverView this week (framed of course). The painting is 18x24 inches.
I just hope I retained my close representation of the image when I converted it to an optimized JPG for the here.
B&W is tricky enough, but paintings are very difficult to represent fairly, always wanting to look either worse
(generally the good ones) or better (the not so good ones) – neither fair to the artist. And this doesn’t even address
the issue of what shrinking the size does to the effect. Anyone who thinks they know what a painting is going to
look like from a JPG on the internet is deluding themselves. And even if you do get close, it will look different on
different devices. Or in a book, for that matter – go to the book store and look at a half dozen books with close-ups
of Van Gogh’s Starry Night, and lay them side by side. You’ll see six different paintings.
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NIFTY GADGET – New Toy, Remote Camera Trigger for iPhone –
Very cheap little iPhone (or Android) bluetooth remote switch (a separate button for each). I enjoyed so much
having a remote for my go-to video app on the iPhone (operated from the iPad), I looked around for something to
give me the same remote option with the still camera. Voila, CAMKIX remote shutter. A very small button thingie
that does one thing, click the shutter on the iPhone camera without touching the phone. AND it works on third party
cameras – notably my Camera+ 2 app. Can't wait to have a need to set the iPhone up on a tripod for taking shots
while standing anywhere in the room.
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Rogue Swan (again) – a couple "portraits" and fun shots
May 16, 2019

While covering Rehearsals for Rogue Swan's upcoming Vaudeville at the Opera House, I'm gradually amassing
something in the way of portraits of the cast members – sneaking them in. For this posting, two of the guys and a
couple of fun, early dance moments.
This time I thought I do a couple of the guys. The down side to shooting people unposed, even if you can mess
around with the background like here, is that so often you wind up using a third to a quarter of the exposure – and
that after exposing at ISO 5000 or higher. Ouch. The first one below is one of those cases. Joseph, a Rogue Swan
regular, had just sat down in a chair and pulled up his bare, tired feet to rest during a strenuous rehearsal session.
No, he wasn't looking at me, he was just staring off into space, probably exhausted. I cropped away, down to
something that I liked, that will yield a print with a resolution high enough to print no larger than it appears here on
the Havre de Grace Street page. But hey, it catches him cold. The second is of Alex, waiting on the sidelines for
his cue, lost in thought (this one from an earlier rehearsal).
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As always, the images can be seen larger and downloadable on the Havre de Grace Street page.
This rehearsal was in the Fire Hall – with window light about equal to the fluorscent lighting. This confused my
camera so much that a few times, shooting towards a full wall of windows – exposing 6 frames a second – the auto
white balance would alternate correcting for the two kinds of light. I've never seen that before – three too yellow
and three too blue, alternating. This calls for some changes in the way I work.

This coming weekend should pick up a bit on preview images – costuming is close to ready, final touches are
being put on performances, and of course there will be a dress rehearsal soon. Me? I'm just so glad I'm on the
back end of the camera. If I come away exhausted from shooting, I can only imagine what these guys feel like at
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the end of the day. For the performances, I’m already setting up for a second camera with a slightly wider lens for
an occasional shot – plus enough extra camera cards so I can burst shoot (holding the shutter for 5 to 6 frames a
second – I find 8 to 11 to be overkill) without worrying about running out of room. Batteries won’t be an issue since
I’ll be plugging into the AC outlet. I almost dread facing the image load I’ll be going through the next day.
Watching the rehearsals has in no way dampened my interest in seeing the show. For tickets to the shows, May 24
and 25, go to the Opera House site: https://hdgoperahouse.org/event/rogue-swan/
Or get them at the boxoffice at the Opera House.
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Rogue Swan, Down to the Wire – Fun Watching it all Come Together
May 21, 2019

Man, when I signed on for this, I had no idea how much work it would be. Exhausting but rewarding. One
particularly long rehearsal day, I shot for just shy of seven hours. People are beginning to show up in costume, as
well as getting their timing down, so I able to get some of the shots I wanted. Between what I have now and what I
can manage during dress rehearsal Wednesday, I'll fill in for anything I can't get from behind the last row during the
performance. Spent part of yesterday getting everything ready for that – the fewer surprised the better.
The shot above is one of my favorites. Here Tara and Bre prepare to sing a duet. I grabbed the shot just as Tara
walks over and sits down. I can't wait to work on the print version – a number of which I will finally get a chance to
work on after Friday night. The shot below is Nate, Katie's big tall dude husband. He was in the shadows on the
keyboard in the background here when I spotted the double face shadows and zoomed in on him. Again, the print
version will have to wait – darn.
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Below is Alex again, looking just a tad different than the last posting. Nan loves this one for some reason, telling
me to make sure I included it. As always, these images are included on the Havre de Grace Street page where
they are a little larger and downloadable. I'll try to post a couple more tomorrow. The first two here I’m using to setup the performance album on the Street page – they qualify. the one below is from a previous rehearsal.
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The show, Rogue Swan's Vaudeville, The Last Call, is this Friday and Saturday and tickets are
HERE:
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Perchance you’ve already seen the image above of Jessy and Caleb Gordon, who happen to be brother and sister,
doing a lift, swing and on to the next person in a celebratory scene where most of the cast is on stage. While I had
this set aside to work on, Lilli (Rogue Swan's manager) liked it and converted the color version I provided to B&W
and posted it (the young lady knows a good potential B&W when she sees one). I was tickled to see it get out
there. My version is fine tuned a tad – making more of a difference in print than on the internet.
The whole Rogue Swan troop is a joy to watch at work. I spent a good part of the time at rehearsals working up
portraits and close-ups, some easier than others. This is just a one-shot quick posting because I have so much to
do today – including shooting at dress rehearsal this evening. I should be able to get up early tomorrow and throw
something on for performance eve.
Again, check my Havre de Grace Street page for larger, downloadable versions.
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The Rogue Swan Band

May 22, 2019

Caleb, Nate, Jeremy, Josh, Jason, Izzy, JimmyO and Bre – gathered together on a porch in town for a quick shot
pre-rehearsal (Bre plays the keyboard). I was so used to rainy days that I got up that day and packed a fill-flash.
Then the sun came out, full monty. Lilli, Rogue Swan manager and one of the boss ladies, basically posed them – I
just had them move forward so nobody was in the shadows and shot. A couple of exposures and they were
already beginning to lose concentration. Kids, cats and musicians seem to have that in common.
I know this is the second posting today, but the first was just one image too. I'm a combination of exhausted from
all of this and worried that I'll miss it when it's over. Good thing the Fuji's are holding up to the strain – Friday I'll be
plugging them into the wall outlet back there so I won't have to worry about batteries.
And Fuji, I have a new setting I would like to see – doing stage shooting from the back with a zoom, one just wants
to set the f-stop wide open and leave it. I would like to see a menu setting to lock that in place so I could work
without double checking that I haven't accidentally moved it a little while working. Sure, you see that in the viewer,
but it would be so handy.

The show, Rogue Swan's Vaudeville, The Last Call, is this Friday and Saturday and tickets are
HERE:
https://hdgoperahouse.org/event/rogue-swan/
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James of Rogue Swan Says… Come See our Show!
May 24, 2019
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Through bleary allergy irritated eyes, runny nose and foggy brain, I'm just about able to post this one image. It
should be well under control by this evening when I'll be shooting from the back. Can't wait. The image is of James
– your host and announcer for Rogue Swan's Vaudeville show this evening and tomorrow at the Opera House. He
not only looks the part, he sounds it – Nan calls him "the voice". Here he is in dress rehearsal making one of his
announcements – or maybe he's telling you to "get your tickets and come to our show".

The show, Rogue Swan's Vaudeville, The Last Call, is this Friday and Saturday and tickets are
HERE:
https://hdgoperahouse.org/event/rogue-swan/
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First Image from Rogue Swan's Vaudeville Last Call – Along with a link
to all of the color shots…
May 31, 2019

It's good to be back among the living – more on the reason for a week that should have had a number of blog
entries, having none. Friday and Saturday were Rogue Swan's Vaudeville performances at the Opera House, and I
shot both. Heck, we enjoyed the second even more tha the first.
It's pretty simple, I shoot RAW plus full size JPG, giving the color JPG files to Rogue Swan – NO, this does not
mean I'm "doing" color. I do my part as a volunteer for this group that gives so much to this community. All rights
to these color images belong to Rogue Swan. I retain the RAW versions and the right to mine them for B&W
imaging. We're trying something new with this performance – I'm putting most of the images on Flickr, in Albums.
That way performance images can be seen by the public, while others can be made private for Rogue Swan Eyes
only (rehearsal shots, etc.). My Album page is here:
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/181682571@N04/albums
I've arranged the images so that the few that I thought were worthy supplements from dress rehearsal come first,
then Friday's performance in sequence, and last Saturday's, in sequence. Check them out. If you weren't there – I
hope they make you wish you were. Rogue Swan will be back to the Opera House in October – October, we all
know what happens in October – so start making plans.
Anyway, today – Friday (time flies when your running with the walking dead) – I'm finally looking at the blog and
trying to figure out where to start on all that's backed up to do. As sick as I still am, the brain is back and the
weirdly bad hand shaking is abating. As far as my B&Ws go, I always knew there would be moreopportunities
shooting rehearsals – but here goes.
The image above is from Saturday's performance. Normally I complain (ok, whine) about those dastardly flashing
colored lights that ruin so many exposures. Nate here, along with the background, was bathed in red light.
Everything in the center to right foreground in pure blue light. Rendering the look to something of a lonely, dimly lit
session at the keyboard when converted to B&W. Manning the color sliders, and a little bit of tweaking and voila.
The only negative being that this thing is going to be a bear to print. Us B&W guys have all the fun! That being
said, I'm going back to the couch for a while.
MY SAD TALE
For Friday's show I was feeling fine – I thought I was experiencing some Spring allergy of some kind, took a half a
Benedryl, and felt great. I managed to get a lot of good shots at the opening performance. But then I was asked to
also shoot Saturdays performance too. Sometime during the first act something hit me like a sledge hammer. I had
to constantly suppress my urges to cough, my hands began shaking so that I had to use every trick at my disposal
to hold the camera steady, and I was sweating profusely. I was in auto-mode – no idea whether I was succeeding
in getting anything or not.
Subsequently, the cameras sat unopened for days – I had a bad case of some vile flu type thing going around. It
took me 'til Friday to get the images posted to Rogue Swan – setting up a Flickr account for them (above).
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Spotlight on a Dynamic Duo – Color is noise!?
Jun 1, 2019

I wasn't going to work on this one right away because I knew it would be so tricky. But Rogue Swan zeroed right in
on the color exposure and posted it. The first stage in converting a RAW file to B&W includes an array of color
channel sliders. Just imagine the complications of effects that resulted from the rainbow lighting on this image –
each color range could be lightened or darkened individually. I've always liked to joke that "color is Noise" – well, in
this case it was a cacaphony (or symphony if you are a fan). Normally I wouldn’t consider posting the RAW (or
color) exposure I work from, but being as this one seems to have generated a lot of interest, here it is:
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In Saturday night's fnale, I noticed Jimmyo and Jeremy in the background getting a little exuberant. Zooming in on
them, I waited for a view break and ripped off a few quick shots. This one looks best printed on the large side.
Looks like we will be emerging back into the world sometime early in the week, our self imposed quarantine over –
we like to avoid any risk of giving the flu to others, one never knows how much harm it might inflict. I have what is
to me an important “Other Peoples Art” posting to work on. I think I’ll do that next, taking a break from this
sequence, then back in.
Again, the images are a little larger and downloadable on the Havre de Grace Street page.
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One More to our Maria Annegarn Collection – an Other Peoples Art
posting
Jun 3, 2019

OK, we have a weak spot for bringing art into the house – and there are a few artists who's work we, quite without
realizing it, have wound up collecting. Since Annegarn's pieces (except for one) do not hang on the wall, it's not at
first glance as evident as with a couple of others. This little piece, "Miss Eternal Sunshine" stands (sits) 6 inches
tall on her own very smooth rock.
As you can see on the right, our display of sitting figures is almost full – not sure if the remaining spot should be
filled with another figure or a different kind of small piece. They all have names, along with seats (one has a
separate purse).
See Maria’s work at RiverView Gallery here in Havre de Grace – she always has some interesting stuff. We
have a larger piece of a different sort on layaway right now – so sometime in the next couple of months expect
another piece on her.
p.s. Nan just read this as I’m writing and said that the final piece in the collection will definitely be another seated
figure. She’s looking forward to it.
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UPDATE on my December 21 Other Peoples Art posting on Luces y Sombras by Norberto Seebach…

MY TRIBUTE POSTING HERE
My copy was recently delivered (finally) by a visitor from Easter Island. It is everything I expected and more.
Norberto was an old-school B&W photographer – Weston, Picker and Adams. His 145 images, text in english,
Spanish and German, are a class in seeing in B&W. Every image is a study in composition and values. The
problem is that, even though Norberto's previeous works have always been available here, I can only find this one
available in Chile. I was planning an expanded review and links to where to get this fine volume, but it looks like it's
not going to be available here at all.
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Back to Your Seat Young Lady
Jun 3, 2019
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Here's Jesse Hutchinson – who's got to be the king of stage facial expressions – attempting to pose his doll-like
model, Mary Cate, for a painting. One of the funnier skits from the Vaudeville show at the Opera House on the 24th
and 25th. I realize that performance stills is hardly a "category" of B&W photography, and that this is definitely the
kind of thing most people want to see in full color, but I find it a lot of fun and really like some of my results. And, as
always, by eliminating the color, everything else than an image has to say has free reign.
I'm getting a little more used to this taking RAW exposures of stage lighting, especially with those dastardly
flashing rainbow lights, and turning them into B&Ws. While you're shooting, it's pretty much pot-luck – you have no
control whatsoever over the lighting. The results range from almost normal to totally unusable – a foreground in
pure blue or orange light for example. Then there are those few times where the lighting is actually providing a
positive effect in B&W totally divorced from the color. This is one of those.
The foreground here was lit with a combination of colored lights, none of them blue. The bckground was
illuminated almost completely in blue. While converting the RAW file, I simply dialed down the blue slider to 0%,
rendering a background only slightly lit, and isolating the foreground as if it were in a spotlight. This succeeds in
duplicating, in a sense, what I was seeing – the human eye, in sync with the brain, concentrates on one aspect of
an image, reducing everything else to almost nothing. Tha camera can't do this – the photographer can.
Havre de Grace related images can be found on the Havre de Grace Street page – larger and downloadable.
Shooting Note – of course, for this kind of thing, I use my 55-200 (84-305 equivalent) zoom from the back. It
handles anything I throw at it – almost. The one exception is when there is a need for a full-stage+ wide shot. that
is when even the wings are in use. For that I would need to be able to get to something between 45 and 50mm
(say 68 to 75mm equivalent). I’ve been bringing along a second body with the appropriate lens attached, but
switching cameras while shooting such action is quite a pain. Well, I believe I’ve come up with a solution – I can
simply mount the second camera on a tripod, pre-zoom to include everything, pre-focus manually and hang a
remote release from the darn thing. That way all I have to do is click once to wake the camera up and then take my
shot(s).
Interestingly, I've never seen Ansel Adams qoted as "taking” a photograph – it's always "making" a photograph.
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April Monique's Sword Dance

April Monique's sword dance in the Rogue Swan Vaudeville at the Opera House. I was fortunate enough to watch
the rehearsal process from first attempts to final performances. At the same time, April was perfecting her sword
dance – evidently as tricky as it looks. By show day she had it down to where she could do an amazing amount of
dance moves, keeping the sword balanced perfectly.
We ate at a restaurant once where they had a belly dancer – she didn't do half as much with the sword on as April
did. In front of two hundred people – and making it look easy – that takes skill, practice and nerves of steel. And,
as she likes it, that's her JimmyO on drums. See the Havre de Grace Street page for large, downloadable versions
of local images.

A small Other Peoples Art purchase…
A little while back we stipped by the annual Flower Festival at the Maritime Museum and got some plants. Across
the street some very interesting artists and craftspersons had booths set up. We came away with this little bowl
made by Carrie Tipperreiter. It’s 7.5 inches in diameter and about 2.5 inches tall. Carrie has an Etsy store page
here: https://www.etsy.com/shop/PotterybyCarrie

Note: I’m trying to play catch-up on all of this. We lost about a week and a half to the flu and have a lot to take care
of, on so many fronts. Printing work is piling up, I know – sometime this month… Looking forward to being out and
about with the camera this First Friday.
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Katie Belts one Out – images featuring Katie Gordon

Katie Gordon, the driving force behind Rogue Swan and spellbinding singer, belts one out here at the Vaudeville
performance at the Opera House. If anyone missed seeing the event, and wants to see the 400+ color images of
the performance, they are on Flickr HERE. If that doesn't get you to their return to the Opera House in October,
nothing will.
Below are a few more images from the show as B&W. They have all been added to my Havre de Grace Street
page in the Rogue Swan Vaudeville album (be sure and check out the Rehearsals album too – some great shots in
there).
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I have no idea at this point whether I'll be gleaning more B&Ws out of my images from this performance. Almost
two weeks of being sick, way behind on printing and First Friday images looming – I'm a little strapped for time.
One complication is that a new large external hard drive that I just got, needing to clear up some storage issues,
arrived and proceded to crash any computer I plugged it into. Duh, they offered a refund and it's on its way back.
As soon as I get my money, I can order one that actually works. "When it rains it pours."

FUJI 55-200 Zoom Lens Note…
I was recently asked on line about my experience with the Fuji 55-200 zoom lens – the wonderful lens I shoot
performances with. This led me to, after explaining how it is my go-to, favorite lens and why, address my one
complaint. The placement of the aperture ring (the back ring on the lens) is very handy when you are making use
of it – however, if you are shooting in low light and wish to simply leave the lens wide open for an entire shoot, it
can be a problem. Without the battery grip on – no real issue for me. But with the grip mounted, I can't seem to
keep the baby finger of my left hand from occasionally grazing the aperture setting.

Sure, you can see the exposure info in the viewer, but when working quick, zooming, etc., in low light (I sometimes
set the aperture and shutter speed, leaving ISO on auto), you can find yourself shooting stopped down a stop or
two, raising the ISO considerably. A little outside the box thinking and I came up with a solution – a short piece of
scotch tape locking the aperture ring in place, and I can zoom in and out all day without risk of shifting the
aperture. Older lenses had stronger click stops for aperture settings than most of these newer lenses (especially
like these that change widest aperture as you zoom).
At first I thought it a pretty dumb idea, until I tried it – it works, the tape holds. And it comes off leaving no trace.
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"See What I Can Do"

How many of us guys can get away with waring a floozie dress? Maybe it's the legs, I don't know. I do know that
Jesse carries off wearing a dress in Rogue Swan's Vaudeville performance at the Opera House. If anyone wants to
see this in glorious color, actually a whole sereis of shots of the skit, just go HERE to the Flickr album of the event.
If for no other reason, wanting to see what Jesse does next should incentive enough to look forward to October's
Halloween themed Vaudeville performance.
I will admit to using a slight motion-blur on everything but Jesse here (in B&W slight motion-blur does a better job
than focus-blur). Then of course the normal efforts to nullify the effects of terrible, multicolored stage lighting and
getting rid of that ugly mic hanging off his face. I had a difficult time selecting the image to use – zeroing in on this
one partly because it reminds me of Stuart skits on Mad TV ("See what I can do!") – viewable at any time on
YouTube – Here.
Now I think I'll begin looking at those first Friday images.
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Three Faces from the Street – First Friday in June

One of the things I like to do on First Fridays is look for interesting faces. I hit a couple of other themes this time,
but I thought I's start off with my three favorite faces from the evening. Above, the local bridal boutique often posts
one or two girls in bridal gowns out front. I usually grab a shot or two, but it's tricky getting an unposed portrait of
someone dressed more for a formal sitting. But this very lovely young lady, wearing just the right, simple, elegant
gown to set her off, stopped me in my tracks. To me the perfect touch is her focusing on something else going on
in the street, completely unaware that a camera was capturing the moment.
The shot below is not really about the human face. It's the parrot's face that I focused on – tricky too, had to think
to turn facial recognition off real quick, no way it would handle that. Cool.

The final image, a very quick grab shot, captures an expression on this kid that makes me want to put a title to the
image that reflects what he might be thinking.
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As always, these imags are included in the appropriate album on the Havre de Grace Street page, and are
downloadable. More to come from First Friday in June.
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I AM Smiling – Mister Pete Celebrates his 88th.

Our next door neighbor and seemingly forever Havre de Grace resident, affectionately known as Mister Pete,
poses here with his sister. There was a big family gathering, and far too much food – of which I ate more than my
share. "Sis" said, when she saw the preview on the iPhone, that this is the expression he's always assumed when
he's having his picture taken. Actually, I kind of like it. She calls him her baby brother, explaining that while he's
older, she's the oldest of the girls while he's the youngest of the boys.
I thought I'd take a break from posting this Month's First Friday images for this. The image is downloatable from the
Misc. Street album on the Havre de Grace Street page. And yes, it’s an iPhone shot – the RAW shooting camera apps on the
iPhone allow me to always have a B&W capable camera on hand wherever and whenever I am.
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The Drum Circle – A First Friday Thing
Jun 20, 2019

While I enjoy roaming the streets First Fridays, often until after dark, sometimes I'm tempted to simply grab a chair
and spend the evening shooting Cliff Giles' drum circle. Located on the triangle smack dab in the middle of the
closed off streets, it is one of the event's main draws. Normally it's a five-way intersection – with a no hard left turn
allowed from there on there on the right (the only one I have ever witnessed grabbing that turn is the town's Mayor
– or shouldn't I mention that – early on a Saturday morning with little to no traffic). Drummers come and go, making
room for anyone to take a turn adding their rhythm, or lack thereof, to the beat.
That brings me to my second image – Bob Greene, a retiree stalwart of the keep Havre de Grace clean squad,
That's his pick-up stick there in front of him. I have to admit to something a little disingenuous about this image –
Bob was not drumming. He saw me raise my camera and posed briefly with his hands raised over the drums in
front of him, returning them to his lap almost immediately. Evidently his lack of ability to keep pace with the rest of
the drummers matches my own.
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And a few more drum-circle related images from this month’s First Friday:
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I'm adding these to the First Friday in June album on the Havre de Grace Street page. I still have another posting
coming up of images to add to the album – the latest album added to gets moved to the front. And, obviously, there
are more drum circle images in albums from past First Fridays. They make something of a collection all their own.
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Reggie Wayne Morris – and more First Friday in June

Every First Friday, barring enough rain to prevent running electricity to speakers, etc., there are a half dozen or
more bands playing around town. And despite the fact that music appreciation is subjective, there is always one
that stands out – attracting something of a devoted crowd.
This time it was Reggie Wayne Morris – some really great, gritty blues. Even more impressive in that it’s all original
work. He was pretty centrally located, so I got to hear a good bit of his first set. I wanted more, especially after the
sun went down a little bit, but we ran out of energy – our first day out and around after being down with the flu for a
couple of weeks – so I snapped a shot of his hat hanging on the mic during his break and we headed home. We
did get a CD though. Here's a link to more on Reggie, followed by the shot of his hat: http://rwmband.com

Street chess in front of Concord Point Coffee, another staple of First Fridays. There are always three or four
boards set up – here a pair of ladies ponder the next move.
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And finally, I grapped a quick shot of Channel 2 in Baltimore on the street doing interviews.

These join the images in the First Friday in June album on the Havre de Grace Street page, where they are larger
and downloadable.
SITE NOTE:
Blog entries are piling up. To clear up some room here, I moved all 2018 entries into a downloadable PDF on
the Archive page.
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Annegarn "Diving Bowl" – Resistance is Futile, another Other People's
Art
Jun 24, 2019

What have we done now? I just recently posted adding one of Maria Annegarn's seated figures to our collection –
pretty much completing a display of them. Then Tam from RiverView called and told us that she had gotten in
some more Annegarn work – she always calls for this. Not just because she knows that we want an early crack at
them, she gets just as excited over them as we do.
We collect other potters' work, but Annagarn's stuff is different. Each piece is a work of art – stare at it and wonder
what the artist was saying, try to figure out what you see in it. The piece above is a case in point – yes, resistance
was futile, we grabbed it up the day it came in. It's 12" inches across and the little diving figure can be placed
anywhere on the rim (In cases like this Nan might put a small piece of double sticky tape between the figure and
the rest of the piece, depending on where it is displayed). Oddly for Maria, this piece has no title – somehow in this
case working in its favor. We have no idea what to think of it – but we love it (Nan especially – she named it "Diving
Bowl" just so we know how to refer to it).
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Is there more Annegarn work in RiverView? Definitely – and some great stuff too. We collect a lot of pottery, but
only hers make us smile and stare at them like we would a painting or sculpture, looking for meaning, when we see
them. That's art. Get thee to the Gallery and see…
Come into our house and you will assume that there are a few artists that we simply must be related to or
something – not true. While I love, feel compelled to do, whatever, my B&W photography, and Nan is right there
with her painting, we also share a real appreciation for what I call "other people's art". This appreciation leads to
probably far too many purchases – sometimes leaning to the expensive side. Over the years we have accumulated
far more pieces than we can display at any one time. Except in Nan's studio, we hang very few of our own pieces.
One of the first things we learned was to NOT decide to get an artist's lesser piece because the one we want is too
expensive – we simply lay it away (and eat out less for a while). Also, we learned to rethink pieces – to see if our
appreciation grows or lessens. Sort of how we should make any purchase actually.
A couple of times we've found ourselves collecting an artist's work without realizing it – without even knowing them.
Again, resistance is futile. We are trying to curb our appreciation for pottery right now though – heck, if we have to
find a place to put one more piece, we might have to consider giving stuff away to make room.
As far as two-dimensional art – while we have quite a collection there too, we haven't found anything we simply
have to have for a while now – the fact that the walls are full is hardly a deterrent. We're always looking, often
tempted, but then finding the piece in question failing to grow on us. Not sure what the problem is, whether we're
just getting pickier or what. There are a couple of local artists who we've been watching for a while though, waiting
for just the right work.
We're always confused as to why so few other artists we know, some really fine artists, have our problem. It seems
that a real appreciation for art is a totally seperate thing from actually being a talented artist. Interesting dynamic
that.

PRIDE DAY IN HAVRE DE GRACE:
I was asked about images – I'm working up a few for a posting in a couple of days… B&W images differ from color
exposures in that there is still much work to be done at that point.
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Pride Day – "Sarabesque" entertains as Pride Day in Havre de Grace
becomes a family event
Jun 24, 2019
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Pride Day – "Sarabesque" entertains as Pride Day in Havre de Grace becomes a family event

This is the first of maybe three postings on this. Pride Day in Havre de Grace was just that for us – we're damn
proud of our town. Why just have a parade?, Havre de Grace made it a festival, a family oriented celebration of
those among us who might just be a little more different than "some folks" are comfortable with – well, they can just
get over it. An easy five thousand people came out, bringing whole families along. Kids were everywhere – a
perfect opportunity to see that funny uncle Joe and his husband isn't alone. It was heartening to see the Mayor
open the celebrations, most of the City Council on hand, a good number of the churches in town showing their
support with booths, signs, and refreshments for all.
I do B&W photography – which in this digital age means I shoot RAW exposures – starting with color gives more
choices in converting to grayscale. So I have about three hundred files to remind me of all the fantastic color of the
day. But I'll leave the publishing of color images from the event to others – although, if anyone associated with any
of my images ever needs a color version for promotion, etc., I'd be glad to leave the "noise" in and give it to them.
The shot above may not be the most fun image from the day, but it is by far my favorite. They young lady's name is
Sarabesque – one of the drag queens who gave three very enthusiastically received shows during the festivities. I
have more images I want to share, but thought I'd do the first posting on just Sarabesque since she’s in four and
definitely brought the joy.
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I will reiterate, this was very much a FAMILY event. Thank you Havre de Grace. In a couple of days, more Pride
Day images. All are being added to the Pride Day album on the Havre de Grace Street page where they are a little
larger and downloadable.

<< Annegarn "Diving Bowl" – Resistance is Futile, another Other People's Art | IHome Blog | Pride Day – Posting 2 >>

Tamara L. Stickler
LOVE that Havre de Grace hosted this glorious celebration! Great photos Jim! Sarabesque, if you should see this YOU. ARE. GORGEOUS! Hoping HdG makes this a yearly event!
Like · Reply · 6d
Facebook Comments Plugin
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Pride Day – Posting 2
Jun 27, 2019

I thought I'd do a posting of a few images of people being people at the Pride Day celebration before I return to
some performance images next posting. There was a lot going on, and no way could anyone capture it all. It was
either concentrate on what was going on in the rest of the park and pretty much ignore the central performances
and crowd, or the other way around. And since this was a first-and-only in the area, next year promises to be even
more of a challenge. I had better be prepared with a fuller understanding of the layout and schedules. Lesson
learned.
What can I say about the scene above, other than to observe that they didn't seem out of place at all. I saw this
couple as walking through the grounds making their statement about love.
The next shot simply shows a conversation between the crossdresser who we later saw reading to a group of kids
– that's one way to get their attention – and a local daddy with stroller.
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Below, in a booth that, if I/m not mistaken, was sponsored by the local tattoo
parlor, is some fancy work being done on this young lady.
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Whenever there was a lull in stage performances, as music was always being played, people would take
advantage of the opportunity to dance it up. The next three images:
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At about seven The Hushdown left the stage and everybody pretty much headed for home. On our way out we
passed this group of what reminded me of 60’s hippies – my generation, resting in the shade:

I will reiterate, this was very much a FAMILY event. Thank you Havre de Grace. In a couple of days, even more
Pride Day images. All are being added to the Pride Day album on the Havre de Grace Street page where they are
a little larger and downloadable.
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Pride Day – Posting 3, more images from the stage area
Jun 29, 2019

It took a little time to get all the images together from thie event – lighting was harsh and tricky, making for a little
extra work on each image. Just a few images to finish things off here – mostly to let people know what they might
have missed as far as entertainment. Drag queens coming out among the crowd was a thing, and them the
passing of dollar bills to them began – something I didn't know was a thing. I had to Google it to find out what that
was all about. Man did the kids join in with that.
Things sort of evolved where ther were gaps so the "girls" had room to dance. The shot above is a little of a wide
shot showing a typical scene (I did remove a few head tops from the bottom of the image). This is "Evon Dior
Michelle".
Below is “Pariah", who opened the first of three shows. Here she takes to the grass. And there's our Promenade in
the background.
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The fourth Drag Queen, below, is "Obi City". In one performance she donned a pair of wings.
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One interesting addition to the entertainment was the, very appropriate, appearance of the cast – Frankie’s
Midnight Runners” – of The Rocky Horror Picture Show performing “Time Warp". They perform twice a month in
Wilmington Delaware – Link. Afterwards I shot this of them posing for an iPhone shot for a fan. I watch for these
as I find it tells much more of a story than simply shooting a group. And at the same time I remain sort of
anonymous.

Finally a partial shot of The Hushdown, who put on a great couple of performances during the day. I have more
images, but the portable stage made for a horrible backdrop – I’ve got so many much better shots of this group
anyway, mostly First Friday images. But I thought this was cute – taken at an angle to eliminate the worst of the
stage. It shows the lead singer Kali Hinkel, flanked by backup singer April Burril and, for the first time with the
group, guitarist Josh Hutchenson. Later I told April that Nan said she really liked her boots, and that my reply was
“what boots?”. Just another of my dumb attempts at a humorous compliment on her look.
The Hushdown always put on a good show – mostly their own music with a couple of classics rock pieces mixed
in.
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Pride Day in Havre de Grace was a lot of fun and an opportunity to support sometimes spurned but important
segments of our community. We should all also take pride in the fact that here it became a family event – what it
should be. And of course there’s always the guilty pleasure of afterwards watching a few (put in your own
adjectives here) heads explode over the whole thing. This has been a long time coming.
As always, the images have been added to the album on the Havre de Grace Street page, where they are a little
larger and downloadable. Whew – finishe up with this before the next First Friday, with a few days to spare. Still
way behind on printing. Anyone waiting for orders or to see them appear in the free-to-pictured box at RiverView,
please be patient. We stay pretty busy which means the two weeks we were down with the flu created quite a
backlog of things to do.
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Surprising Blog STATS – and B&W Fireworks?
Jul 3, 2019

In this Blog entry I take the opportunity to celebrate, 4th of July style, a couple of milestones with the site: in June it
hit over 1100 "unique visitors" and the 2,000th digital book version of Se Comio La Luna (the Spanish
version of my The Moon has been Eaten) was downloaded. I take a look into the site metrics to see what else I
can find… The Blog also serves as something of a project journal for me – one of the reasons I move postings to
PDF, for a more permanent record – easy enough and it provides a good summary of at least the Blog postings.
The Havre de Grace Street albums will hopefully, down the road, be represented in something of a book, and
accompanying PDF version. So I decided to take this opportunity to take stock of where the site/blog is right now.
Admittedly this is the first time I've bothered to delve this far into the figures. When I asked Nan for a suggestion for
an image with this – she came up withdoing something different, like a B&W fireworks. So I went back to my
Easter island exposures and came worked up the image above – a shot of the outdoor stage at the end of Tapati,
fireworks time.
Whenever you do a web site, you have access to a lot of information, some of it in convenient charts. All one has
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to do is figure out how to interpret the numbers. So, as part of my review of the site, here are some figures –
focusing on this past May and June.

jamescraigphotography.com

The first chart records regular visits to the site while the second records visitors who accessed the site via
encrypted sites/links that aren't picked up for the other. Figures for January through April of this year are consistent
with figures for the last six years or more. Much of the original following came out of the Easter island project. This
May and June things picked up a tad totaling:

1067 "unique visitors" paid 1721 visits in May
1116 "unique visitors" paid 1900 visits in June
I'll admit that I sometimes go a month or two without checking the figures at all, and then simply visitor figures – for
years they've been fluctuating between lows of around 200 unique visitors to a little more than 800 a month,
depending on whether there is a new book, exhibit, program at the Opera House, etc. One thing that I didn't think
changed much over time is some of the downloads figures – but found some real gems there:

Downloaded in May / June:
DIGITAL BOOKS – I optimize them for iPad
Se Comio La Luna (PDF book - Spanish version of The Moon has been Eaten) – 73 / 83 What
the heck?!
Did not see this coming. So I did some deep digging into the statistics and came up with the fact that the Se
Comio La Luna downloads are mostly, but not all, coming from Polynesia and Chile, via a direct download link
to my file from an encrypted site – not showing up at all in the "visits" STATS. That link generated maybe 15
additional downloads of the book a month for a couple of years, then in February of 2018 jumped to an average of
75 a month. That makes for more than 2,000 copies of Se Comio La Luna downloaded to this point. Cool, but
interesting in that on an English language site like mine the Spanish version of a book consistently generates five
to ten times as many downloads as the English version. Who is posting this link is a total mystery to me.
Nevertheless – maururu, gracias, thank you! You are providing a great service.
Acadia, a Portrait (PDF book) – 16 / 7
Looking Back, Thery mue Negative Years (PDF book) – 13 / 4
The Moon has been Eaten (PDF book) – 3 / 4
The Moon has been Eaten Volume II (PDF book) – 8 / 4
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BLOG ENTRIES ARCHIVED TO PDF – these were a complete surprise
Easter Island Journal (PDF of Blog Entries beginning '06 involving the Easter Island projecdt) – 5 / 4
Journal Archive 2013-2016 (PDF of Blog entries) – 14 / 8
Journal Archive 2017-2018 (PDF of Blog entries) – 13 / 15

ROBERTO PAKOMIO STUFF – gone but not forgotten
Robeto Pakomio color poster – 0 / 5
Roberto Pakomio singing Blowin' in the Wind video – 0 / 3 (also on YouTube)
Roberto Pakomio Mo Tauna Ana Mo Ora video – 0 / 1 (also on YouTube – with over 41,000 views)

HOW-TO PDFs
Custom Artists Studio Work Table (How-to PDF) – 6 / 1
Home Made Mat Cutting System (How-to PDF) – 7 / 2
Photographing 2-Dimensional Art Behind Glass (How-to PDF) – 2 / 1
I find these figures both surprising and gratifying The Blog entries themselves, as expected, get most of the traffic.
But I'm also a little surprised to find so few people going through the albums on the Havre de Grace Street page.
* FIXED – Easter Island Journal PDF – One bit of feedback I did get, finally, was the fact that my Easter Island
Journal PDF was large enough to be a real problem for some people to open directly. So I replaced it with a
zipped version – problem solved. I very much appreciate being told when there is any issue with the site…
* CHANGING – Havre de Grace Street page – Beginning with the “Wilde Portrait iPhone Series” I’m converting
image albums from past years to optimized PDFs containing the complete (sort of) blog postings (this conversion
will take a while).
P.S.

I also operate… riverviewgallerymd.com /.net – Here are the recent figures:
May – 528 "unique visitors" paid 968 visits
June – 584 "unique visitors" paid 979 visits
That's actually pretty heartening to see. Again, this figure just records access to the site by individuals, filtering out
bots, etc. These figures have been sliding up over the past year, before which figures of less than half that could
mostly be accounted for by actual Gallery members. Links to the Gallery site must be being listed on one or two
encrypted sites somewhere because maybe 5% of visitors come in that way (all business, community, etc. sites
are encrypted so they can handle financial transactions).
The conclusion I draw from these figures is that the site is overdue for an overhaul and update. Gotta find a way to
make it look sexier. Arrrrgh.
<< Pride Day – Posting 3, more images from the stage area | IHome Blog
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This had to be the hottest, most humid, windless First Friday ever. At the same time it was the evening before all
the Saturday fourth of July parade, concerts and fireworks. So there were maybe half the number of people in the
streets. But everyone was having as much fun as they could while soaking wet with sweat. Even the drum circle,
always a center of activity, was working without its leader Cliff Giles – who decided it was simply too unhealthy to
subject himself to that.
In the image above, this little girl spent over an hour dance-shuffling to Jett Black. The band retreated to some
shade off the street, leaving the sidewalk to this young lady – see her hair, that was everyone’s hair. A number of
people took a turn dance-shuffling with her, even me. For a while, I let my camera drop and copied her movies,
jumping up and down and shuffling my feet to the beat of the music – why not. I didn’t have to worry about working
up a sweat, that was already happening. I don’t know the kid’s name, but I think I know where she lives. I’ll be
printing next week so should be able to deliver a print of this to her.
That’s it for this one, too much more going on with the site to add more from First Friday until later in the week. I’ll
add this and those to the Havre de Grace Street page Street Events PDF along with next posting.

Major revisions to the Havre de Grace Street album page…
While I liked the old "album" system, it was a huge amount of work, took up a lot of room on the server and
provided images unaccompanied by the posting text. The new "albums" are simply PDFs containing related
postings (when possible with unrelated parts of postings removed). For example: All of the postings related to the
"Wilde Window Painting iPhone Series" now compose one PDF that can be opened via a link or downloaded. The
same is now true of Blog postings on Performances by Rogue Swan, Duke Thompson, Wind Up Toy, Hafla
Images, and even "Virginia Wolf" at the Community College. These now can be found their appropriate PDF
albums. And you can see from the page this streamlines things considerably.
While it was a bit of work converting over, it should now save me a lot of effort. One small new folio did emerge
from this. For now I'll just call it "Havre de Grace Scenics", accessable from the Folios page and next to
the Street link on the Home Page. Unlike with the Street page, all images on the “Scenics” page are in my fine-art
print collection. Maybe the sheer dearth of images will inspire me to take a break from shooting people and go
back to doing some scenics – who knows. Even the Downloads/Links page got cleaned up a little.

A comment about comments…
While making changes to the way I handle the Havre de Grace Street album page – mandated by the sheer
volume of images I'm accumulating – I noticed comments I had missed, including a couple of questions. I
apologize – in my defense I can only say that comments are so scarce that I forget to look for them. Not a good
enough excuse, I'll try to do better in the future.
<< Surprising Blog STATS – and B&W Fireworks? | IHome Blog | One More first Friday in July Image – and on Seeing in B&W >>
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One More first Friday in July Image – and on Seeing in B&W
Jul 13, 2019

Another image from First Friday in July. This is the drum-circle, facing up Washing ton Street. This time April
Monique, a local belly dancer, did her bit to liven things up. I would have loved to have Cliff Giles, the leader of the
circle, in the scene, but he had to just drop off the drums and leave this time due to the killer heat. I find a lot to see
here, expecially when viewed much larger.
I'm setting up for a long overdue print session as soon as a couple of people get back to me with their orders –
getting way behind on some of the Havre de Grace Street images for the Freebie-Box at RiverView.
This image and the one from the last posting are being added to the 2019 Street Events PDF on the Havre de
Grace Street page. The sheer volume of images forced me to change how I did these, and I wasn't at all sure
about how it would work out. Surprisingly, I'm actually getting more traffic there this way than before. Go figure.

B&W Photography Notes…
I'm not sure where all this will go, with a number 2, etc., but I recently found myself, again, having to address how B&W
photography differs from color photography. So I thought I'd take a few postings to run off a note or two on the subject. If it
goes anywhere, I’ll join them into a ;omg, probably unreadable, diatribe (Nan’s word).
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1– The exposure – see through the noise…
I occasionally get feedback and/or questions about working in B&W. But they always seem to come from a
perspective of how should a photographe turn one of their exposures into a good B&W – as I see it, sort of a
subset of color. It doesn't help that this is how most of today's software is set up to work – after all, the original
exposure has the color still in it.
Sure, B&W as a subset of color can produce good images – so can setting the camera on automatic and closing
one's eyes. But B&W photography is its own art form – which is why I always refer to myself as a B&W
Photographer, not a photographer. Photography can be an art, but usually isn't, color rarely. One can be a great
photographer and nothing of an artist – one can even be a B&W photography artist and not be a very good
photographer (or artist for that matter).
Contrary to a lot of expectations, the difference begins with the exposure. Perhaps shooting "for" B&W is easier for
me than some. Years of shooting B&W film, while viewing, framing and deciding on settings – in full color –
knowing that my results would always be full grayscale. It's hardly any different with digital. I view, compose, make
my exposure decisions in full color – but still never losing touch with the "reality" that my end result will be B&W. In
fact, my focus, from the beginning, is on something beyond just the image, the physical print – even when it
probably won't happen.
Yes, this does make for some differences in what one shoots, and even more in how one shoots it. To a B&W
photographer, color is noise, something that has to be seen through or beyond, dismissed. This in spite of the fact
that there is a real advantage of having color in the RAW file where one can control how each color range is
conveted to grayscale. Digital photography giveth in gaining this power and taketh away in that now it can take
training and discipline to "shoot for B&W". Seeing through this noise leaves one free to concentrate on all of the
factors that contribute to the making of a good image, whether it be a painting, charcoal drawing, watercolor or
photograph. Right there in the initial exposure, so much can be visualized once the brain learns to tune out colors.

<< Getting into the Groove – First Friday in July | IHome Blog
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OK, I expect this twist on an old song title to be lost on a lot of people – James Brown's Papa's Got a Brand New
Bag, 1965. That sort of dates me – oh well. Anyway, I generally don't like to spend a lot of money on equipment,
especially lenses. This is why I try to buy used. But some lenses are so costly that even used they can cause
trauma to the old budget. In this case, it's more like a case of sell a number of lenses, etc. in order to buy one.
Case in point – the Fuji 50-140 mm f/2.8 R LM OIS WR lens, wow. I've been contemplating this lens for over a
year now – debating whether I would get enough use out of it to warrant the expense. The focal length, 50-140 is
the equivalent of 76-213 and the f/2.8 is steady across all focal lengths. That's a huge advantage when shooting in
low light. The lens I'm using now, the 55-200 (84-305 equivalent) is a great lens, with some extra focal lenght, but
can be compromised by low light – f/stop ranges from 3.5 to 4.8 requiring one to tolerate some extreme ISOs in
low light.
And, of course, I've been doing a lot of low-light work for my Havre de Grace Street project. First Fridays can go
into dark. And the stage work I've been doing with Rogue Swan forces me, using the 55-200, to push my f/stop,
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shutter speed and IOS settings right to the edge of the cliff.
Well I found a good used one that saved me about $500 if you include sales tax, shipping, protective filter, etc.
BUT that still left me holding the bag for a fistful of dollars. I went ahead and got the lens – which turned out to be
indistinguishable from new – and ran some tests to make sure I'm happy with the change. Now to the chore of
unloading some lenses and other stuff I don't really use any more. I like to sell what's not used while it's of some
use to someone, and still worth something, long before it becomes useless junk. I'm not greedy so I post a buynow price on eBay that tends to make for an immediate sale. A couple of times someone has rushed to place a
bid, eliminating the buy-now, and the item wound up selling for more than I thought it to be worth – both times that
happened, I threw a couple of small extras (batteries, flash cards, etc.) in with the shipment to make me feel like it
was worth the price. I know, I know, I wouldn't make a very good businessman.
The only time I've spent this much on a lens before was the Canon 100-400 zoom (more actually, around two
grand) that I would take to Easter Island with me every visit, sell there just before leaving, and repurchase before
returning, all at the same price. Never used it for anything else – so I'm not even sure that one even counts.
I will admit that this lens is a brute – the wider aperture, internal zoom to hold the aperture steady, phenomenal
image stabilizer and tripod mount make it large and hefty. In order for it to replace the 55-200 (84-305 eq.)
completely, I would have to eventually get the little 1.4X extender for it.
On mounting the lens on the camera, I stepped outside – into the soup that is our weather right now – and took a
couple of zoomed close-ups of one of Nan's flowers on the patio, ABOVE. I wanted to check out handling and
sharpness at the close focusing distance of three feet, zoomed all the way in and at 2.8 aperture. The color
exposure looked good, and the bokeh that everyone talks about these days was impressive, but I'm more
interested in how it holds up to B&W. This is just a low resolution JPG, and note the tiny hairs on the wilted flower,
the full resolution image is awesome – looking more like something I would get with my macro lens than
this behemoth.

GAINS:
Close focusing – I really like the ability of this lens to focus to 3 feet, all the way through the zoom. This is only
six inches gain over the 55-200, but it helps.
Sharpness – the gain here, at equivalent settings, is more apparent than I expected. That would be because
five of the lens elements are ED (extra-low dispersion glass), along with one "Super ED".
Quickness – auto focus is noticeably faster, and face recognition is recognizably quicker in low light. Of course,
when dealing with crowds or stage performances, face recognition can be a bad idea – the camera can easily grab
onto the wrong face and not let go. This is why I have the front camera body button set to quickly disable/enable
face detection. On the rare occasion I want eye detection, I'm willing to go into the menu.
F/stop – the 2.8 minimum aperture, extending throughout the zoom, is a Godsend. More light, therefore faster
shutter speeds and/or lower ISO. The ability to work further into the dark. Then there's the shallower depth of field
when wanted.
Zoom – I like the fact that it begins with the equivalent of 74mm rather than 84. That's going to make it much
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handier for street and stage work – and a little less switching to the 18-55 lens.
Lens settings – the aperture ring on my old 55-200 lacks click stops. I actually like this when shooting First
Fridays, etc. BUT, when shooting in situations where I need to just leave the lens wide open, I find that I have a
habit of accidentally nudging the aperture ring while zooming and not noticing right away. Pretty soon I notice the
wrong aperture in the viewer and correct for it, but it can be a frustration. The 50-140 aperture ring has click stops,
even 1/3 stops – not as easily nudged. At the same time, the size of the lens makes for zooming without one's
palm going anywhere near the aperture ring. Me likes.
Stability – I didn't expect any gain here, the stabilizer on the 55-200 is also amazing. I ran some tests and had
mixed results. Because the lens is heavier, it can be harder to hold it steady at times. It's still great, hand helt shots
fully zoomed at 1/15 of a second were all sharp. Supposedly I can go further down than that.
Weather sealing – is claimed. Not that I will willingly take this thing out in the rain, but supposedly it’s safe.
Tripod Mount – handy to have but gets in the way if zooming hand held, so I'm likely to take it off until needed.
Lens Hood – this one might be unique to me, I'm not sure. Lens hoods are a pain in the backside. When not
using the lens, it can be reversed and on the lens. On the odd occasion when needed, it can be on the lens. But
most of the time I'm carrying the lens around mounted on the camera – NOT wanting the sometimes gargantuan
lens hood sticking out. The lens hood for this lens does the same thing the hood for the Canon 100-400 lens did –
it fits over my left hand and I can wear it like a bracelet on my left arm, totally out of the way yet right there if I need
it. Just try and find a pocket for these things. I did this a lot on Easter Island. It lets me work light – one camera
body, my vest with a smaller lens in the pocket, maybe a compressed monopod hanging from my belt and the lens
hood on my arm. NO camera bag – that's freedom.
LOSSES:
Weight – darn this thing is heavy, making two of the 55-200. Not as noticeable if the Vertical Grip is on the
camera (almost always with me).
Size – it's big. Always the same length due to internal zooming, it is as long as the 55-200 fully extended, and a
little larger around. Only a frustration when working at the short end of the zoom – that's a lot of lens for working
portrait length.
Zoom – On the long end, it only goes to 140 (213 equivalent) rather than the 200mm (305 equivalent) of the 55200. This can easily be overcome (later) with the addition of the nifty little 1.4X extender Fuji makes for it.
I'm actually quite surprised – I didn't expect to be so happy with this lens switch. I expected to feel the loss of the
140 to 200 zoom range more than I do (which is why I'm postponing the 1.4X extender) and expected that the size
and weight would bother me. But the sheer joy of using a lens this good, and the upcoming ability to work more
effectively when I need, are more than enough to make up for a couple of minor frustrations. I can't wait for a
chance to run it through its paces, especially in low light. See a full review of this lens at:
https://kenrockwell.com/fuji/x-mount-lenses/50-140mm.htm
my B&W Photography Notes… I left step 2 off of this posting because the posting was already more than
long enough. I’ll post those as I work them up – and later join them tighter.
<< One More first Friday in July Image – and on Seeing in B&W | IHome Blog
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Playing Catch-up on Rogue Swan Vaudeville Images
Jul 24, 2019

It took a little bit of effort to figure out what happened – here it is almost two months after and I realized I didn't
finish my images from the Rogue Swan Vaudeville show at the Opera House at the end of May – by a huge
margin. Then it hit me – we both came down with a very bad flu and were sick for over two weeks after the show.
During this time I managed to create and post a few images, but by the time we'd recovered, and were faced with
First Friday, Pride Day, etc. (not to mention all that's involved in acquiring the new lens I'm so anxious to use), I
completely forgot about the rest of the Vaudeville images that I had selected out for B&W work.
So, while I'm catching up on printing orders, and a few freebies for subjects on First Fridays, etc., I'm frantically
finishing up on the Rogue Swan images. Don't worry, Katie, they're coming – beginning with this posting, hopefully
pretty regular for a while. The upside is that Rogue Swan is preparing a huge Halloween show for October, so I
can throw in some reminders as I go. JimmyO did say something about playing Beetlejuice…
The image above is from a musical sketch where the "artist" is posing his subject – Jimmy0 Burril and his wife
April Monique. Pretty real in that he's often drawing or painting her. Below is a real oddity
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FUN WITH WHACKED OUT STAGE LIGHTING
At times the ever-changing stage lighting got totally whacked – at least as far as the camera being able to record
what it is seeing. When the lighting turns to almost pure red, or pure blue, the results are almost completely
hopeless, especially for B&W. Check out color images of the show on Flickr HERE and you'll see what I mean
about the lighting. But this one had some potential, albeit different. The combination of pink light on the
background, orange on the foreground and something of a mix in between, made for some interesting separations
in B&W. The oramge light did leave detail a little fuzzy, but that actually seemed to help the image more than hurt
it. Not the easiest image in the collection – it took the greater part of an afternoon. But it was worth it.

The young lady is Marion Jackson.
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SITE UPDATE concerning pricing and Havre de Grace Street (and Rogue Swan) miniatures
Pricing of original prints, on my About the Images page, has been clarified to reflect what I am doing with the
Havre de Grace Street series. The first 6.5x8.5 on 8x10 miniature (was 8.5x11 on 11x14) is still free to the subject
– with larger prints at half price (to the subject). This applies to any size, framed or unframed. Details below.
I hate to limit the "freebies", and want to play nice with everyone, but this is an act of self preservation spurred by
the escalating price of my pigmented inks and paper (now about $100 for a 100ft roll and $100 per ink cartridges,
eight of them – that's $900 to mount a new roll of paper and replace all the ink cartridges) and the fact that the very
popular Rogue Swan can field up to two dozen performers in one shot. The slight reduction in size – some already
indicating that they prefer it – helps by letting me print three across, with the paper and ink that I was using to print
two – an expensive sheet of rag board goes a lot further too.
NEW PRICING DETAILS, including guidelines on Street miniatures, as it appears on the About the
Images page…
Image Size – may vary slightly in shorter dimension
Original prints (hand printed by myself) are mounted on archival foamcore, matted with 100% rag and framed
in Nielsen n93-50 black metal frames. Price without the frame varies from $35 to $50 less, depending on the
size.
–FRAMED ORIGINALS–
8.25x11 on 11x14 • $ 100.00
10.5x14 on 16x20 • 135.00
12x16 on 16x20 • 150.00
15x20 on 20x24 • 200.00
18x24 on 24x30 • 275.00
6.5X8.5 on 8X10 • Miniatures are pretty much limited to my Havre de Grace Street images. I normally do not
frame these – putting them into clear plastic sleeves mounted and matted. The first miniature is free to the
subject. Any larger framed versions ordered will be half price.
Extra miniature copies (mounted/matted) can be ordered (by or through the subjects) for $20
Miniatures are hinge-mounted, with100% rag mats.
* B&W Rogue Swan Performance images: performance images are available on request to Rogue Swan
organization the same as above. If "featuring" one individual, the above also applies to them. The half-price offer
(and $20 miniature) holds for any individual(s) in the image who want a copy.
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Two Great Duos: Tara and Jesse / Tara and Bre
Jul 27, 2019

I was going to do "Don't Tell Mama" for today but there's still some work to do on those. But not a problem – plenty
of others awaiting me, destroyer of all that is color. The image above features Tara Vinson singing "I Found a New
Baby" to Jesse Hutchinson. Those two do some great interactive duets – last year we saw them perform their
version of "Suddenly Seymour" that was truly great. Tara also played the lead in Sister Act at the Opera House last
season.
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Above, Tara and Bre Lewis sing "Take Me to Church". Earlier I posted one of my favorite shots of these two, during
a dress rehearsal – check out those shadows forming a pattern behind them. I couldn't not go back and do
something with it. Now it's a contest as to which one I prefer – the first one is reposted below.
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Tonight we're attending the Hafla at the Opera House Black Box. If I can wrangle the niche behind the door, I can
finally give my new 50-140 f/2.8 ED lens a test run. That should, hopefully, add even more to my already
overwhelming backlog. And then First Friday is looming…
<< Playing Catch-up on Rogue Swan Vaudeville Images | IHome Blog
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Blue Angel and Major Men
Jul 27, 2019

A dream sequence – Blue Angel – in Rogue Swan't Vaudeville at the Oper House in May. It worked well as far as
the audience was concerned – not so much the camera. I killed the better part of an afternoon on this, not knowing
whether I was going to bring out what I was seeing. But voila – I can't wait to work on the print version. That's L.H.
James, bottle by his side, dreaming. With April Monique as Blue Angel. In the background a video was playing on
a curtain – Katie, Nate and Jeremy can be recognized here. This one's growing on me.
For the second image of the day, something a little less artsy – The Major Men barbershop group. The result, if not
the exposure, more or less a straight looking shot. In a B&W series, some images stand on their own while others
work to help tell the story. But they can all require an awful lot of work. On this one I selected out the guys (torture)
and did a slight motion blur of the background, just enough to help the separation of tones.
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NEXT TWO POSTINGS
I hate to but I'll have to hold the presses a little on the rest of my Rogue Swan Vaudeville backlog – Wednesday,
and probably Friday, will be used for some work I did at the Moonshine Hafla "Melt Your Face Off Edition" Saturday
evening. One posting will be devoted to the little girl who practically did melt my face off – the other to the rest of
the very worthy dancers. Then back to Rogue Swan catch up.
Note: BLOG VERSIONS VS FINAL IMAGES
I often find myself these days, having to take an image about 95% of the way to print-ready and then going straight
to web JPG – a sort of an estimation of where it will endd up. A print file isn't final until after at least one test print,
but if I waited the timing for the blog would be way off. The difference can best be explained by pointing out that,
similarly, proof reading an important piece of writing on a computer screen rarely, if ever, works. Print it out and
catch the mistakes, and spot room for improvement. Same thing with working up a B&W image. This makes for a
final image that is anywhere from slightly to considerably different than (improved over) the blog posted image.
Obviously a web JPG converted from the final print file would be an upgrade – but then that wouldn't be the blog
posting, would it. And then again, a web JPG is pretty much a flawed representation anyway – mattering little
where it started out. You can't win.
<< Two Great Duos: Tara and Jesse / Tara and Bre | IHome Blog
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Did They Melt My Face Off – This girl came close…
Jul 29, 2019
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The image above is Azyra Izel, which seems to fit. In fact, all of the images in this posting are of her performance in
July's Moonshine Hafla, Melt Your Face Off Edition. She made it look easy, while commanding one's full attention
– which is always a sign that you really know what you're doing when it's something obviously this
difficult. What helped, and we've attended a number of these things, is that she has uncanny control over her facial
expressions while dancing, making for a lot more great shots. And then, perhaps I need to stop whining so much
over those dastardly pure blue lights that occasionally douse the stage and ruin pictures. Azyra actually looks cool
when those are converted to B&W and tortured into giving up their secrets. Azyra is like April Monique in that, after a
shoot, there are so many angles and shots that are good, it’s very, very difficult to make the necessary choices. No
way to do them all. This is the first of two postings covering July's Moonshine Hafla – Melt Your Face Off
Edition.
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Check Azyra out below when the blue lights hit… I caught her in full spin, with her hair flying. the normally
disasterous blue lighting gives the image a solarized effect in places. The only things really sharp are parts of her
face and hair. This is my personal favorite.
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OK, I can’t stop myself – here’s one more. The bottom of the image motion shows much better the larger the
image is. Again, there are simply so many to choose from…
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Whew, Nan just came in and said I had enough, and to get myself together and go out and get something to have
with the avacado dip she just made……

My New 50-140 (74-213 equivalent) f/2.8 ED Lens – first outing…
My new lens increased the percentage of usable shots in this extremely low lighting considerably – and is a dream
to use. As always with something new, there are a couple of issues. First, darn, darn, darn – with the 55-200 I
almost never had to bother with the lens hood, the 50-140, with its wider aperture and huge glass right up front,
catches ambient glare a lot easier. I'll have to bite the bullet and get used to adding four inches of ugly, awkward
lens hood to the end of the thing. I didn't see that one coming – but it will save me considerable grief upcoming
First Friday.
The other issue was with the faster face-recognition focusing – I soon got to trusting/relying on it too much and
sometimes clicked too quick, trying to keep up with the action. My bad, A lot of gain there but not always quicker
than my anxious shutter finger.
And then there's the sheer weight of the thing – not an issue at first, but after a couple of hours it can be quite a
chore to keep lifting the camera with that monster on it up to one's eye. But, again, I have something of a solution.
I took an old camera bag strap, rigged it into a circle and found I can put it around my neck, down my back and
around my left elbow to both brace and stabilize my left support arm. Nan's rigging it up with a pad for my neck. I'll
test it out this First Friday and report – this could be one of my better "inwentions".
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July Moonshine Hafla 2 – Regina Snow and Lorelei
Jul 31, 2019
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This is the second posting of work from July's Melt Your Face Off Edition of the quarterly Moonshine Hafla in two
days. We've seen crowds for these that just barely fill the seats to standing room only. And, though they are all
interesting, there always seems to be at least one or two dancers that really shine. This time there were a few that
made it worth a trip across town – the $5 entry fee is hardly an issue. the young lady above with the fan-veils,
Regina Snow, put on quite a show, almost but not quite impressive enough to take you reyes off her and the Mona
Liza-like expression, right on the line between smile and not smile. Nan insisted I use the one at the top as the
intro. Below is the one I liked.

We've been to very few haflas or belly dance shows where someone doesn't do something of a sword dance. This
time It was Lorelei, who earlier danced with huge fanning wings. I took a few shots, but my favorite by far was her
opening stance with the sword – great pose and expression.
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As always, full size color JPGs were given to April so the dancers can get them if they want. I'm posting this right
on the tail of the last posting because I have a third coming from this Hafla – April Monique. I know, I know, I've
featured B&Ws of April a few times before, but every time she dances I manage to get something good. It'll be
interesting to see where all that goes. I'll try to have them done for Saturday, or maybe even Friday. I’ll add all of
these to the PDF Local Theater album on the Havre de Grace Street page at that time.
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Going into shooting April Monique dancing again, I knew that I had to work to get something a little different – in a
way these are portraits taken at the same place but at a new time and, hopefully, from a little of a new
perspective. In the end I'll add them to my April Monique collection – not the type of thing I ever expected to be
working on. I spent decades looking on myself as Mr. F/22 – the scenics from a tripod mounted medium format
camera guy. Now I'm accumulating a considerable collection of what I call Havre de Grace Street images – that
include everything from kids playing to performance portraits.
Belly dance is a lot of fluid to fast movement with occasional holds, or poses – which are great for pictures. This
time with April I was looking for something a little more interesting, if riskier as far as getting something usable. The
first two here sport a lot of movement, but with audience eye contact. Maybe next time I'll focus on spins. Again,
Nan selected the opening image.
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The third image is my favorite. I zoomed in at one of those semi-still moments, concentrating on the eyes. The
heavy strand of hair coming down and across her right eye simply had to go – that one sent me looking for more
coffee during, and wine after.

Last is something of an odd one. For the life of me, and believe me I tried everything, I just could not get myself to
crop down from the origina exposure. Anything off, anywhere, ruined everything I like about it. Thatt's gonna make
it a little awkward figuring out how to handle a print. And it's rare that an image like this works with the subject's
eyes closed – a real issue with photographing both dancers and singers – but here I like it. And omehow the
drifting hairs on this one make up for that. The expression is April's signature look, always seeming to convey a
little irony.
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Girls, Girls, Girls! – What would Vaudeville be without the girls?
Aug 9, 2019

Back to the Rogue Swan Vaudeville backlog – and on missing First Friday in August. With B&W one begins with a
nice color exposure – or, in this case, exposures saturated with downright horrible coloring that can even have a
rainbow effect. Then one tries to visualize something of an image in there somewhere. Often I'm left running for the
coffee pot at this point, horrified at the challenge ahead. This posting shows six of the girls of local vaudeville in
moments from May's performance.
Above are April Monique, Jessy Gordon and Marion Jackson. I isolated them as all the girls were singing "Hey
Big Spender". Below, in order, see Jess Langley, MC Carder and Joanna DiPaola with the parasol.
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First this has to be uploaded / then I create a PDF of the posting / then I add it to the PDF album Local Theater
2019 on the Havre de Grace Street page.
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On Missing First Friday
In the words of that dastardly villain who almost nobody still alive remembers Snidely Whiplash: "Curses, foiled
again!" (actually gem characters like this have a life nowadays on YouTube), I haven't missed a First Friday in
ages, out there with my trusty Fuji. And this time I was ready with my new lens, and wanting to try out my new
elbow brace to help hold up the well over four pounds that is the camera, grip and lens over the up to three hours
of constant use.
But, alas it wasn't to be. Something came up. But I'll make up for it First Friday in September. In the meantime, I
can start off by continuing my catch-up work on the Rogue Swan Vaudeville in May – you know, the images I
missed doing when I was sick and then thought I actually had done, arrrgh.

On-line Backup
For years I didn't have any complications with backing up my "Original Exposures" file on line. My iMac sports a
3TB hard drive. But finally even that began to feel cramped – with closing in on 2TB, everything from scans of
negatives from film camera exposures to RAW+JPG, and even some video work. So this Spring I moved all of this
to an external HD. BUT, that meant the back-up of these files would disappear from the server and I would have to
upload the entire 2TB again from the external drive. That took the entire month of July and into August, 24/7
uploading in the background.
On-line backup is actually pretty inexpensive – and free for the type of volume that covers home documents. Being
able to access image files from anywhere in the world, from any device, it a big plus. The peace of mind helps too.
But, yes, the initial upload can take a while – maybe three weeks a TB on Carbonite. Granted Carbonite is a little
slower on initial upload, but it is so much handier in every other feature than some of the copetition that I'll stick
with it.

Quickie Elbow Support
This started out a a need for something to support my left elbow, especially after an hour or so of shooting, while
using the well over four pounds of camera, grip and 50-140 F/2.8 zoom. First I took a strap off of an old camera
bag and tried putting it around my neck and wrapping it around my elbow. This worked, and worked even better
when Nan provided the needed extra padding for the part of the strap that pressed against my neck. But it was still
pretty uncomfortable.
Then my carrying case came for that monstrosity of a lens – which I'm certainly not going to slip it into a pocket if I
decide to switch lenses. So I took that same strap and put it on the large lens case, shortening it up a bit. It actually
provides a pretty comfortable extra bit of stabilization/support. Maybe not as much as just a strap arund the elbow,
but more than enough, along with leaving me with someplace to put away the lens if I need. As a bonus, in it can
be waiting my small, light normal lens – instead of it bulging out one of my pockets.
First friday in August was to be my first foray out with this set-up – when something came up I was double
disappointed, to miss one and to not get a chance to try it out.
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Faces & Moments – and a link to Rogue Swan's upcoming show
Aug 11, 2019

The Rogue Swan vaudeville performance in May provided me with such a gold mine of fun stills to play with in
B&W – probably more than I should bother with, but then I do stress the word "fun". Above is the final punch-line
moment in the "When I'm 64" skit (you know, as in "Will you still love me when I'm 64?"). I very much doubt if the
expression on the face of the keyboard player in the background was rehearsed, or noticed by most (not me at the
time anyway), but it's priceless. He's not even on the program – AJ Loporto. When I first began photographing the
group I didn't know any of the names – that took a while. In the meantime I referred to them (to myself and anyone
I had to query about anything) as roller skate girl, the diva, the voice, etc. AJ was "stoneface". I don't believe I ever
saw an expression on his face other than one of intense concentration. Here – perfect. That's Jesse Hutchinson
and MC Carder lying on the floor, fainted after seeing her portrait.
The second image, below, took some real work. Tara Vinson, remember the Nun in Sister Act at the Opera House,
is an expressive singer and, accordingly, a pleasure to photograph. Here she is belting out a solo portion of "One
Day More". I had to remove a very awkwardly placed JimmyO from the drums, and then find a way to separate the
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remaining, very busy background – along with the myriad of other adjustments. I hope it was worth it.

The final image is from a spotlighted moment at the far edge of the stage with Tara, April Monique and Katie
Gordon. Hallelujah, it was a white light, no cascading pinks, blues and oranges. None of the usual trauma working
to squeeze water out of a stone (aka B&W out of a rainbow of colors). Yay. I almost didn't know what to do with all
my spare time and nerves. Of course, this posting is being added to the PDF album Local Theater 2019 on
the Havre de Grace Street page.
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Tickets are now available on the Opera House site for The Strange Case of Rogue Swan. … a spooky Halloween
special. Two shows, Friday October 18 and Saturday the 19th. THIS ought to be great Halloween fun. Click on the
link or either of the images – their color version or the way I like it – of course – in B&W. Nobody else in the area
has what Havre de Grace has, in a lot of ways, and Rogue Swan is near the top of the list – experience it.

Nan likes to sit in the back row to be close to me while I’m shooting – she had me get tickets for both shows
already.

Raise you hand if you're going to attend in costume…… we're considering it.
Little Girl, Little Girl, Little Girl… a mini rant.
I was recently called out, rather strongly, for referring to a performing belly-dancer as a "girl", specifically the "little
girl" that, with or whatever… I tend to refer to performers, individually when in a group, as "the tall girl" or the "little
girl" or the "short girl" etc. I use this the same way I call the men "guys". Names are preferred, but sometimes one
simply needs to use a quick designation as to which person in an image one is referring to. Then, after the last
posting "Girls, Girls, Girls!" the noise about this emerged (albeit rather feebly) on Facebook in a couple of places.
The fact that some sort of misguided political correctness wants to call people out for this, especially when
discussing performers on stage, and vaudeville at that (you know, SHOW GIRLS), is a bridge too far for me.
So spank me if the young lady dressed as a rag-doll on the floor were a tiny thing and I referred to her as the "little
rag-doll girl". I bring all this up to get it off my chest, else I risk overreacting the next time someone brings it up to
my face.
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Yay, We Purchase a Painting – an Other People's Art posting
Aug 18, 2019

First, a confession: we almost didn't attend Ezra Berger's opening reception at the Artists Emporium Friday
evening. It had been a long day and we were thinking that we could simply go see the show over the weekend. But
since we were still dressed, and it was less than a mile from the house, we went. Good darn thing.
We collect art, specifically our favorite pieces from local artists – sometimes this takes a while to zero in on one.
While we have quite a collection, we haven't found a major painting that we wanted to add in well over a decade.
But the drought is over – the painting above, Jazz Band, very fortunately, has our name on it now. I say fortunately
because we have learned over the years to not quibble, pace and think or ponder the matter at receptions –
inevitably someone beats you to the punch. It's a competition, one has to be able to project quickly as to what the
decision will most likely be and jump. We realized this after losing out on one too many opportunities and going
home feeling dejected.
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So within minutes of arriving, maybe thirty seconds after standing in front of it, we went and got a red dot put on
this one for us – within just few more minutes we were offered an $80 profit to let a very disappointed couple have
it.
Nan is extremely tickled about this – this is our first work from Berger, he's local, does some fun stuff, makes
certain people's heads explode (all good things) and she's having a ball working out where to put it. It probably
means shifting around some Dave DeRan and Jim Hopkins paintings, maybe even a Mary Woodward. Heck, it
looked a tad smaller on that big wall, but the darn thing is a humongous 30x48 inches – by a slight margin our
largest painting.
A second confession – if we'd had the time I thought of having someone else actually make the purchase for us as
a way to mess with Robert. I mean, it's just so much fun having some people continue to dislike you.
<< Faces & Moments – and a link to Rogue Swan's upcoming show | IHome Blog
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Marita O'Connell
Wonderful. It's a great picture--certainly evocative of HdG history and the Graw Days. And Ezra's use of the light is
great.
Like · Reply · 1d
Facebook Comments Plugin
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Oh Heck Yeah – More from Rogue Swan Vaudeville
Aug 20, 2019

This is what happens when, instead of shooting an event, one covers rehearsals, the dress rehearsal and then two
performances. The first way, as fast as things are happening, and with any degree of unfamiliarity with what is
coming, I'm lucky to come away with enough B&Ws for a couple of postings.
But now with Rogue Swan I find myself telling the story of the performance(s) – and it's sort of taking on a life of its
own, albeit interesting and fun, and a lot of hard work. As an aside, I can say, right off the top of my head what
would cut my work load down considerably – modern, small, flesh colored mics instead of those awful, gargantuan
things Rogue Swan has been stuck using. If we had the money, we'd spring for them. The old ones are a
nightmare to try and remove.
Anyway, suddenly I'm going to end up with a total of upwards of four dozen images from the May Vaudeville event
– I don't even want to think about the upcoming Halloween show. I'm going to have to come up with something
new and different to accomodate the unexpected harvest. At this point I'm thinking of putting them into a digital
book format (optimized for iPads, etc.) that can even be, if wanted, ordered as a small book. I'm not sure exactly
where this idea is going, just following my nose here.
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In the meantime, in order to finish up on something that happened way back in May, I'm putting together a couple
of larger postings – lotsa images. Here goes with something of a conscious effort to cover all of the skits – the
image above is from Beauty Underneath, the Transformation Begins. That's Caleb Gordon, with some assistance
from L.H. James, carrying Marion Jackson (a wind-up doll who has just come to life), who is beckoning to new
recruit M.C. Carder.
Below left Alex Fintak winds up Marion. On the right Jessy Gordon readying her great line at the end of Hey, Big
Spender: "hows about it palsie…" – with perfect pose, timing and inflection.

Below, guitarist Jeremy Kicks-Kachik and his instrumental: Anthology of Interest, a dulcet toned break from the
mayhem on stage:
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Next, not an easy shot to get, or prepare. Josh Hutchinsen's playing attracts M.C. Carder to the fold:

I did my best to capture the jumping scene in Bitch of a Living. the trick was catching it with no heads completely
above the backdrop. This was my favorite out of two (two performances) bouts of holding the shutter down, at eight
frames a second, for the duration:
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This, below, is just one of the moments in the fast moving opening sequence. When watching the show, especially
without knowing what is coming, it's difficult to appreciate how well choreographed everyone's moves are. That’s
Joseph Murphy in the center dancing with Marion.

Finally, until later in the week, here’s a great example of the kind of action going on off to the side and in the
background while most of our eyes are following wha is going on center stage. It's quite impressive. April
Monique knows how to close in the stage edge for the scene.

I'm going bug-eyed trying to catch up on all this – there's still a lot coming up, including as I mentioned above,
another large posting later this week. And even then there will have to be one more posting on this – probably
a little over a week later. Just in time to start on rehearsals for the Halloween extravaganza in October – tickets
at the Opera House site HERE: https://hdgoperahouse.org/event/
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A Half Dozen More from Rogue Swan Vaudeville
Aug 23, 2019

This bit finally brings me close to the end of B&Ws from Rogue Swan's Vaudeville show in May. Only thing left to
do is post four full-stage skit finale images – which I'll probably have to hold back for a couple of postings. I'm
anxious to get out again with my new lens – it made a huge difference in the very dimly lit Hafla and I'm chomping
at the bit to put it to the test in somewhat brighter light.
In the opening image, above, Katie Gordon dons a floozie dress and sings "Don't Tell Mama", accompanied by
some of the girls of Rogue Swan. Half way through, of course, Katie was called away and replaced by Jesse
Hutchinson – wearing the same dress. It was a fun part of the show. Again, if anyone wants to see color exposures
of the show itself, just go HERE. Me, I prefer to milk the exposures for much more. Jesse and the girls below:
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Occasionally I would zoom in on one of, or a couple of, the dancers midst some pretty complex, multi action, stage
scenes. Below, Tara and Breshow their stuff.
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One of the funnier skits was Jesse failing miserably at clearing some obviously "heavy" boxes from the stage in All
by Myself.

I did a little extra vignetting on the final tow images, simply liking the effect. First April Monique, Joanna DiPaola
and Marion Jackson singing a great version of "Bugle Boy from Company B". And then April, Bre Lewis, Tara
Visnos and MC Carder at the close of a number.
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I'll admit that it never occurred to me that I would have so much fun, and get so many B&Ws out of performance
shooting. Sure, I did some similar work on Easter Island, but I didn't expect that to lead me to this. Thank you
Rogue Swan for the opportunity, and please, please, somehow, get rid of those horriblly monstrous old mics –
they're my nemesis when it comes to these.
Oh, and if anyone is reading this who is patiently or impatiently wating for long-promised prints, I will be able to get
back to that within the next few days.
<< Oh Heck Yeah – More from Rogue Swan Vaudeville | IHome Blog
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Finale of Finales
Aug 26, 2019

I saved four finale images to use to finish off – at long last – the Rogue Swan Vaudeville series. The image above
is unique in that I did two quick exposures, left and right stage, and then found a convenient place near the center
to crop them both, joining them together. I did this by splitting the little round seated chair near the center –
carefully adjusting so that the chair became whole again. The zoom lens I was using wouldn’t adjust to include the
whole stage plus bith wings – and I sure didn’t want to take time to switch cameras at this point, or fiddle with
menus to take a panorama and get back our of there again. With everyone moving around, arms flailing, etc. it was
pretty iffy that there would be a consistent, static gap between cast members, even with just a second or so
between shots – but I got lucky. The lens i was using only zooms out to 85mm while the new lens starts at 74mm,
just enough for shots like this. That’s a good thing because Rogue Swan certainly does not like to leave an inch of
stage, and often wings, unutilized.
Of course one problem with elongated images is that they can’t be viewed large enough at this scale to be
effective. But, being therefore a little higher in resolution, it can be printed a little larger. On the next one, below, I
didn’t crop the darkened audience out – sometimes I have to try it both ways before I make up my mind. One note
on all of these, as well as a lot of other work, I always, when it’s a close call as to which of two or three similar
exposures, get Nan’s feedback – she’s has a better feel for why I can’t use a particular image because one of the
women in the picture might just have to, as she likes to phrase it, have to hurt me.
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A oot of the skits end in some sort of ta-da, frozen moment. The image below is the scene at the end of “Bathing
Beauty” – a skit that probably fails to resonate with those who can’t remember back far enough. But even in the
fifties it wouldn’t have seemed that out of touch.

The final image sports one of those darn pickup truck sized mics, one I passed on trying to remove – I would have
had to somehow replace about a third of Marion’s mouth to accomplish that. Could it be done, sure – and at the
low resolution for an on-line JPG it probably would have worked fine, but not for an enlarged print. I considered mining other
exposures for the partial mouth and doing it that way, but decided to hold off in case the surly deed wasn’t particularly needed there – and went off to
enjoy a cup of tea with Nan. Not doing it accomplishes to things, giving an great example (four more were removed from

this same image) and saving myself feeling like I was beating myself over the head with a club the whole time. I
also kept a little more of the upper stage on this one – as part of a series it helps tell the story.
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Along with this posting I’m updating the PDF album for Rogue Swan on the Havre de Grace Street page. Of
course, no album is complete until the end of the year. I liked the old album system a lot, but it just got to be far too
much work – and I’m just beginning to experiment with making a little digital book out of this series. Oh, and this
comes just in time – I’ll attend my first rehearsal for the Halloween show – The Strange Case of rogue Swan – this
evening. Tickets available HERE.
P.s. I will be printing by the week-end…
<< A Half Dozen More from Rogue Swan Vaudeville | IHome Blog
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Other People's Art and Ezra Berger Painting #2
Aug 30, 2019
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I use my Other People's Art section for postings about art we add to our collection. Occasionally we've managed to
acquire a considerably older piece by a local artist – anywhere from mining it in a yard sale (man, that can feel
good) to finding it on a friend's wall and talking them into parting with it (hopefully for not much more than they
paid, or better yet some kind of swap).
Above is our latest, certainly not the easiest, acquisition – a very interesting older work by Ezra Berger to go with
the piece we are waiting to pick up from Artists Emporium (that posting is HERE). This one supposedly goes back
well over a decade – there's no date on it so it's hard to say. The painting is fantastic, even if the frame that it was
in WAS a travesty, bad enough that when we removed it the painting instantly looked even better. A thin, fresh coat
of varnish and it looks new. It’s 20x30, which makes it the same height as the 30x48 it will be hung right around the
corner from – cool.
As far as a replacement frame goes – Nan decided that it is now my job to cut down to size a top-grade, flat black,
3/8 of an inch front, squared, one inch deep metal frame we have laying around that will give the effect of thin
wood strip siding. Not generally a fan of metal frames on paintings, but this works. I have a special jig and hack
saw just for this kind of thing – albeit it will take a bit of effort.
Nan thinks the two paintings will go in the Living room – moving a large Jim Hopking into the dining room. The one
that the 24x36 Hopkins painting will replace is Nan's, so it can go back in her studio. That leaves only one more
coming out of the living room to find a place for. But, hey, this is the kind of problem that's fun solving – very new
painting creates these kinds of issues. The orientation on this one will be perfect for it.
NOW, if only Ezra would have a date for us – and if there is a title and/or name……
P.S. I’ll update this posting with a photo of them hanging, and post a link, when we get them hung.
<< Finale of Finales | IHome Blog
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The Strange Case of Rogue Swan – A pre-Halloween look at some of
the cast… Katie, April, Marion, Bre and Jason
Sep 2, 2019

Once again I'm shooting some of the rehearsals for Rogue Swan's upcoming show – this time two Halloween
themed performances in October. I'm sending the color exposures on to Lilli, so some of them will probably appear
on Facebook from that end. Me, I just want to play around with my B&Ws.
The new 50-140 f2.8 zoom (75-213 equivalent) is making something of a difference – lighting and mobile subjects
can be problematic, and the 55-200 f3.5-4.8 (85-305 eq.), while zooming in a little further, loses aperture settings
as it zooms. Result – I can work with lower ISOs and a little faster shutter speeds. For the actual performance I'll
likely have both lenses, each mounted on its own camera.
Early rehearsals are, naturally, a little awkward. Dancers are learning their steps, there's a lot of video taking,
watcing, correcting, repeating, etc. For this show there's, naturally, some concentration on trying to look scary, or
ghoulish. So I thought I'd start introducing some of this season't cast – all rehearsal images are run past Lilli before
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posting. Naturally I think everything looks better in B&W. While I do like to strive for classic b&W imagery,
sometimes one just has to have a little fun with the medium.
While scary and threatening looks come naturally so some of the cast, others are going to need some serious
assistance. In the shot above Katie works with Marion and April on their poses. April is an old hand at Halloween
stuff, and is guaranteed to provide some great images. But how in the world are they going to make Marion look
scary. Below? Then again, she is something of a chameleon:

Bre, below, is another one – just look at that face, I can't wait to see how they un-cute that up.
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I photographed Bre in the Vaudeville show earlier in the year – Sometimes I get so busy doing these that I don't
have time right away to reflect on what I have. Later, looking back, I find favorites that I can't wait to do something
with it – this is one of those, Bre is playing the keyboard and singing a duet with Tara. A Halloween show might
make for some fun imaging, but I doubt if I'll get anything like this.
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Finally for today, a natural for the show, Jason. It was a 10a.m. rehearsal (boy am I glad there aren't any more of
those) and Jason came in looking like I felt as I chugged my coffee. Jason was the lead singer in one of the best
performances ever to hit the Opera House – Wind Up Toy, Alice Cooper Tribute Show. He's featured in two of my
all time favorite performance shots, both of which I've printed, also shown here – the full-stage shot is one of the
few of my own pieces I hang at home.
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I can't wait to see what they have him doing this time around. And yes, I am holding some images back. First, the
B&Ws take time and effort. And then there's that I would prefer to post pre-performance shots fewer at a clip
because that way I can Facebook more of them. This is going to be one fun show. Get your TICKETS now, and
definitely bring the kids. Follow Rogue Swan on Facebook if you insist on color preview images – although
sometimes Lilli actually converts them to B&W. I see color as an eliminatable type of noise that only clouds an
image. Hopefully Thursday some more of the cast.
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Introducing More Halloween Cast Members – Mya, Jesse, Mary Kate,
Lilli
Sep 6, 2019

It's still early in the rehearsal cycle – a good opportunity to introduce cast members as they are called in. A couple
of names missing this time around – Tara, for one, is in New York and will be missed. But there are new faces.
Above, the newest and youngest addition to Rogue Swan – Mya. I've seen a number of these dancers to splits on
the floor – but in the air!? Amazing.
Below, Jesse with reading glasses so he can read his lines, works on "I'm pure evil……"
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Next, Mary Kate working on bringing out her inner zombie.
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Last today is Lilli – manages the group plus takes part in some of the numbers. Check out the tones in the hair.
Back in the days of black and white movies, the majority of women in movies were red heads – nothing translates
to B&W with quite as much punch as red hair.
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Not exactly a rehearsal shot, but I can't leave out Mary Kate and Jesse, a couple, between scenes.
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Again, tickets are available from the Opera Huse site HERE
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Playing Chess in Front of Concord Point Coffee on First Friday – HCC
Fighting Owls Mascot – Not Just a Pretty Face
Sep 11, 2019

Granted, we've had a bit of bad luck with First Fridays this season – hey, it's the weather. This one was no
exception, although there were a couple of fun bands, along with the always good food. We tried the hamburger
"sliders" from the not quite ready fro prime time Abbey Burger Bistro (slated to open soon). But they did set up a
booth. A welcome touch for us because the sliders come in pairs – one enough for each of us. And actually the
best burger we've had on First Friday – cool.
Right out of the starting gate I grabbed the shot above – adding it to a growing series of chess game shots. Later
he seemed to notice the camera and posed, but I do prefer me my on the sly candids. Admittedly, I had to look him
up – Harford Community College’s Fighting Owls Mascot “Screech” getting his own game on.
No drum circle, always a center of attraction. A lot of booths missing due to frar of rain. Joseph's Department Store
sponsored band was The 8Trax, featuring for a lead singer one very little girl with one very big voice – pictured
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below. They managed to keep a pretty large crowd in front of them.

Props to the cat-adoption center now set up during First Fridays in the Corporate Center right across from Concord
Point Coffee. I don't know if they managed to place any this time, but they always have a great selection. We
certainly are not in the market for a cat right now, but they had a gray there named Bernie who whad a lot of
personality. And if you like black cats – well, they have a surplus of those beauties right now.
This posting has been added to the Street Events PDF album on the Havre de Grace Street page…
<< Introducing More Halloween Cast Members – Mya, Jesse, Mary Kate, Lilli | IHome Blog
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I Take it That's NOT Love Potion Number 9
Sep 14, 2019

Both images today feature L.H James – obviously enjoying his gruesome role in Rogue Swan's upcoming
Halloween show/musical at the Opera House. At this point in rehearsals they're working sans props, costumes and
stage lighting. So I thought I'd add a little vignetting for effect. Evedently that's an imaginary bottle of something
he’s mixing – and hardly Love Potion Number 9. I expect that by First Friday in October many of the cast will be
out in full costume promoting the show.
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There were supposed to be a couple of more images here – but I was asked to hold them back as giving
something away. Darn. There’s another rehearsal this Sunday in multiple rooms – that might produce some
moments.
Sunday is also the day we finally pick up our Ezra Berger painting from The Artists Emporium. We'll hang it and
then I'll update its Other Peoples Art posting.
Again – tickets for the two performances can be purchased from the Opera House site HERE.
If you are interested in the saturday show, don't be discouraged if only the Friday date is listed – as soon as you
click to purchase tickets you will be find that there really are two performance dates. It seems there is a little glitch
in their site right now.

Havre de Grace Street Albums Update
I realize that my old Album system on the Havre de Grace Street page was nice, but it got to be far too much work.
My solution was to simply gather related postings together in PDF format. This admittedly makes for a little bit of a
mess, with redundant headings, etc.
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Beginning with the "Closed Albums" I'm cleaning these PDF albums up by removing extra headings and even
some unrelated text, etc. I'll be working on the "Open" Albums as I move foreward. Anyone interested in intact
postings can find them on the Archive page (now on multiple pages) where there are PDFs containing way-back
postings.
Rogue Swan Halloween will of course have its own album on the Havre de Grace Street page – along with any
rehearsal images posted. Since the rehearsal postings are running pretty close together, and the performance is
only two days in October, I'll hold off until after the actual performances putting together the postings into a PDF.
<< Playing Chess in Front of Concord Point Coffee on First Friday – HCC Fighting Owls Mascot – Not Just a Pretty Face | IHome Blog
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Honestly, it was NOT the Coffee and Hanging our Ezra Berger
Painting – a Tale
Sep 18, 2019

Rogue Swan rehearses for their upcoming Halloween show at the Opera House after hours at Concord Point
Coffee in town. Out of context, without costumes – I couldn't resist making a connection to too much coffee.
Rehearsals are hitting one after another now, keeping me a little busy. And, of course, some of my favorite
shots are "verboten" because they might just give too much away. But that's OK. Below see James and Katie
try to keep ghoulish on, and failing miserably, while rehearsing a scene – I really like this one.
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Finally, before my own tale of horror, a shot of April – being April. Yes, this stuff seems to come much more
naturally to her than the others, I guess it's all that Chain Saw Sally stuff. I added the heavy vignetting again
for accent. Her expression hangs right on the edge of "come hither" and "you'd better run for your life".
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"OTHER PEOPLES ART" CAN MAKE LIKE DOMINOS FALLING
We know from experience that purchasing a work of art can have a domino effect when it comes to
where to hang or place the piece. Our recent purchase of the 30x48 inch Ezra Berger painting is proving the
extreme of that rule. Especially true in that we are believers in the philosophy that one does NOT "decorate"
and then acquire art to match. We acquire art that we want and then do whatever it takes, including changing
everything else, to accomodate it. Hence, sometimes it's like dominos falling. Tam at RiverView suggested I
include this little tale in a posting, so case in point:
1- The 30x48 Ezra Berger painting we just brought home would fit but one wall, behing the sofa in the living
room (to be honest, on that large gallery wall I originally estimated it at around 24x30 and had a different spot
in mine). This painting is different for us, except for some of my B&W work, we haven't been big on art that
features people – so the subject matter contributed to the issues, along with size, color, overall darkness, etc.
2- This displaced a 24x36 Jim Hopkins landscape that we moved into the Dining Room
3- That displaced one of Nan's larger paintings that moved to the far wall replacing a smaller Hopkins painting
(we have a few)
4- That painging was moved into a connected hallway
5- This also made the painting around the corner from the large Hopkins painting in the dining room not work
there at all (one of Nan's that I consider "mine") and we replaced it with an abstract by Hopins to that spot,
making the dining room mostly a Hopkins room
6- The large, very red, Berger painting in the living room changed the whole room – moving us to acquire
another Berger painting, smaller, for around the corner, which displaced the only large B&W of mine that we
had hanging downstairs.
7- Then the lighting from the short lamp in that corner just plain sucked (I hated it anyway). We had to finally
put a pole lamp there with a double light. Now both paintings look right.
8- We don't mind paintings without frames, but since the large Berger is now our only one without, a very
narrow black rim frame is needed to make it work. Ouch, coming next month
9- There's more – the livingroom curtains, somewhat patterned, no longer work at all. We had some solid
drapes we could move to substitute that do work, but had to order sheer panels to go between them.
10- The painting of Nan's that I consider "mine"? We moved it into our bedroom, requiring moving the feather
painting it displaced to over the chest of drawers, replacing one of my old darkroom prints, moving it to
another side of the room replacing a Hopkins watercolor that can be put in storage or easily moved.
11- Still one issue: I would really like to find somewhere downstairs to hang one of our favorites of my own
work!
Of course, in this entire process, I was the one working up a sweat moving everything hither and yon so Nan
could step back and take a look, make me step back, look and give my opinion, and then do it all over again
somewhere else. All this took the better part of three days and I don't even want to think about how much
money. The icing on that cake is that now Nan has decided that the wall table in the living room is too deep
and that that table belongs in the dining room, where it will be moved to make room for the Christmas tree
anyway. I did talk her into waiting until after Christmas to replace it. Small favors.

SITE CHANGES
The Havre de Grace Street page has morphed into a more inclusive Blog Album page for related Blog
postings gathered into PDF albums. This is pretty simple and quick. At the same time I have created a Havre
de Grace folio page, to include my favorite images from my Havre de Grace blog postings – needs a lot of
work. At the top for now:
"This page is under construction as I review my Blog images from the last couple of years, selecting those
to be featured here and from which to draw on for a book and/or exhibition of my favorite images from the
project. A similar long torturous process to the one I endured, and subjected Nan to, with the Easter Island
project. Available print sizes are listed with each image."
Layout and arrangement are still pretty much up in the air. In tandum I have begun laying out both a digital
book and HB book file for my Havre de Grace Street work. I'm selecting the images and making them printready. Eventually the digital book will be posted for download. The print book may simply be an order-only
thing, I just don't know yet. This is a long process and I'm leaving it pretty open-ended as to exactly where it
will lead. The site changes though will facilitate the process.
We all know that the "best-laid plans of mice and men" have a tendency to "gang aft a-gley" (go oft awry). But
I'm working on it…
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Mya and April, Featured Dancers – and I have some fun with a shot
Sep 21, 2019
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A recent Rogue Swan rehearsal was concentrated on Mya and April, featured dancers, working on their
routine. What with the coffee-shop background, stacked chairs, etc. it could be pretty tricky. The shot above is
by far my favorite of Mya, caught mid-spin. That's the pose I want to catch on stage – I'll make a note to
myself to work on that during dress rehearsal.
Below I had a hard time choosing between the mid-spin shot of April and a very cropped close-up taken later
on after more cast members arrived. So I'm using both.
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Below I had a little fun working an earlier rehearsal image that Rogue Swan probably used in closer to its
original form. Instead of simply working up a bit of a spotlight effect to help mute the not-ready-for-prime-time
background, I gave it the look one gets in a lot of old B&W movies as the image expsnds from blackness in
the middle of a horror scene.
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You can get your tickets for the October Halloween performances at the Opera House on their web
site HERE.
Note: the Opera HOuse site is still a little screwy in that multiple performances don’t show up until one clicks
on the original posting showing only the opening date. Then both the Friday and Saturday performances show
up.

On B&W Photography as a Blog / Project Journal
Like painters, sculptors, potters and other artists, I include folios of my work on the site. The Blog, which I
think of as something of a Project Journal, as much for my records as for sharing, shows something of the
B&W process. Most of the images that make the Blog, even some images of people that may be given to the
subject, will never be included in a folio, exhibit or book. But they all help tell the story – especially with my
Havre de Grace project. Another thing it accomplishes is in helping to record how much fun and work (selfinflicted torture) goes into B&W.
Rehearsal and performance shooting expands the story telling role of the B&W, makes it less of a one-man
effort, thus increasing the fun. But it both increases the work load considerably, with the need to make more
images “ ork", and reduces opportunities for traditional folio work.
This is sort of a natural outlet for someone who, when the kids were grown, put together a hard-bound volume
called "The First 50 Years", predominately B&W images of the family as the kids were growing up. Yep, I went
there. It’s a large volume, one I consider the very best of my books – of course they each have a copy. While it
does include some color snapshots that Nan shot, the B&Ws very much make it "work".
As I mentioned last posting, I am already setting the stage for something to come out of the Havre de Grace
project.
<< Honestly, it was NOT the Coffee and Hanging our Ezra Berger Painting – a Tale | IHome Blog | Faces of Bre – a featured singer
rehearses >>
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Faces of Bre – a featured singer rehearses
Sep 23, 2019
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Faces of Bre – a featured singer rehearses

Some people have expressive faces. And if that same person can sing, and Bre really can, it can make for
some interesting shots. I fired away at her at the last rehearsal – really looking forward to this in the show.
This time with Rogue Swan's Bre Lewis, even with horrible lighting and atrocious background, I still wound up
with far too many exposures I like. I laboriously whittled them down to twelve and then called Nan in to help –
you know, for the woman's understanding of what another woman wouldn't want to be seen in their picture
even if everone else likes it. That way I got it to six.
So, starting with the image above, this is Bre rehearsing one of the numbers from the upcoming Halloween
show in October. This is going to be so good – and I have to try and enjoy it while hefting 4.5 pounds of
camera and lens the whole time and looking through the viewer.
The other five:
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Remember, tickets for the October 18 and 19 shows are avaialble HERE on the Opera House site. Also note,
their site is kinda squirrelly right now in that the listing only shows the 28th date until you click to see more and
then you will be able to purchase tickets to either, or both dates. And this will be the most ambitious stage set
we’ve seen yet.
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April and Marion – A shutter-hold sequence
Sep 27, 2019

One of the more fascinating things about this show is going to be the stuff going on in the background while
everyone is concentrating on the action center stage – the type of stuff you catch in movies the second or third
time around. This is an example, April and Marion rehearsing their role back in stage-left corner. I was playing
around with holding the shutter down for more than just two or three shots at 8 frames per second, looking for
sequences. I even tried an animated GIF of this, but it didn't ring my bell at all. So, I thought I'd make a
separate posing out of them and save the rest from that evening for another posting.
The main difference betwee the last two exposures is April's eyes:
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A Couple of Notes on this Mini Project
It's interesting, hard work and fun committing myself to shooting the full rehearsal schedule leading up to the
actual shows this time around. It looks like I'll be able to pretty much make them all – except for a couple of
the smaller sessions in cast members's homes and othe one many major rehearsal sessions this coming
Saturday. But there will plenty of chances to make up for that – but I'm hitting so many that missing one
makes me feel guilty, sorry.
I'm also working on doing something up with performance video this time around. I can have a camera
shooting the stage in 4K (needed for zooming in edit) for an entire show. Beforehand, at dress rehearsal, I can
work in some close-up clips. Then I now have a partner in this who will take everything and then edit,
combine, zoom, etc. and create a nice HD record of the event. This leaves me free to work on my B&Ws –
and he'll do a better job than I could on the editing to boot.

More Site Notes
While there are a number of frustrations with the mechanics of Blogs, above and beyond regular web work,
the one that I find the most frustrating is in the size/dimension issue with the featured image atop postings. No
problem whatsoever if you are willing to use all horizontal or all vertical images. But since settings apply to all
postings, and if you are like me and insist on varying which perspective you want to use at the top of the
posting, some sacrifices have to be mede. In the case of this Blog, I simply decided to let the verticals come in
a little (lot) oversized. Beginning with this posting though – and effecting previous postings of course – I've
narrowed the entire thing down by about 40 pixels. That seems to take the edge off when viewed on a
computer and not hurt it too much on a small laptop, iPad or phone. Naturally, by narrowing the posting by
even a few pixels, meant a trip back into a year's worth of postings to correct any instances of side-by-side
images that got displaced. Fun stuff.
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Just a Bunch of Hocus Pocus
Sep 29, 2019

In the image above Katie and April are wearing wearing very appropriate shirts to rehearse in. That's Marion
on the right. Nan and I ordered our own skeletal Rogue Swan shirts – waiting for them to come in. Below,
Katie, projecting a scary face (sorry Katie, not scary enough without the makeup on) leads one of the dance
numbers. One thing I’ve noticed is that only a couple of the cast can pull off looking scary without the help of
some serious makeup work
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One funny moment was near the end of the session, after two solid hours of strenuous rehearsal, Katie, still
going strong, notices that everyone else is slowing down a tad and getting tired. She's like the energizer
bunny.
Finally below, the shot of April and Marion from after the sequence in the last posting. It's the one I was
actually after. Bring the kids to this show, they are really going to enjoy it – a lot of the numbers are a lot of fun.
Tickets HERE.
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Saturday I took a few very cool shots from a practice makeup session. I hope Lilli gives me the go-ahead to
post them. We have First Friday coming up – crossing my fingers and toes for good weather. Rogue Swan will
be performing a couple of numbers from the show – a little ways before Halloween, but around here it seems
to start early anyway.
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Makeup Session Faces – and a little band practice
Oct 2, 2019

I ventured into the very cramped space used for band practice to try and get a shot, turned around and
pointed my camrea at JimmyO on the drums, eliciting the response shown – no comment needed. I managed
a quick shot of the torture chamber and immediately left because I really like the idea of keeping my eardrums
intact. No way without earplugs. On top of that, lighting was horrid so I had to resort to flash – barf.
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I spent most of my time in a cast members kitchen and dining room trying to get shots of some of the players
as they were having their makeup put on for the first time, jotting down instructions as to how to repeat it. Not
much action in watching makeup being applied. And again I was forced to use flash – again barf, but it did
help nail a couple of interesting shots. My flash: a little mini-thing I can carry in my pocket for indoor
emergencies.
Here's Marion putting the final touches on something of an evil clown look. That's off-putting enough, but then
the makeup looks in the show are are progressive in nature – this could get really bad.
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And then there’s Jessy G. This actually looks pretty frightening in color – that's blood trickling from her mouth.
And we all know how pretty Jessy is, making it that much more disturbing.
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10/5/19, 4)49 PM

Man, this is getting to be work!! Tickets to see it all in good fun Halloween color, live, HERE.
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Everyone Make a Surprise Face – and I use a "beware" sign as a
prop
Oct 4, 2019

This should be the last Rogue Swan posting from the rough rehearsal stage of the process. Today is First
Friday, with the cast performing a couple of numbers from the show on Washington Street, tomorrow of course
is the Halloween Moonshine Hafla with April doing double duty here, and Sunday is the first complete runthrough rehearsal of the show.
I expect there to be some increase in restrictions on what can be shown here (whimper, sob, cry) for fear of
giving too much away.
For today just a couple of skit rehearsal shots and the second image where I had fun using that great
"Beware" sign, that Concord Point Coffee has propped up in the rehearsal room, to accent a related point in a
skit.
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B E WA R E
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The first use of the sign was already posted on Facebook, where I promised to add it to the bottom of this
posting. The Halloween stuff is a lot of fun – a well placed warning like that simply must be utilized.
Rogue Swan will be performing a couple of numbers from the show this evening, First Friday, on Washington
Street. It’s going to be a hoot – bring the kids. Get show tickets at the Opera House site HERE for Friday and
Saturday October 18 and 19.

OH, The Halloween Moonshine Hafla scheduled at the Opera House for this Saturday could be interesting.
Admittedly we were considering skipping this one, until we found out that Amartia will be performing. She’s
the belly-dancer who danced at our 50th Anniversary shindig – and the kids in the family are still talking about
how great it was. Performance starts at 7:30.
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Moonshine Hafla Halloween Edition – Amartia
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Moonshine Hafla Halloween Edition – Amartia
Oct 8, 2019
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Moonshine Hafla Halloween Edition – Amartia

Saturday's Halloween Belly Dance Hafla at the Opera House was the best yet. Yes I have pictures, perhaps
too many of them. I'm starting the postings with Amartia. This lady is a brainiac, belly dancer and instructor of
Turkish dance at the local Community College, etc. She even danced at our 50th wedding anniversary –
something the nieces, nephews and grandkids are still talking about – making us the coolest of the older folk
in the family.
We've been overly busy lately and were going to skip this Hafla in order to get some sorely needed rest. But
when we found out Amartia would be included, Nan physically dragged me in (setting me up for a long week
at the computer). As always, the lighting colors changed constantly – something that doesn't seem to bother
the eye but really, really leaves its mark on exposures. The color JPGs that I gave to April – April Monique
runs this event – to share with the girls are, to say the least, colorful. I had to apologize for giving her a
whopping 365 of the beast shots to have to work with.
This was a Halloween hafla, and and most of the dancing was set to fit the occasion – a nice switch. Amartia
came prepared – dancing to a Wonder Woman theme. The tribute was better than the real thing. Above, she
sheds the coat she entered the Black Box theater room in – nice touch. Right off the bat maybe my favorite
image of her. Here's six more:
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I love all of these, especially the three down the left side – these are in the order exposed. Next posting will be
a Rogue Swan rehearsal posting, and then I’m going to post images from April Monique at the Hafla – another
who upped the Halloween game for this.

Heavy, heavy, heavy…
Since this is something of a journal for me, I have to include this note. What with the new 50-140 f2.8 lens
being so heavy – bringing my camera/grip/lens combination to over four and a half pounds – I was finding that
after a couple of hours of work my arms could get tired and a little shaky from hefting the darn thing. While I
played with ideas for rigging some sort of left arm support, Nan came up with the solution: I've taken to taking
a three pount weight along on my jogging, continuously doing curls and lifts. Working like magic. This past
week I managed some heavy shooting four days in a row. Everything else was tired but my arms were fine. Of
course I do have an overload of work to go through now.
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Watching and Thinking – Katie Gordon with her eye on everything
Oct 10, 2019
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Watching and Thinking – Katie Gordon with her eye on everything

Almost everyone in the Rogue Swan Halloween show cast was at the last weekend's rehearsal – leaving me
pretty much confined to a corner of a room that barely accomodated everything. The set-up was interesting,
mics were set up facing the band – they'll be behind them on stage – to aid in getting everything coordinated.
I pretty much managed to not get in the way until I slid my back up against the wall in order to frame a shot
and accidentally turned all the lights off – pitch dark. Oops.
The intro shot here relates to the animated GIF I used for the site home page – the GIF is constructed from
two of the exposures leading up to the intro shot here. Of course that's in B&W too. You can get back to it
here: Home Page and click on Katie to play. Katie is concentrating hard, watching from the floor sidelines –
you can see the brain wheels turning by watching her feet. No way to include a GIF in the Blog itself though,
darn.
Below I’ve got Katie’s husband Nate managing to look a little intimidating while playing the accordion. It’s
fascinating in the later rehearsals with all the facial expressions without the accompanying makeup – and
quite someways more entertaining.

At this point there are lots of images to draw on, rehearsal images alone are ready to top a thousand.
Selecting which ones to work on in/for B&W is somewhat daunting – I’m the guy who’s comeing from a lifetime
of slecting a favorite exposure of a scenic to work up, much much easier – this whole thing is a learning
experience. We also lived alone in the woods, no neighbors, until retirement. This whole being around people
we don’t know thing, unless I’m hiding behind my camera, is even worse.
Only these two, and the animated GIF this time – I’m on to try and put up something every day for a little while
to catch up.
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No Short Title Can Do This Image Justice
Oct 11, 2019

The intro picture is probably my favorite Rogue Swan rehearsal image to date. The expressions, sans stage
makeup even, are priceless. One week to go and opening night will be upon them – the intensity of rehearsal
is palpable. In the second image below, I didn't have to add any spooky-assist vignetting, they turned the
lights off and someone held a flashlight on Jesse singing "Pure Evil".
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Finally, here's a scene being rehearsed that’s very suggestive of something going on that will not end well…
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No Short Title Can Do This Image Justice

Spending some time today making sure all equipment is in working order, etc. Good thing too, I ran into an
unexpected oddity. I shoot Fuji X-T2 and X-T3 cameras. Both take two cards, automatically switching to the
second when the first is full, when shooting stills. I was not aware of the fact that while the X-T3 will also
switch cards when shooting video, the X-T2 does not, it simply turns itself off when the designated card is full.
And since I'll be using that one for video at the performance, I'm making a note to, during intermission, switch
to the second card in the menu.
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First Friday in October 2019, Oops – I found an unpublished posting…
Apr 20, 2020

Accidentally not posted until spring 2020, oops, then added in here.
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First Friday in October 2019, Oops – I found an unpublished posting…

I just discovered this unpublished posting from last October. I was concentrating so hard on putting the Rogue
Swan eBook together that I simply forgot about it, leaving the "Draft" button on this checked. So, especially since
there ain't hardly anything happening right now, and the intro image just might bring a smile to someone's face,
I'm altering the text and posting it now – in April, only six months late.
I ran into the character above outside the State Theater. When he noticed my camera pointed at him, he started
moving towards me.

I’ll get these four shots added to the First Friday album soon. I’m getting quite a collection…
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First Friday in October 2019, Oops – I found an unpublished posting…

The shot of the kids dancing was taken after dark – it took a little work to bring it out.

Cliff Giles was back with his drum circle, one of the more looked forward to
features of First Fridays. When things start up again, I hope he’s back.
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Halloween Hafla – April Monique
Oct 12, 2019

April is a regular at the Moonshine Haflas, so there are a number of good, even great shots of her dancing
posted on previous occasions – see Blog albums. This time she danced something of a Halloween theme,
with a matching masks, front and back. The effect this had was a little unnerving – very apporpriate for
Halloween. The light was ultra low for this part of the show, and shutter speed had to be dropped, even at
ISO 6400. Here are three images that probably couldn't be printed any larger than 7x9 to work.
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Halloween Hafla – April Monique

For a finale I'm including a shot from after the masks came off. She's moving, everything is blurred. On top of
that, the color light pattern for this image converted to B&W with something of a solarizing effect. I like it a lot –
once more horrible lighting worked a little magic.
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Halloween Hafla – April Monique

I'm really busy with the Rogue Swan mini-project right now, but will work in the rest of the Halloween Hafla
images as soon as I can. Next will be Azyra – she danced twice, and my camera seems to have a thing for
her, so I have a lot to work with.
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Halloween Hafla – Azyra
Oct 13, 2019
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Halloween Hafla – Azyra

Azyra danced in the July Melt Your Face Off Hafla so I was sure she wouldn't be able to make this one. But at
the last minute she joined in – my camera was happy about that. July's images of Azyra are HERE. This was
a Halloween hafla, so Azyra came out the first time covered from head to toe, and she still looked stunning in
her dance. The second time, after break, she was wearing, as you can see, a tad less.
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Halloween Hafla – Azyra

With this set my collection of Azyra images, as far as Haflas goes, is second only to that of April. Nan selected
to image to go at the top.
Photographing dancers in very low light, trying to catch them with their eyes open, is quite a challenge, I love
these shots but it would be great to use a little bit of bounce light, along with a caution to please open the eyes
a tad more, in order to catch them a little more. Then again, I could lose the this-is-the-way-it-was look. Just a
little more light, while not a great idea for viewing in the Black Box at the Opera House, would make for
images that would print a heck of a lot larger.
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The Halloween Band – Rogue Swan
Oct 15, 2019

OK, this do look a little spooky. The two girls on the right are ghosted up a bit with white-face, adding a eerie
touch. Names, back row first: Nate, JimmyO, Jeremy, Willow, Izzy, ,Alex, Jason and Josh. They will be
playing for this weekend’s performance of The Strange Case of Rogue Swan – many of them will also have to
step our for rolls in the show. First below is a rehearsal grouping that pretty much shows what a strange bunch
it takes to put on a show like this.
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The Halloween Band – Rogue Swan

Finally, the cast has been working on their “evil” expressions. A couple have a hard time looking anything but
sweet or, at best pissed. But not April, she’s got mean and nasty down to an art:

Tickets for the show are for same on the Opera House site HERE – I know it only says the 18th, but click on it
anyway if you want the 19th, it will come up then.
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Father-Daughter Scene
Oct 17, 2019
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Father-Daughter Scene

I have time for but one image for today’s posting. What with preparing some framed images for the Opera
House the nights of the show, getting the rehearsal images to the cast and solving some very frustrating
technical difficulties in preparation for the show shoot, I’m a little strapped for time. Maybe tomorrow I can mine
the exposures for a couple more, going into the show. This is Mya and her dad, just the kind of family portrait
everyone wants. Testing the new lens with stage lighting – this was shot from the back of the theater at F2.8
and ISO1000 – that’s a two stop gain over the lens I was using, where ISO 5000-6400 was the norm.
I see that there are only a few seats left for Friday, Saturday should easily sell out. This is going to be fun.
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Trick or Treat – Halloween Comes Early to Havre de Grace
Oct 18, 2019
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Trick or Treat – Halloween Comes Early to Havre de Grace

Busy isn’t the word for anyone having anything to do with Rogue Swan’s Halloween show opening
performance tonight. I’m running late with it, but I managed to grab the first two dress rehearsal images I liked
and did my own magic on them, getting rid of all that awful color noise. The image above is James with his
laboratory jacket on, holding a vial of something you probably do not want to drink. Then below is Katie as
Little Red Riding Hood luring the Big Bad Wolf to his fate.

Now to get all my equipment ready – they have me – curses, foiled again – shooting video on the side, while
doing my stills. Oh joy. For the second show I’ll actually have a helper for that part.
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The Beginning of the End – Cast and a Magic Moment
Oct 21, 2019

I’m calling this post The Beginning of the End because this is where my real work begins on my Rogue Swan
Halloween shoW mini-project – although I realize I’m using the word “mini” very loosely here. Above is the
cast photo, at least the one I like – Halloween appropriate. Three were posed: serious, happy and goofy.
Then, below, is the first of probably a long list of images from the show – a request.
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The Beginning of the End – Cast and a Magic Moment

Out of a haf dozen images of this scene from the background of the Mariner number, the one selected was
the more problematic, if the better positioned. Nate was in heavy shadows and JimmyO and April were
moving quite a bit. I felt like I’d been beaten with a stick by the time I was finished. It won’t make a huge print,
but large enough.
I’ll be working on these for quite a while – and at the same time working the images, text, etc. into a pdf ebook
(iPad and reader optimized) of the whole process. Then there’s the video – which I’ve decided to attempt
some magic on myself, after I learn a few new tricks.
As usual this project was a learning experience in a lot of ways. I’ve definitely figured out that doing video and
stills at the same time is NOT a viable option. That requires an assistant. Then I had a major frustration in that
my backup camera proved that it would be unreliable for the videos and I had to set my beloved X-T3 up for
video and use my backup camera for stills. Definitely slower on the take and more awkward to use. I WILL
solve that one – B&W stills are my raison d’être.
As far as future videos, if I’m to go there, I’m looking at the new 16-80mm f4 lens. Perfect for stage video – I
can imagine taking a straight-on video one night (assisted) and devoting the second evening to sitting at the
tripod mounted video lens and zooming at will; heck, I would use an assistant for that if I could find someone
who could handle it. I prefer a shot at a second evening of stills, with mental notes of what I might really want
to catch.
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In the Dark Recesses – A few things you might not have noticed…
Oct 22, 2019

Before I get into the main body of images from the Rogue Swan’s Halloween event at the Opera House (and if
you didn’t attend you missed something real, and a little unreal) in brighter light and usually a heck of a lot
easier to coax a B&W image from, I thought I’d humor my inner massochist and mine the shadows. While
most eyes are on what is going on center stage, I like to swing the camera around to show touches that make
the scene work, note things that might easily be missed.
The intro shot was actually taken during a dress rehearsal where the lights were completely off – for the show
they decided it was better to leave house lights turned up just a tad. At the beginning of the second act Marion
comes in singing Come Little Children. Of course you can see her fangs – which come in handy later when
she bites Jesse.

Below is one of my favorites. Jeremy, who plays in the band, sings one song and participates in skits, is sitting
and contemplating his orb while Willow, new to the cast, at one point playing a second on drums, another
providing keyboard for a number, participating in walk throughs,is here on the end of the stage, simply adding
that finishing touch to a ghoulish scene (her dad's on drums). All the action is taking place on the other half of
the stage.
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In the Dark Recesses – A few things you might not have noticed…

The recesses of the left side of the stage, from the audience view, can be trickier to pick up on. Below Izzy
switches from violin to clarinet to accompany the scene in front of her.

And finally, as Marion belts out Howl, Izzy is back on violin with Jason on keyboard. In the shadows off to the
right is Alex.
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In the Dark Recesses – A few things you might not have noticed…

One might ask as to what about the color versions of these images – well, that's pretty much not an option.
While warching shows like this one's brain fills in for the continually flashing light colors, it hardly registers.
The camera doesn't do this – a lot of the images are all blue, all pink or all green. Some even have halfway
normal lighting. Others have a mixture. The point is that B&W can often solve those lighting issues, often
being just as screwed up by it and sometimes even benefitting in surprising ways. It's a crap shoot.
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Two Favorite Moments – One featured, the other fleeting…
Oct 27, 2019

My favorite line in the show was when Mary Cate tells Lilli that Katie was torn to pieces in the crypt and Lilli
answers that “We can fix that.” When asked how, she answers “I don’t know yet”. Later, we see a coffin
wheeled in, two ghouls in nurses uniforms bringing in additional body parts and a lot of sewing foing on in the
background. Flashing lights and voila! Katie is back, a little wobbly of course. I would add that it would take a
heck of a lot more makeup than that to make thse two young ladies really look ghoulish – then again, it was all
just Halloween fun.
Now that we're catching up on things, and I've gotten the video out to Rogue Swan, I can go back to the good
stuff – my B&Ws, primarily from the show for a while. It looks like there are going to be a few, especially since
I'm, at the same time, putting them into a PDF eBook thingie of the whole mini-project., a process that I'll let
guide my choices.
My notes to myself concerning the video are here at the end in case anyone is interested.
Every once in a while a B&W image emerges easily from a color RAW file – but that's the exception, not the
rule. True more often for some types of scenics. Usually it's a long, laborious process. Occasionally one has to
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drag it out kicking and screaming – this can be pretty much the rule when shooting people in action, in lowlight.
Some images beg a ittle explanation. Next, below, is April and Jessy Gordon peeking out from the sidelines to
add their voices to the "and then" chorus. But Jessy's head, accentuated by her expression and the way the
stage lights hit, appears to be disembodied. One has to look close to see that the leg and dress belong to
Jessy and not April.

Aberdeen Cats & Bats Halloween 5K
On a personal note, I just ran the Halloween 5K – great shirt this time around too – and I'm hanging in there
under 40 minutes. Every time I have to go down from running due to an operation, it takes longer to come
back – and of course I don't get all the way to where I was. One more race this year, the Reindeer Run
approaching Christmas. Then I'll probably have to go to exercising indoors – can't seem to handle breathing
the icy winter air like that any more. Bummer. And
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MY NOTES ON SHOOTING VIDEO OF THE STRANGE CASE OF ROGUE SWAN
Man, I am not a videographer – yet. Oh, I guess I did alright this time – and I sure learned a lot. I've given the
video(s) from the Halloween show to Rogue swan. But first, to jot down a few things that I've learned.
The Rogue Swan video presented a couple of problems. The stage extension (the Lab) on the right in the
video created an extended view, making for a very long thin view of what was going on on the stage. So the
second night I videoed just the stage, creating two versions of the video – one for viewing everything, albeit a
little smaller and the other for getting a better look at the action on the main stage. An alternative might have
been to swing to the right at times.
There are five video files – in 4K:
Act I with the lab from night 1
Act I just the stage from night 2.
Act II - from night 2 (second act entrance proved a little tricky)
Act III with the lab from night I
Act III just the stage from night 2
Better to experience the musical numbers with the stage/only view videos.
Conclusions:
1 – Scheduled Stop/Starts and tripod gimbal
To do justice to a video of a performance, first and foremost, one should have a precise timing schedule. Sure,
I knew pretty much what was coming, and that is important as well. But with the camera restriction of half hour
clips, with a requirement to then stop and restart the video, it would be best to have convenient stop points
scheduled between scenes – even at the risk of adding extra stops. Beats those little glitchy switchovers. I’ve
got my eye on a nice gimbal for the tripod on eBay – that should really help too.
2 – Second Video Cam w/good assistant
If there are stage extensions, off stage activity, etc. a second video camera is a must if one wants to edit video
into something special. One for the full stage and extension, and a second, manned by someone who will
cover fill-ins and at other points zoom in on special scenes or numbers. Foreknowledge of the action would be
a requirement and I would recommend a simple camera cradle or tripod with a good gimbal on it – along with
a smooth zooming lens.
3 – Editing
Final Cut Pro isn't really so tricky. I knew the basics but found that there wasn't as much more to it as I feared.
4 – Exposure
An area of great disagreement even among experts on line is that of using auto metering vs a set exposure.
The first gives you a perfectly exposed, relatively even view across the show – although it can cause
occasional oddities. A darkened stage is still a tad darker, but not nearly as much as it really was. The video
will look great small but dark scenes can be a little light and wash out blown up on a screen. A set meter
setting – which I used this time, shows what the audience saw – but since the view is much smaller, it could
seem a little darker, especially when viewed small, but be better on a large screen. Worth some thought –
especially if you want to retain a spooky look.
5 – Sound
Another area of disagreement. Tapping into the sound from the booth is an option. Again, worth some thought.
* Nan says I should refrain from including any of this. But I realize that the only reason I was asked to shoot
video along with my precious stills is that they didn't have anyone else for it. The good news is that the results
are passable AND that I learned enough from it to, if I need to go into it again, have some idea as to what the
hell I am doing. Note: being able to do pretty good video clips proves no preparation whatsoever for doing an
entire show, where it's all about planning ahead.
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Doing These Up as They Strike My Fancy
Oct 28, 2019

Tis the season for few new opportunities with the camera, so I can continue to mine the Halloween show
image from the local Opera House. The image above shows the Barbershop Quartet – at this point two of
them, pretty obvious which, have been “whammied” and are soon to lure in the other pair. In the meantime it’s
Love Potion Number Nine. Let’s see, this is Josh, Edwin, Simon and Ron.
Below, with Mya in front, is is a point in one of the musical numbers where a number of the dancers line up
behind one another. I took this from a horizontal, so I wound up haveing to use a little magic to extend the
stage at the bottom and background at the top a little in order to eliminate cut-offs. Then I vignetted to isolate
them.
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Being Whammied by a Delightful Pair
Oct 30, 2019

Here Marion, later to grow horns and do her own whamming by biting, is given a dose of evil elixir by Jessy
Gordon and Jess Langley, two femme fatales who seem to be enjoying the process a little too much. Once the
whamming begins, there is a lot of it going on, on a very busy stage, so it could be tricky isolating a lot of it
with the camera. I particularly like th eeffect here becasue at the instant I made the exposure, the stage was
illuminated by a shifting mixture if blue and red light. The dividing lines on the faces adds to the effect.
Below is April Burril, aka April Monique belly dancer, aka Chain Saw Sally. At one point she dons the twofaced mask and performs her Halloween belly dance. A little confusing at first glance, it all clears up if you just
look at the feet.
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This seems to be working for me as I spend time on some non-photography stuff – grab the first two that catch
my eye and work them up. Heck, that can take two to four hours.
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A Couple of Halloween in Town Shots
Nov 1, 2019

Who'd a thunk it. Since we moved into town, maybe seven Halloweens ago, we've tried staying home on trickor-treat night, lighting our pumpkins and porch light and waiting for the kids. None ever came. So this year we
closed up and went down to the main drag in town, knowing that the town has something of a holiday shindig
for Halloween. No wonder we never get anyone to give candy, etc. to. On the main drag it's hours on end, into
the night, of kids visiting every little shop, store, coffee shop, drug store, you name it, where costumed adults
generously hand out candy and more. It's sort of the Easter Parade for kids and ghouls. The dimmest block
was blocked off to traffic and lit by a fire company truck throwing light on it.
The family above was making the rounds. I have to say though that it's probably a good thing that the kids
take after the mother's side of the family. I've seen the papa here before, last Saturday he ran in the
Halloween 5K – in character. There were two of them.
It was all something of a madhouse. I got off a couple of quick shots, but mostly we were there to enjoy
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ourselves – maybe next year I'll wear my "Tyrone" hat, wig and coat and just walk around like the character
below…

From the shadowy alley next to Java by the Bay this potted plant stood waiting to jump out and frighten
people coming up the sidewalk.
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And finally a very quick grab shot, that might even be ruined by being completely in focus. Tamara at
RiverView Gallery and The Corporate Center, who loathes to have her picture taken, reacts to me pointing my
camera at her. She'll most likely try to hurt me for this…
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Come to me my ghoulish f(r)iend…
Nov 3, 2019

I fully realize that this show is over (I've been reminded) and that I will need to move on as far as camera
work. But this was a big job and it's not done yet, so there. Here April beckons to Scott as Marion, horns and
all, plays the violin. With the background lit in blue, it was easy to make it darker. Note the cool shadows of the
two on the stage.
The second image here is of Jess Bortell, otherwise known as Jessy Gordon’s husband. When I first saw this I
was a little confused – it had been so long since we saw the Rocky Horror Picture Show that I’d forgotten the
man in the suit playing this part in the Time Warp number. Putting him in an old fashioned smoking-jacket was
a nice touch. A very nice, if purposefully stilted, “pelvic thrust”.
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This is Halloween
Nov 5, 2019

I don't know what Katie's Red Riding Hood robe was made out of, and it just looks red in color, but it sure was
a nightmare converting it to B&W when in some of the stage lighting. This image, featuring Katie, April, Marion
and Jessy – has a little motion in it – didn't everything in this show. I'm finding performance photography to be
a lot like nature photography – being ready helps but a lot of shots still get away from you. That's why I like to
shoot stills two nights. But since "they" want video shot two nights, the only way I'm going to be able to keep
both Rogue Swan and myself happy is if they perform three nights next time……
The second shot today is another teaching moment. Shooting moving people wide open, in low light, at
insanely high ISOs, even with a semi-fast shutter speed isn't quite my beloved tripod mounted, f-22, cablerelease, low ISO moment, looking for razor sharp images that can be blown up to 3X5 feet if need be. You
take what you get and either reject it or suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous "issues". I had a good
image of Caleb emerging from the tomb the first night of the show – sans the spider webbing and chains of
the second night. So by the time I realized that he had stepped up his game, I almost missed the shot, not
being able to give the camera quite enough time to focus properly before it was gone forever. I did my best
with it and ran it by Nan – I'll just show it a little smaller. He only appears in the show in the beginning when he
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gets tricked into the tomb and at the end when he finally emerges, confused and disoriented.

Note: SATURDAY MARKET – OLIVE OIL GUY, PIE LADY AND BREAD MAN
The saturday before Thanksgiving is the last open market day of the season. The only reprieve will be the fact
that the Bread Lady in the Bel Air market will deliver emailed orders once a month to the site for pickup – we
definitely take advantage of that. What we do here in Havre de Grace is stock up for the winter, especially
from the Greek Olive Oil guy. While Nan makes her own pies, we prefer pumpkin pies made from real
pumpkins, and that takes a lot of work. The Pie Lady, while she doesn't bring these for the table, will make
them to order – and they are fantastic. We have one coming for Thanksgiving. The Bread Man presents a
bigger problem. His baguettes are better than Panera's, but we don't have enough room in our freezer for a
winter's worth – bummer, we'll pick up a couple of extras on November 23.
Last year we pre-ordered two dozen of the Sun Buns from the Bread Man to pick up on the last Market day –
they freeze really well and go great with coffee, even better with red wine (microwave for 30 seconds first after
thawing). When we mentioned this to another addict, Olive Oil Guy, I could see the lightbulb go off in his eyes
– we're going to have company in making a larger order this year.
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"MORE COW BELL" – so hard to choose…
Nov 8, 2019

Near the finale Jesse Hutchinson doffs his ghoulish makeup, rolls up his shirt and graces the stage with his
presence, cow bell and all. Of course there's a half hearted attempt to get him off stage, including chasing him
through the audience, but he persists and prevails. Everyone seemed to love it – especially Nan. As far as the
images go, I simply couldn't decide. So there's a string of them – Cow Bell 1 through Cow Bell 5:
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Of course the original Cow Bell skit, from Saturday Night Live, can be found on YouTube…
<< This is Halloween | IHome Blog
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my Wilde iPhone Window Portrait Series folio eBook album is ready
Nov 15, 2019

- especially for anyone who was photographed getting their portrait painted between august 2018 and january
2019 - Finally… with the new Affinity Publisher comfortably out of beta, and my approaching the finish of
the Rogue Swan Halloween show mini-project, I'm working on what is to become my folio format for the varied
segments of the Havre de Grace Street project. I abandoned the original format because it was simply far too
much work. In it's place I've simply been stringing related blog postings together in PDF format.
Wilde iPhone Window Portrait Series 2018 / 2019
The new format will take the images and minimal text from the postings and place them into PDF eBooks
(optimized for iPads and readers). Much better than the present format of the full postings strung together.
Affinity Publisher is an Adobe Indesign killer for me – quicker, easier and way less expensive. The catch – I
had to take a few days and learn how to use the darn thing.
In stead of doing all of the experimenting, learning, redo's, etc. on The Strange Case of Rogue Swan, with
all of its complications, I started with my Wilde iPhone Window Portrait Series mini-project completed in
January. It's a good deal shorter and less complex. And when I found at one point that all 49 pages had to be
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reset and redone because I had overlooked something, it didn's send me looking for a cliff to jump off of.
This is the first to take its place in its final format on the Havre de Grace Street folio page. I's complete with a
page listing all of the subjects – just tap (or click) on a name and it will take you to that the appropriate page.
In the end this is pretty simple. A PDF of the gathered postings opens in Publisher, page format is adapted,
extraneous material and most text is removed, images are replaced by the print versions of the images stored
next to the web JPGs in their folder, etc. When completed, a PDF eBook is exported. Voila.
Images, albeit optimized when exported, are my print-ready files instead of first-draft web workups. A bonus to
this process is that, if anything prepared this way were to ever go to print, the only changes would be page
size, positioning, etc. before exporting.
I'll be making these openable/downloadable from the Havre de Grace Street folio page as I finish them. The
Wilde Iphone Window Portrait Series eBook – optimized for readers and iPad – is now posted. They open
and can be saved as a PDF. Yes these will open on a computer – although they may have to be downsized a
bit for comfortable viewing. PDF eBooks tend to open up a little overly large on the computer, and then scroll
vertically instead of horizontally.
As always, a full record of past blog posting can be found on the Archives page – further back postings off to
the side on assembled PDFs. Hopefully The Strange Case of Rogue Swan eBook will be done soon.
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The Possessed – no, not the book by Dostoyevsky
Nov 16, 2019
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The intro shot is Jesse Langley – one of the otherwise charming young ladies of Rogue Swan during her
evening of being posessed. This was great Halloween entertainment. This exposure in color didn't look
tempting to work up in B&W at all. But when checking out what you have with all the flashing color lights on
stage, you'd better do a quickie conversion to double check. That's what I did here and instantly noted the
accentuated effect. Note the whites showing under her pupils. And the neat harsh lines on her face and arms,
formed where the blue and pink lighting crossed – cool. Generally if I have a horizontal for a posting at all, I
use it for the intro because of the oversize way the blog posts verticals when I have to use them there. But the
shot of Jesse looks better the larger it's viewed. I hope she likes it – it’s a favorite here.
Below is a scene where Bre is posessed and controlling Katie and Myra.

While I'm doing the rest of these up – and there are a few more, I'm also placing them into an eBook formatted
PDF album of the whole thing, from first rehearsal through the final performance. Of course, it being the
Holiday season, this will probably take to close to the end of the year. And Nan just suggested that, at the end,
I search through the images for head shots to use on an intro page – sort of like the spread on the playbill for
the show.
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There's Possessed, and Then There's Possessed
Nov 18, 2019
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I noticed during rehearsals for the Halloween show that Katie seemed to want everyone to express their own
kind of demons. This made it interesting to watch the characters emerge. Above, Jesse sings "I am Pure Evil"
– and looks it. Below, Alex, part of the band sports his mechanical arm and a smile that doesn't quite qualify
as a smile. I'd hate to choose which one I would want to run into on a dark street.

Next I'm working on Katie and Nate from the Little Red riding Hood number. I have one good shot from dress
rehearsal but there Katie left the demonic makeup on that was supposed to come off just before that point. For
the B&W, it really works. But I thought I'd better do up the real thing – which turned out to be tricky. I found so
many that I liked that I had to have Nan trip the list down to three. I'll try to work them up by Wednesday.
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A Different Take on Red Riding Hood
Nov 20, 2019
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This posting is for Katie. I knew this would be an important shot for her, so I leaned on the shutter a little. Later
I narrowed the results down to eight, getting Nan to help get it down to three. Even shot very close together,
the lighting was flashing so different that I had to work all three up most of the way before choosing.
Then I compared my results to the version from dress rehearsal, where Katie had left the makeup on from
previous scenes – that waas supposed to be removed by this point in the show. Heck I don't know, maybe for
the B&W it works better. It's all up to Katie at this point. Here's the dress rehearsal version again – I set up to
print maybe once a month, as soon as I find which one is preferred, I'll put it on the list.

Hey, from what I hear it's likely that The Strange Case of Rogue Swan will be performed again next year – in a
different venue. Us? Heck yeah, we'll go see it.
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Nan's Painting Record – Volume 3. How many points do I get for
this?
Nov 21, 2019

AN OTHER PEOPLES ART POSTING. At the end of 2006 I put together a book record of Nan's paintings to
date – this plus the printable database I set up for her on her iPad eliminated the awful collection of prints,
slides, notes, etc. that had accumulated over the years. Then at the end of 2009, after the Easter Island
paintings, I updated with a second volume. Now I've done volume 3, her paintings from the decade running
from 2010 through this year. Done early for two reasons – she never paints during the Christmas season AND
one of the places I get the books printed had a flash sale that let me get it for fifty bucks. Everyone should
have seen me hustling to finish up the file in time.
These are primarily for her record, although they are left out in her studion for anyone to browse through. The
only information given with the pictures (no frame in the view) is title, medium and size. The books are 8.5X11
inches, allowing for pretty large printing. Most of the economy book printers on line do a pretty good job of this
kind of thing, so it's not that expensive. One just needs to get good images, spend a little time on layout, etc.
and then wait for a good sale opportunity – a half price opportunity WILL arise. When you create an account
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for on-line creation of the book, you get on their mailing list and will receive weekly offers ranging from 20 to
50% off. This particular flash sale lasted a few hours and was well over 60% because it was the one I was
waiting for, free pages – you pay for every page over twenty so the more pages you have the bigger the
discount.
I did give very large paintings almost a full page, downsizing for smaller paintings – the spread below shows a
small painting on the left and a small diptich on the right.

Her accompanying iPad database is Tap Forms – complete, simple and printable. Nan hates computers and
actually has fun with it.
<< A Different Take on Red Riding Hood | IHome Blog | Two of my Favorite Frozen Moments >>

1 Comment

Sort by Oldest

Add a comment...

Alex Sisko
Link? How to purchase?
Like · Reply · 4d
Facebook Comments Plugin
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Two of my Favorite Frozen Moments
Nov 23, 2019

Pretty difficult to decide which one of these to use as the intro. James, below, is pretty convincing in his
attempts to be administered the antidote. The dance sequence with Katie, Marion and April made me think
that this would be perfect in a Withces of Eastwick musical – these girls would be perfect.
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I'll be having fun with these for a while. Plenty of more images to go through looking for gems. At the same
time, the PDF eBook is coming along. Now, back to work…
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April and Mya Dance Macabre Routine – fun and games at ISO
12800
Nov 26, 2019

I'm trying to get these out in pairs. There are a number left in the to-do folder to work up – then I'll review the
exposures again to make sure nothing was missed. Wow, Nan is busy getting out all the Christmas stuff and
I'm still working out Halloween. Arrrrrg.
These two are, of course, April and Mya in their sort of dance macabre during the performance. They were
both a nightmare to work up – twice I quit and started over again with the one above. No darkening of
anything here, the lighting was that low. Ergo the ISO of 12800, for both of these. That's right, a whopping
12800 ISO and from the back of the theater, pretty insane actually. Try milking something reasonable out of
one of those. The image below added to the complications by being cropped from a horizontal – I truely must
be a masochist. Hey guys, why don’t you dim the lights a little more, lets go for the gold - iso 25600.
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Note: EASTER ISLAND FOLIO REVIEW
Working on these local performance images sent me back to my Easter Island exposures and my body of
work with Rapanui performing on their outdoor stage set up at Tapati. It's early to mention it, but I'm loading
images into a work folder to, maybe on long winter days, add to my Island folio on line. I find that I'm seeing
more in those shots than before – could make for some interesting additions. And if it adds up to any volume
at all, I could put together a third Easter Island eBook.
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Howl, Creep(?) and Ladies of the Nightmare
Dec 1, 2019

I still say these three would make great Three Witches of Eastwick. The second image, below is Katie, after
being sewed back together, singing a delaying number. Still a mystery to me is the title of the number listed on
the playbill – Creep. Prior to this was my favorite line in the performance – Lilli is telling Mary Cate what they
are going to have Katie do to help them and is reminded that Katie was torn apart in the Crypt. Lilli responds:
"Oh, we can fix that". Of course, she hadn't quite figured that part out as yet.
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The final image today I call "Ladies of the Nightmare". The nightmare to me was, because of the different
colored lights, having to select out each and every one of them so they could be dealt with separately. The
improvement in the overall effect was subtle, but important to me.
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What I'm attempting at this point is to finish these up by including at least one good performance shot from
each number listed in the playbill, making sure to cover everyone in the cast and band. That should make for
a pretty cool little eBook thingie to put out there for download. It is a little daunting that most things that are a
lot of fun to do are also an awful lot of work.

Archives Adjustment with this posting…
With so many postings this year server space is filling up again. Fortunately it doesn't hurt to chop a body of
postings off the archive since postings are also grouped by subject matter on the Havre de Grace Street page,
as well as in PDFs of the time period on the Archives page – off to the side. The six months from January
through June of this year have now come off the end of the Archive and into PDF format.
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Be Still My Heart – a b&w Christmas tree
Dec 9, 2019
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I was probably the only one out there shooting for B&W at Havre de Grace's First Friday Christmas parade,
tree lighting and street celebration. And what to I espy – a Black and White Christmas tree in the window of
Amanda's Florist on Washington Street.
Just as it started getting dark it rained a little, but it soon quit and the wind died down, making for a beautiful,
chilly December evening. Check out the crowd below waiting for the parade to begin – which would surprise
me by coming from the opposite direction as eons of tradition. Very much an improvement as far as I can see.

Yes it was dark, but I did some shooting ayway – knowing that the percentage of anything usable would be
low. Pretty much nothing is completely sharp, but then that wouldn't be all that real would it. I'll have to divide
these up into two postings – with parade shots next time. Below is RiverView Gallery, where both Nan and I
show our efforts, from the street – I took the shot to have a holiday color image to use on their web site for the
rest of the month. But for heere it's the B&W baby!
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Then there was the always present very, very tall Christmas angel, this year with a darker dressed cohort.
The angel always shines.

At the stand where the local radio was broadcasting, the tree lighting would occur, etc. a school choir sang
Christmas carols.
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As I mentioned, the few parade shots I managed to get in the dark, holding the camera over my head to get
above the crown, will be posted. I'm forever surprised at the crowd our little town attracts for their after-dark
parades. The trees in town are full of lights, giant snowflakes are projected on the fronts of the buildings,
music is piped around town, and more. Definitely worth the long walk after finding a place to park.
One thing they have yet to fix is the way some of the floats, vehicles, etc. fail to self-illuminate the decorations
and people they are carrying, making it difficult to see who is there, let alone take a picture (one example – the
very cool motorcycle contingent carrying snowmen, wearing antlers, etc. – difficult to see anyting beyone the
headlights). People we know who were on floats weren't recognized by us until I got the exposures home and
brightened them up a bit. Rebecca, was that you sitting up there in the dark – very hard to tell.
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Santa Came to Town – First Friday in December
Dec 11, 2019

Above, and first image below. Santa, Mrs. Claus and their "driver"' in another Havre de Grace night time
parade. I'm getting used to them, partly because while daylight parades can provide a plethora of straight
shots, darkened streets make for maybe ninety percent missed and bad shots but up to ten percent kinda cool
images. Dusk is best, but that calls for some real lucky timing.
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Ubiquitous in local pararades it this "wind-up" christmas Volkswagon Beetle:
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Finally, I managed to catch this group of kids carrying their sign – it was completely dark, with no light on
them. I just aimed and shot, hoping that the auto focus would work in the dark and catch something. Then
lightened the center just enough to show their faces – which had to be worked on a little separately.

One more posting from the parade to ccome – somewhere between three and five more images to look at.
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Last of First Friday in December – A tad on the dark side…
Dec 16, 2019

Is that you Rebecca? As the parade was going by, with a particularly dark float approaching, I saw Gay Lyn
frantically waving. So I quickly took a shot, completely in the dark as to who that was perched atop what must
have been the darkest fload (it turned out to be a convertable with the top down). Then I carefully selected out
the two mysterious figures and worked a little Photoshop magic on them. Lo and behold, it was a familiar face
after all. Not much in the way of comment is needed for these – except to note that the first shot below sporta
s very cute Whoville kid…
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OK, Havre de Grace's tradition of night-life parades is growing on me, and I'm having a good time trying to
photograph them – if bringing out those dark areas does make for some real graininess. But there is still a
percentage of participants not making an effort to make themselves visible. May I suggest either a floor light
pointing up or, perhaps better, some sort of short pole with a light mounted on it. Then again, it does get a little
better with every parade.
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UPGRADING MY STUDIO WORK TABLE…
Dec 23, 2019

UPGRADING MY STUDIO WORK TABLE… improves everything from cutting mats to dismantling a
laptop or iMac and putting it back together. A while back I made a posting about constructing a relatively
inexpensive, super-sturdy work table. I didn't believe that I could improve on the idea, but I have just updated
the table with three-inch table risers (I was going to make them but it turned out that they are just too
inexpensive to pass up). Work tables are expensive, so a number of people have been inspired by my posting
and made their own.
The original table – the notes on that below – is thirty inches tall. That's going to usually be the result when
making your own this way – most old table bases you will find are about 30 inches tall. I used an old school
lab table with the top removed. 30 inches is OK unless you find yourself spending extended periods of time
bending over it.
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I researched on line and found that top of the line work tables are adjustable up to 38 inches tall, with 33 to 35
being a standard for slightly cheaper (still far too expensive for me) models. The three inch gain from these leg
boosters – taking me to 33 inches – eliminates back strain while working (a six foot guy might need more
than three inches). These, with rubberjfloor protectors, are the iPrimio Bed and Furniture Square Risers.
I simply lifted the ends while Nan slid the feet in place. The original posting is below (I'll be adding all this as
an update to the permanent file in "How To’s”). The Result was magic.

Custom Artists Studio Work Table
Sturdy, cheap and easy…
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Many artists have a need for a large, strong studio surface for cutting mats, framing, dealing with glass, etc.
Suitable tables can be quite expensive (almost laughably so). This is a very easy, very inexpensive solution to
the problem. I’ll describe the one I made for myself.
A little paint underneath (the table bottom was in bad shape and needed a lot of bubble gum removed), a
cleanly waxed top, and I had myself a great, practical studio work table. Covering most of the top is two 24x36
inch self-healing cutting surfaces (available at Amazon). As you can see from the picture, this thing is large
enough on top, stores enough underneath and gets heavy use. All for very little money and just a couple
hours of work. The key is the sheet of hardwood plywood, check it out.
Surface…
Easy. Just get yourself down to Home Depot or some similar station and pick out a 4x8 ft. slab of
hardwood plywood. I based my needs on rigging a table that will hold, and allow cutting, of a 32x40 sheet of
rag – with all my tools, etc. lined up along the wall. That meant I had to allow for the 36” depth of my cutting
surface and a few inches for my “stuff.” They will cut your wood down to size right there at the store – I had my
top cut to 44x54. Voila – instant table top. Some light sanding along the edges, and all you have to do is
paste-wax the surface. A number of years later, when we moved, I did apply another layer of wax.
Table
Literally almost anything. We had an old school lab table floating around. The unbelievably heavy top was
held on by screws from underneath. I removed the top (tossed it) and simply screwed my new top onto the
base from under – pretty much centering it. Alternative bases can easily be used – and one can always just
leave the top on, and center the new expanded top over it. One could even use two smaller, matching tables –
if it’s sturdy, it will work.
Shelves…
When I bought the top, there was enough left over from the 4x8 foot slab of hardwood plywood to have a
shelf cut for mounting underneath (I added a second shelf when we moved). All I needed was a couple of
screwed-on supports cut from scraps from the same sheet of plywood. If where you get the large pieces cut
they don’t want to do this, just take the scraps to someone with a saw (like me) and ask them to do it. Too
easy and quick to turn anyone down.
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